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FOREWORD

Agriculture is by far the largest industry in the Southern region. Production of.agficultural
products from the vast land resources and uniquely favorable-Climate of the region is essential in
meeting the food and fiber needs of the states and the nation with some left over for export to
help feed and clothe the under priviledged of the,world The region's deograptuc location, close on

the north and west to the major population centers of the ination and with the east'and south
havingoexcellent deep water ports, facilitates rapid movement of its agriculture and fotest products .
to the Consumer at home or abroad

The,ivailability of energy ip the form of cheap fossil fuel enabled the Legion's farmers to
mechanize their operatiops and increase their outputiabove that of most farmers of other nations.
Such a sustained rate of pioduction can be maintained only through continuing,availabilityof an,

effective energy supply. Though 44Iture uses only a small percentage of the nation's total
lergy-consumption it still amounts to Millions of barrels of crude oil, therefore, it is a challenge.

to agriculturists to conserve energy wherever efficiencies 'can be made in producing, processing and
marketing food and fiber ,

Realizing that the energy situation has already affected every person in The nation and recog-

n zing the need for assessing the energy halation in agriculture the Council for Higher Education
in the Agricultural Sciences( recommended that a regional conference 134 conducted to acquaint

agriculturists with the situation and begin forMulation of plans to increase energy efficiency in
agriculture A regional planning committee of 10 members representing extension, research and
teaching assisted the project director in planning th'e conference The conference involving 122
participants from college of agriculture administrations, faculty' members from extension, research
and teaching, USDA. state agency and industry representatives was held in Atlanta, Georgia,
October 1-3, 4 975 This conference partially supported by the W K. Kellogg Foundation provided
an excellent overview of energy usage in agriculture, with manykhallenginy ideas for conserving

(Air dwindling resources In addition these' proceedings will serve as an excellent source of refer-
ence material on energy usage in agrilulture for personnelInvoLved with energy efficiency whether

it be in extension, research or teaching activities. The Council of Higher Education in the Agricul-

tural' Sciences commends these Proceedings for use by agriculturists and others concerned with
improving the efficiency of energy usage in agricultural production in the South..

T J. Horne, Project Deciectbr

Agricultural Sciences

N..
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THE UNITED STATES ENERGY SITUATION:
ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR PERSONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING

S. A. Tnimbower, Consultant

Advanced Systeins Technology Division
Power Systems Company

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
East Pittsburgh, Pa. 15112

For several reasons, 4-"wps glad to accept your invitation to be the opening speaker at
this conference on energy in 'agriculture. In the first piece, your conference is timely be-
-cause the energy crisis has already affected every individual and institution in the nation,
and Will have far more profotd effecis in the fuftire.

But your conference is, timely from another pbint of view. On June 30, a Westinghouse
task force, which I directed, completed a very comtiiehensive longterm energy analysis
ender contract:to the Frde 91 Energy Administration. I think you will find the results of
this study which I will overview for you this morning quite helpful in putting the
ergy situation into perspective.

Federal Energy Administration Study FraMework

Time PeriOd: 1972 tp 20(10 ,

Population: Seriet F: 1912 208 X106
. 2000' 251.X 106

Energy Import Objectives Percent of Domestic Use
, Oil look

Gas 0%

Coal 0%

'Uranium 0% sa

GNP Growth Rate: 3.2% in Constant $
GNPser Capita Growt6 Rte: 2.5% in Constant $

I'll begin my presentation by outlining the study frame-
9ork, The period of concern is from 1972 through 2000.

1972 it significant as a starting point because it represents

the last year free of energy supply constraints You will re-
call that the oil boycott startedin October of 1973.

The time horizon extends to the year 1000, a period.
'long enough to identify short-term, mid-term and lorig-term
energy problems and policy implications.

The current population trend technically called Series F

will cause our population to rise fr'om 208 million in
1972 to 251 million by 2000. v.,

National energy policy was assumed directed toward re.
/fixing oil imports to 10% of domestic consumption
level that could, with some disruption accommodate a
future oil boycott, Self - sufficiency was taken as the national
policy objective for natural gas, coal and uranium.

The constant dollar GNP annual growth rate .usedwas a
moderate 3.2%. This translates to 2.5% annuarlyoinfth of
per capita GNP enough for our citizens as a whole to make
a little economic progress and enough for our society to
continue to male progress against poverty.

es,
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Structure of Energy Use
1972 Data 1015 BTU

Gas Orl i Coal Nuclear
/

Reriewabie Total
(Memo)

Electricity
End Uses '

Residential
Conirnercial
Manufacturing .
Transportation

Energy Processing

Fuel Processing

Electricity
Processing

.

.

.

-

6.5

1.1

'' 7,3
0 8

.

3 3
.

4 1

3.3
34
3 5

17.3

2 4 -

,
3.1

*0 2

0.2
4 0

,

0

7 )

)

,._

4

-....

0 6

i
'

'

0.2

0.9

1 0

'
10.2

-4 7
15.7
18 1,

5 9

16 6

-
2.1

1 0
2.1

0.2

0 1

0.6

/11

00....Joral
.

23 1

_

33.0 - 12.4 0.6

.

2 1 71 2
(T&D Loss(

6.0 .
(9utput)

genewab.le Includes Hydro(@ 3.41 BTU/KWH), Solar, Geothermal, Wind, Tidal:Woc;d, ttc.

Npw consider the structure of energy use Note that the
really useful applications of energy, called End Uses in this
chart, are to supply the Residential, Commercrat, Manu-
facturing and Transportation Sectors of the econprny.

expended to prepare energy for .delivery, to the end use
sectors The energy processing category therefore includes
energy required to extract and refine gas, oil, coal andura-
nium, Synthetic fuel conversion losses, and Ips5es incurred

erating e ectricity

Residential Sector /
1972 Data 1015 BTU .

-

.
Gas Oil Coal Nuclear

.
Renewable Total (Memo)

Electricity
CentralAir Conditioning , -
Room Air Conditioning
Lighting .

Refrigerators
Freezers"

Television \ 4
Dish Washers

Clothes Washers

Clothes Dryers'
Cooking. - :

Othei. Appliances

Water Heating

Spaci Heating. Elec. Resistance
Heat Pumps
Non-Electric

Miscellantous

..

,

.076 '

.346

.

1 ., 154

4.630

..310

elP
,

.061

I
.300

2.740

.155

- i,

'

0.240

\--._

f

-- j
:

'
-013 -

150

-'
__

076
407

1 455,

.

..013
- 7.760'

.465

.159

.1V
275

, .211
, 118

.153
_027

.023

.082

.112

.146

.278

257

.022

052

Total 6.526 7'' 3.256 0.240 0.163 10.176 2.153
d , .' . > c

(
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By recognizing the structure of energy use, it is possible
to avoid the pitfalls inherent in making future energy, use
estimates by simply projecting historical growth rate.cfata

We avoided this pitfall by analyzing each significant use

of .energy, exactly which forms of eneigy supply each use,
and took into account factors such as saturation effects aftl
efficiency trends.

I.

For each use category, energy requirements were deter-
mined at 5-year intervals through the year 2000. The use
categories, analyzed are evident from these tabulations
which' show 1972 data for the residential sector, the com-
mercial sector, the panufactunng sector, the transpordtion
sector, and the energy processing sector-

*.

Commercial Sector *
1972 Data - 1015 BTU °..- .

r\---
. '

Gas Oil Coal Nuclear * Renewable Total ,. (Memo)
Electricity

Space Heating.

Water\ Heating

Air Conditioning
Commercial Lighting ,
Street Lighting r
Irrigation
Crop Drying -

Agricultdre Vehicles .

. .914 ,

048

.036

.015\

1.025
-070

.048

.084

.580
-1.137

.014

.002
'

.

4 _

a °

.

1

1.853
.120

.084

.099

.580

.038

.004

.225
, .518

.042
.036

-firrad-Tarand-Aspfralt----
Miscellaneous ,

,

.213 468
i

.131
1 137

.812
.--

.131

Total 1.13 3.41 4 0.15 4.69 . .994. .

Manufacturing Sector
...1972 Data - 1015 BTU --..

* _. Gas ,Oil Nuclear Renewable Total (Memo)
Electricity

Chemicals 1.833 .204 .550 2.587 308
Paper .557 1371 .233 .854 2.015 ' .118
Durable Goods .689 .148 .169 li ,1.006 .360' r'Food *.590 .163 .140 .893 .123 , ,

*Steel 637 .197 2.203 . 3.037 .134
Aluminum .345. .012 .083 .441 192
Cement .227 .070 .167 .463 .031'
Glass ; .237 .008 .7003 .248 .02
Feedstock and Raw Material 1.470 1.025 .105 3.501
Miscellanects .742 .387 .369 .. .012 1.510 .825

Total 7.33 3,48 4.02 01.87 15.70 2.11

3
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Transporta Secior -1972 Data - 1015 BTU

. ,. Gas Oil Coal Nuclear Renewable Total.
(Memo)

Electricity

Auto. Urban
I.

Rural
<

8us: Urban
Intercisy
School -

Truck.. t2 Axle, 4 Tire
Other Single Unit
Combinations

Rail: Freight
Passenger Intercity ;
Passenger Urban

Air. . Passenger Domestic

Passenger International
/ Cargo Domestic

Cargo International
General
Military

Water. Domestic
Overseas .

Pipeline: Gas

Oil

Miscetlaneous

. <

..4

.

, 5.252

3.680
I.

.058
:028
.039

1.299
1.002

1 227

527
033

.968
255
.168
.099
.100

.

\

-

,

.

-

.

.

5.252
' 3.680

.058

.028

.039

1 299

, 1.002

1.227

527
.033

,968

.256

.168

.099

.100

.609

429
.820 -

791

_132

.539

.

.009

.001

007

-

.

,

.791
,

, '

.609

.429

.820

.
132,

1 .539

Total , .7,1 17.255 18 055 .017
,-

°Energy Processing Sector -1972 Data - 1015 BTU -------------

Gas Oil Coal

-

° Nuclear---Preiceicable

_..--
Total

(Memo)
Electricity

Fuel Processing

Synthetic Fuels
Coal Gasification '
Coal Liquification

.ExtractiOn and Refining
Gas 1 ----

1011

Coal
,

Uranium
Handling Losses

Gas

-Oil

Coal

Subtotal

,,

- __-___-_
.

1.453
i 1.463

'.003

3:47

.080
2.078

022

.

.234
..,

.004
025

-

.225

_

.

9/

-

,

<

i

1.533
3 545

.050

. .347

.234
- .225

r

'1"---
093
.024
.024'

.

P

`-,

3.27 . 2.4,1- .25 5.93 .141

Electricity Processing ..i

tklectricity Sold . °
T & D Losses
Electrical Oittput ,

Fuel Input 4.10 3.13

, -,

I

7.83

..,

-

.58,

-

'
.96

-,
16.60

5.416
.572

5.988

.

% Total 7.3-7 5.
.---

54 8.08
.

.58
,

.96. 22.53 .

4
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Now let's move to the bottom line' C
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1972 1985 2000
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ENERGY

1972

10 1

1985
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r

a

ED Domestic Supply
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66 4

51 2

149
34 8

33 0
26 0 T 26 6

16 8

97

125

20I 00 ' 1972 196 2000 1972 1985

- OIL COAL

16 8

2000

10 8

50
20

1972 1985 ' 2000 1972 1985 2000

NUCLEAR RENEWABLE
_

Adding all sectors together reveals the energy plight that
the trend existing in 1972 vfas getting us into.

: Our total energy would rise from '71 to 171 quad& a
groveth rate of,3.2% annually Relating the informationgiven
in Btu's to percentages, we find that of our total needs, im-
ports would 1157orC-1.1 5%,iri 1.97 to 3X) in 1985, and
reach 41% by 2000 even with a successful program of maxi
mizing yS. oil and gas production along with a moderate

. program of producing synthetic oil and gas fron'coal.*
A glance .at the gas `situation reveals our most severe

short term problem. Gas imports would_have to rise from
4% of 1972 consumption, to 34 %'y 1985 and hit 75% by

(000, Gas in these quantities is simply not available -for im
port. Even the 1 quad we are now importing is in jeopardy
as our major supplier, Canada, has served norm wishes to
discontinue supplying us

Turning to oil, imports would rise ro' m 29% of consump
von in 1972, to 52% in 1985 and reach 68% by 2000. This
Is obviously intolerable: it threatees our national security,
blaces'.an intolerable burde,n on our balance of, payments,
and adds to o already serious intlajjpn problem.

Is conservion the answer? Let's see! Suppoae we adopt
a very aggressive national energy conservation program.

I

6

Residential Sector Conservation Actions

(Higher Energy Prices All Sectors Pjice Elasticity)

Improve Home Insulation

Improve Efficiency of Utilization Devices
Gas and Oil Furnaces
Heat Pumps
Water Heaters
Appliances

-''Lighting (More Fluorescent)
Air Conditioners.
Electriqgnitors lo7Gas

"Use Less" Ethic
Turn Off Lights
Lpwer Thermostat in Winter
1-lighr Thermostat in Summer

4

In the Residential Sector we can improsve home insula
lion, improve efficiency of utilization devices, and infuse
a "use less ethic" into our society.
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N
Commercial Sector Conservation Actions

Improve Building Insulation

Improve Efficiency of Utilization Devices
' as and Oil Furnaces ),

Heat Pumps
Water Heaters
Appliances
Lighting (More Fluorescent),
Air Conditioner's

,Crop Dryers
Reduce Tillage in Agriculture
Dieselize MoreOff Highway Agricultural

Vehicles

"Use Less" Ethic
Turn Off Lights
Delamp
LoWer Thermostat inrWinter
Highei Thermostat in Summer

In the Commercial SectSr we can improve building insu
latiorrimprtve efficiency of utilization devices, and infuse
the "use less ethic

Manufacturing and Fuel Processing
Sectors Conservation Actions

Reduce Heat Losses

Reduce Energy Needs of the Basic Process
Apply Heat Recovery Techniques
Ship to Less Energy Intensive Materials
Recycle Mole N
Co Generate Electricity and Procesi"Stearn
Infuse the Conservation Ettiic .

Similar conservation principles can be applied to the
Manufacturing and Fuel gocessing,Sectors, and a few new
ones as well Here we,can reduce heat losses, reduce energy
needs-of the basic processes, apply heat recovery techniques,

shift to less energy intensive matertalstecycle more, co-
generate electricity and process steam in very large in
dustries, and inftie the conservation ethic.

e

1

6

Transportation Sector Conservatia Actiont

Shift Traffic to More Efficient Modes
Passengers - By 2000

12% Urban Auto PM to Bus
12't Urban Auto PM to Rapid Transit ,

15% Domestic Air PM to Rail
Freight -By 2009

' 25% Domestic TM to Rail
50% of Combi TM to Rail

Reduce Energy Intensiveness of Transportation
Equipment By 2000

Auto, 25 mpg
oBus 12% Less ,

Air , 25% Less `

Water 10% Less

Truck 10 25% Less.

Improve Load Factors

A

1

In' the Transportation Sector we can shift some Passenger
and freight traffic to more efficient modes Basically this
means shifting passengers from auto and air to buses, apid
transit and rail It means sfpfting freight from truck and air
to rail

We canalso-rekruce energy,intensiveness of transports;
Lion equipment, and improve load factors

Electric Utility

Oil By 2000 Used for Peaking Only (1 5 quad)
None for Base Load

Gas. By 2000 All Gas is from Coal Gasification
(3 0 quad) and Burned In Combined
Cycle Plants

(4
Turning to the Electric Utility Sector, by 2000 only a

small amount of oil will be burned and that for peaking
duty only All gas burned 'will then come from coal via gasi
fication pIapts

Lopkingiagain to the bottom line, let's see if conserve
tion alone solves our national energy problem

r.

A
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Our,tr- tat-energy use rise. to onl,y 128 quads in 2000
compared to 171 .without conservation. Again,. relating
Btu's to percentages, we See that our depebiience on um
ports rises hop 15% in 1972, 021% 1085 and reaches

J
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29% by 2000, Nceonly has our percentage dependence on
imports doubted between 1972 and 2000, but in absolute
terms th) amount of energy being imported in 2000 is,,7;1/2
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The gas problem is still with_ us. Gas impbrts would
represent 22% of consumption in 1985 and 64% of con
sumption in 2000 compared with 4% of 1972 consumption
In absolute terms, gas imports by 2000 would need to be
16 times what they were in 1972: while the real world
situation is that it is doubtful we will be able to maintain
imports even at 1972 levels

..

,t.71;..... .

"....., A.,e

_ 1

r

OIL: CONSERVATION ONLY

25

20

e

15

Oil Imports
in'1015 BTU

14.3

21 5r

5
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50
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20

10

1972 1985 2000

Oil Imports as
% of Consur7tiOn

50%

t

37%

29%IMIIP

1

1972 1985 2000

.1

t

/
The oil situation is still impossible. Imported oil's share

of consumption appears to rise from29% in 1972, to 37%
in 1985, and reach 50% by 2000 But in practice we would
be 'depending on imports for more than half of our needs
because even more oil would be used to replace the natural
gas shortfall Even today this trend is becoming widespread
in industry

Quite obviously then, conservation alone is no solution
to our energy problems .

Major World Energy Resources

Fossil 1015'BTU
Gas

Oil
Coal

10

33

170

Nuclear 1018 BTU I

Uranium,Fission Reactor 70

Uranium-Breeder Reactor' 420,000
Fusion Reactors 10,000,000,000

Lnewable 1015 BTU Per Year

Wind ' 3

Geothermal I 9

Tidal 48

Solar ' 540,000

b

To begin to come to grips with' our energy problems we
need to first review the world's energy resources The re-
source base here is defined in terms-of ultimately 'recover-
able resources/including both known reserves and estimates
ofrall future finds. , . ..

Inge fossil category there is about four times as much
coal energy as in oil and gas combined.

In the nuclear category, if we had to rel'Ylexclusively on
the present generation of nuclear reactors finion reactors

there would only be enough uranium availabib to fuel re-
actors for about 50 years.

Breeder reactors, now being developed, will extend ura-
nium supplies for hundreds of years

After the turn of the century fusion reactors are expected
to become available and make available an essentially limit-
lep supply of energy.

Renewable sourceiof energy such as wind, geothermal,
tidal and solar have been highly publicized lately as the

'final solution to the world energy prOblem. Except for solar,,
however these forms will,make only a minor contribution
to our energy supplies by 2000. The basic problem is that
they are enormously expensive to harriess, often remote
from sites where the energy is needed, and intermittent in
nature.

. I

Even solar, which has potential for home space heating
and hot water heating, seems out of the question for elec-
trical generation. A typical analysis, would show solar elec-
tricity costing 30 cents per KWH, about 10 times the cost/
of alternatives.

8
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Energy Substitution economy

Vigorous Conservation of All of Energy
Substitute Coal, Nuclear and Solar.for

Increasingly Scarce Oil and Gas
Preserve Gas and,Oil for Feedstocks,

Lubricants, tlpt Fuel, Etc

The pldin truth is that between now and 2000 we will be
forced to overcome the ever increasing shortage of gas and

' oil by combining vigorous conservation measures and in
(creased use of coal, nuclear power and to a limited extent

solar Sirip ly stated, an Energy Substitution Economy
must evolve

Only by bringing this about can we avoid economic dis
ruption while preserving oil and gas for applications they
alone can supply such as chemical feedstocks, jet fuel and
lubricants,

OIL & GAS SAGE IN THE U.S.
1972

1015 BTU

to
)

15 20

Auto

4 Spice klettong

Process Steam

Direct Heel I

.1 Feedsto-cks

Water Heating

1 Cooking

3 Others'

I Trucks I Others I

If we are going to find. new energy sources to supplant
gas and oil, most of the effort will be concentrated in just
four Uses transportation, space heating, process stearit and
direct'neat*These fotpuses account for 80% of gas and oil
consumption.
4 We believe that by 2000 solar energy, will supply space

heating and hot water to abobt 10% of homes.
Coal will be increasingly Ad foi supplying direct heat

apd process- steam in industry In he very largest industries
paper, chemicals and petroleum refining cogeneration

----7----aftilectriCtty and process steam will increase significantly.
But in the vast majority of applications, using our coal

and nuclear resources will 'mean" substituting electricity for
direct combustion of oil and gas in as many applications as
are technically and economically feasible.

Let's start with transportation which accounts for 50%
of our oil consumption .

BATTERY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Lead Acid Battery-A

ENERGY DENSITY
Watthours/Lb

CHARGING TIME

LIFE

12

. 8 hrs

1 yr

20 25

3 hrs

5 yrs,_

World-wide, 20 million dollars a year is being spent on
electric battery research, from that will shortly come new
batteries with double the.performance of the present lead
acid battery. They'll recharge in less than half the time and
last five times as long

By 1985 we forsee batteries with fourtimes the Ar-
formance of lead acid and before the end of she century
that figure will be ten.

The Electric vjhicleS that new battery technology will
make possible will find initial application in light vans for
urban service In fleet type operations By this I mean mail
and parcel delivery, telephone installation, meter reading
and taxis

Transportation Sectdr Electrification

By 2000. 7

70% of Urban Auto Vehicle Miles
50% of Urban Bus Vehicle Miles

100% of School Bus Vehicle Miles
70% of Single Unit Truck Vehicle Miles
70% of Rail Traffic

100% of Pirlres

With this as a start, by 2000 it would be possible for
electric vehicles to provide: 70% of urban auto vehicle miles,
60% of urban bus vehicle miles, 100% of schodl bus vehicle
miles, and 70% of single unit truck vehicle miles.

Also by 2000, 70% of rail traffic can be electrified along
with all pipelines

Next on our list of large oil and gas users is space heating
In Loth the residential and commercial sectors electric re-
sistance space heating is already well known and growing in
use. Lesser known is the most efficient form of electrical
space heating the electric heat pump.

This technology had itproblems when it was first intro-
duced stemming from poor reliability,, misapplication and
bad- jeryive. But now the major manufacturers have rede-
signed their heat pumps and are providing oviducts with
yerl,/ acceptable reliability.

Today's heat pump )s twice as efficient as electrical rests-
tancg. heating and fou:( times as efficient as gas and oil at
the point of use.

We forespe 65 million homes heated electrically Isy the
year 2000 20 million with the heat pump. These homes
will use electrictly for water heating, cooking and clothes
drying, further reducing consumption of gas and oil.

9
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Turning next to process steam, such as is used in making
Heinz soup, V use accounts for one sixth of all the energy
used in 1972 It has a wide variety of applications with gas
and oil fired boilers providing 80% of it and coal fired
boilers the rest. Greater use of coal and electric boilers can
signiiicantly reduce oil and gas consumption for process
steam, but there is something brand new

THE WESTINGHOUSE
TEMPLIFIER

Temperature Amplifier

call it a Templifier short for Tem'pe ature Ampli-
, fier It, ies the same principle as a residential heat pump,
but wit a much larger compressor and working at much
higher compression ratios and temperatures

FREE HEAT SOURCES FOR INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

INPLANT SOURCES
Overhead Vapors from Distillation Processes
Warm Water Effluent from Plant Processes
Refrigeration Equipment Cooling Water

,Air Compressor Cooling Water
tlectric Welder Cooling Water
Extruder Cooling Water
Injection Welder Cooling Water
Cooling Tower/Pond Water
Flu Gases

OUT SOURCES
Condenser Cooling Water from Power Plants
Bodietof Water River Lake Ocean
Air

For a Templifier, better free heat sources than the
cold outside air used by the residential heat pump are avail
able A body of water such as a lake, a river, or the ocean
can be used Better yet, higher temperature free heat sources
are often available from waste-heat inside industrial plants

The first Templifier was Rut into service this Spring in
one of our plants and replaced a gas fired boiler It started
up just in time to overcome a curtailment in our natural gas
supply

Our fourth big user of gas and oil is direct heat Substitu-
tion is obviously feasible Industry already uses electric
furnaces along with induction heating, dielectric furnaces
and electric ovens They are clean and efficient and often
yield a higher quality product As supplies` of gas and oil
dwindle industry is turning iqcreasingly. to electricity for
direct heat.

An example of what's coming is our own lamp plant in
Salina, Kansas Needing more glass melting capacity and
with no additional gas available we installed an electric fur-
nace alongside the original gas furnace.

There are a few more energy substitutions, but these are
the main ones and are all time will permit me to cover to-
day Let's see what the total effect of these substitutions
and aggressive conservation is on the total energy picture.

Now imported energy in 1985 is about the same as our
present level of imports. As a percentage of total energy
consumption, imported energy drops from 15% in 1972, to
11% in 1985 and to only 1% by 2(Q0. We have §otten back
control of our energy destiny.
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The gas problem has been solved By drastically redixing
gas consumption all gas imports have been eliminated by
1985.

The oil problem is now manageable Through 1985, oil
imports still increase somewhat over 1972 levels, but then
Oechne rapidly by 2000 Imported oil represents 29% of our
197.2 consumption,. 31% of our 1985 consumption, and
only 4% of our consumption by 2000. Who cares if OPEC
decides to impose another boycott)

With the alternative I propose, aggressive conservation
combined with energy substitution and achieving energy
independence, our supply of conventional oil would still
last 43 years because production limitations still apply.
Shale oil would only extend the supply another 50 years
hoWever I don't see this as a problem because we can s4art
early in the next century to find alternatives for oil in its
then remaminVapplications

Coal and nucear resources are no problem.

YEAR OF DEPLETION OF U.S."ENERGY RESOURCES

Gas Self Sufficiency

1972 Use Trends

Conservation Only

Energy Substitution

a

Od Conventional El Shale Oil)

Self Sufficiency 1972 Use Trends

Conservation Only Max Dom Prod
and Unlimited Imports

Energy Substitution Max Dom Prod
Energy Independence

Coal Energy Substitution

Nuclear Energy Substitution
, Light Water Reactors Now

, ,Breeder Reactor by 1990
Fusion Reactor in Early 2000's

1980 2000 2020 2940 2000 2080 2100

V /
"700 Years

0

Unlimited

From a depletion standpitont only gas and oil are in
imminent danger of depletion.

If we only conserve gas, our supply will be gone in 2005,
just 30 years from now. In the meantime the demand for
gas in excess of attainable domestic production levels will '
have to be filled by imports, or by shifts to oil, or just plain
suffering If, on the. other hand we undertake the Energi
Substitution Economy, our supply will last for 70 years,
imports can be eliminated, and other energy sources will

.
supply the needed energy

In the case of oil, if we somehow could have.supplied
all our oil needs from the U.S. froro1972 on, all our oil
would be gone in 24 years. Exploiting shale of/ would add .
another 33 years.

If initeadive conserve oil, recognize domestic produc
tion-rate limitations, and Would accept the power of the
sheiks to stop our economy cold by allowing unlimited
imports, our oil Would last 43 years. Exploiting shale od.
would give us another 75 years supply.

U.S. GENERATING CAPACITY
(Gigawatts)

Eliergy Substitution
Without Loaf Management

Energy Substitution
. With Load Management

.. 1972 Trend

Conservation Only

1972

11 .
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- Implicit in the Energy Substitution Economy concept is
the increased requirement for electrit generation facdities

If 1972 energy use trends had persisted, total generating
capacity in 2000 would have beer} 14,10 gigawatts Conser-

. vation alone would reduce that to 1020 gigawatts.
To take care of all the substitutions we have discussed,

total capacity 'in 2000 would rise to 1660 gigawatts This
would be a 83% increase over the Conservation Only case
and a 17% increase over Tie 1972 Trend Case. 11-

But there 1,an important new development.that will
loWer generating capacity needs The Federal Energy Ad
ministration has begun to enter -state-utility commission
electric rate cases FEA's objective, in part, is to 'see that
'electticity users pay more for using electricity during periods
of peak 1;1,errands on the electric utility system, and less for
electricity used in slacl demand periods This strategy
Should result in shifting electric loads off the peak and re-

. du:99g the installed electrical generating equ4-:ri nent required
We estimate that this load management philosophy will ^

reduce the installed generating equipment needed for the
Energy Substitution Economy in 2000 from 1660 to 1490,
gigawatts, a reduction of 11%

Planningkimptications of
The Energy Situation'

Conservation:

Extensive Public Education and Voluntary
Agreement Programs

Increasingly, Mandatory Efficiency Standards
for Energy Utilizatir Devices

From this overview, it chould be clear that there are a
number of implications for personal and institutional
planning in the energy outlook. Let's look into our crystal
ball!

On the conservation front we will be seeing a rapid pro.
liferation of public education programs designed to reduce
consumption of all forms of energy.

On a parallel track, government agencies vyill be working
with energy intensive industries to reduce consumption per
Unit of production. Manufacturers of energy utilization
equipment of all types will be asked to enter into voluntary
agreements to increase efficiency. Such efforts are now
underway in the auto and home appliance

As our energy crisis' deepens, one can expect to see
mandatory energy efficiency standards taking over. Likely
first candidates are commercial and rest ial buildings,
autos and appliances.

Planning Implications of
The Energy Situation

Gas. -
Shortage is Severe and Will Get Much Worse

Industry Will Absorb Shortfall to Maintain
Supplies for Residential,and
Commercial Sectors

Short Term Industry Will Turn to Oil,
Worsening bil Import Situation

Mid-Term Use COotrol for New Installations
Long Term -7,,Coercive Measures to Force

Switching.to Coal, Electricity and Solar

On the natural gas front, the shortage is already severe
It will get much worse and eventually impos'sible^N

In order to maintain service to the residential and Oom
mercial sectors, industry will be forced to absorb the short.
fall. Iry the short term industry will turn to oil to replace
gas and the oil import situation will worsen One would ex-

- pect the worsening import situation- to be politically
tolerated because the alternative is the loss of thousands of
jobs. .

In the midterm I expeCt toiseAthe emergence of energy
use controls That would mean that for applications that
could be served by coat or electricity use of gas or oil
wourcipe prohibited. Examples might be hot water supply
in the meat packing industry'br mindustrial metal cleaning
aociptating processes.

jn the larger term there will,probably be coercive meas
ures taken to force switching away frO gas nd oil and to
coal, electricity and solar.

N.
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Planning Implications of
The Energy Situation

Oil:
MidTerm Oil Imports Will Rise Significantly

Especially if Economy Recovers
Probably Mandatory Aulb MPG Standards
CoercivekMeasures to Force Use of

Mass Transit
Heavy Government Inyestrnentrn Electric

Vehicle Technelitgy

On the oil front, oil imports will rise significantly in anr
event and sharply so if the economy recovers. This evedt
will likely trigger mandatory auto miles per gallon standards
among other measures. Coertive measures to force use of
mass transit alie virtually certaid,-as well.

Heavy government investment ip electric vehicle tech-
nology, now in the stalking s6ges, t Otually certain.
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Planning Implications of
The Energy Situation

Coal, Nuclear, Solar Electric Generation
Government Programs to Develop

Resources and Ease Financing Proble'ms

Turning to the more plentiful forms of energy, much
more .9,iivernmental involvement in development of coal,
nuclear and solar energy resources is certain At present this
involvement is concentrated on Research and Development
Programs, but pressures wilt be enormous to extend involve.
ment into brick and mortar in view of the enormous sums
of money involved and the inability of the private capital
mprkets to provide it-

Planning Implication of
The Energy Situation

Electric Rates.
Flatten Rate Structure, Probably With

"Lifeline " Protection for Low Use Residences
Long Run Incremental Cost Used for Pricing
Time of Day Demand Metering/Load Control
Much Development ofEnergy

Storage Technology

Maior restructuring and reform of electric rates is just
around the corner and the dimensions are now clear.

Rate structures will be flattened to redu"ce or eliminate
the quantity discounts which now benefit large users. Life-
line rates, intended to provide a cheap but small block of
power to low in ime groups,wili become common.

The long run incremental cost concept is likely to achieve
acceptance for rate desigIS purposes. Combined with tinte of
day pricing, the net effect will be to irtcreaseitbkcost of
electricity used on-Peak and (educe the cost of electricity
used off-peak.

Time-ofday demand metering will first affect the incius-
trial sector and then be increasingly seen in the commerctl
sector.

Load contrdl will be increasingly applied to the,residen-
tial sector The form of load control that will emergetis not
flew but is likely to be some combination of time switches
controlling electric hot water heaters and some appliances,
radio controlled switches accomplishing the same end, or
ripple.controf-working through the power lines.

Finally, I expect to see much development work doer
on energy storage technology. Made applicable to all sectors,
the first efforts will be in industry so that plants can draw
power off-peak, store it as hot water or in batteries, and use
the stored energy during utility peak hours.

v. .
,

- Setting atidAny crystal ball, there may be some ways in
. which we at Westinghouse can- help you cope with tie
B RAVE NEW E4RGY WOR

;
Ways Westinghouse Can Help,
(Partial Listing)

Typical User EnArgy Problem
Analysis

(cimettnies With Field Data Collection)
Develop New Technology
Design, Fabricate and DemOnstrate New

Device (or System Concept)

40

The energy problems of most users that we have en-
countered seem to fall into one of three categories,

The firstcatcgory is the need to analyze an energy prob.
lem, often inc?ding collection of field data as well.

. Theeseco d category is the need to develop 'new tech-
pology'rto lye a problem

The t ird category- is the need to design, fabricate and
-demon rate a new device or system concept.

13

Ways Westinghouse Can Help
(Partial Listing) r)

Working Basis
Existing Product Related Normal
21Application Assistance

New Product/Technology
Contract Basis

Ways we can help you are early and varied and obviously
depend on what tt,pecific problem is.

Al the end the spectrum, solving a problem may in -'
volve nothing more than application assistance for a product
we already make. Here, just contacting our product division
will be all that is neede&

At the end of the spectrum, solving a problem may take
sophisticated analytical techniques or advanced research
and devigopment effort. We would provide this kind of
effort orra contract basis.

My .own organization, the Advanced System Technology
Division, originally existed to perform contract study work
on problems of electric utilities. But with the energy'Crisis
there is often a close coupling betWeen energy, utilization
technology and elec4iic kiplities, So today our work goes far
bey.ondbjust studies for eiectricutilities.

Here are some ef-the-areasJzite are currently involved in,
eith; independently, in a project management role, or in
cooperation with other Westinghouse organizations

10



Ways Westinghouse Canytelp ,

(ParttalListing)

Technology and Field Demonstration
Building Enerk Studies
Process Electrification Technology
Solar Technology
Emerging Heat Pump Technology

Process Steam and Hot Water
Grain Drying

Electrical Management
Energy Storage Tdthnology

Demand Metering and Surveys
Demand Control Technology

Impact on Electric Utility Systems

A busy activity is one of our groups,whtch does building
energy studies using probably the most powerful computer
analytical techniques in eftistence. Currently their efforts
range from studies of energy options for Office and corn-
mercial buildings for architedt engineers and government
agencies, to studies of dozens of residences' for an EPRI
heat pump research project.

Process electrification technology is another active area
as gas ,curtailments escalate. Applying electric arc heater
technology to high temperature processes in the chemical
industry is an example Of one such activity getting a lot of

e our current attention
On solar techAltilogy, Westinghotse activities range from

conducting solar demonstration projects in publidbuildings
to work for ERDA on using solar energy to generate elec-
tricity in utilitysized quantities.

Heat pimp technology is another area of interest". The
Templifier, which I discussed earlier, is ow being demon-

O

strated as source of hot water for industrial use We are
interestedi outside funding for extending the heatpump":
Ing princip into the 300F temperature rahge as Well as
Into the grain drying field,

Load Management technology, both from a user and
utility standpoint, is another growing area where we can
help. Here our experience includes energy storage tech-
nology, and demand metering and control technology.

Ways Westinghouse Can Help

(Partial Listing)

Resourdes"

R 8i D Laboratories
New Product Development Laboratory
Product Divisions: Products Serve All Sectoil
Advanced System Technology

Electric Utility and Program Coordination

As your energy wprk propresses you may find situations
where we can help you We at the Ad)iancecl Systems Tech-
iwology Division of ,WeStinghouse will be happy to put to-
gher whatever combination of our resources is needed to
support a contract effort to solve your problem.

As I close, let me once agaio thank you fo'r asking me
to join you today. I hope thatyou have found my presenta-
tion to be current, interesting, and maybe even contro-
versial.

I do want to leave you with one thought. The energy
crisis is Already upon us. If we are going to solve it, nc is

the time for action, not protracted debate. I tynkonergy
action is the theme of your entire program I congratulate
you for that and wish you Godspeed.

Thank you.

j
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ENERGY IN AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

Robert H. Brown
Chairovn, Division -of Agricultural Engineering

.University of Georgia

lirtroductiOn

If Paul Revere had it to do over again, he would never
get to Lexington in time to save the nation. Today in the
rush hour of Boston traffic there is no way he can make it
By the year 2,000 after BOston builds new transportation
surfaces, he would fail because of the lack of fuel1or his
vehicle! He would fail, that unless our modern creative.
society can rise above traditional politics: traditional
Ohilosophies about the Great S.iitty anti.te'new ideological
thrusts for saving the total enlmonment. We need a Revolu-
tion. A 'special kind of revolution which could be called the
Energy Revolution. This can be brought about if America
will set aside politics, money goals, and income maintenance
programs and instead will concentrate on reliptivating the
interest, the attention, the enthusiasm, and the dedication
of its most capable citizens. This could become a revolution
based upon knowledge, performance, contributions, coop-
eration and acceptance of resasnsibilitylThat is die Ameri-
can Way or, more precisely, that is the way the Bicentennial
posters proclaim. But so far national energy policy has failed
to appear on'the main track, 11-6.A7

Americans are bewildered by thmuddetness with Which
the energy ,crisii has impacted on our 'nation and they are
confused about wbat it means, how long it will last, and
what we must do to remedy the situation. There is'smuch
disagreement concerning the energy "policy" but all appear
to agree' that food, population, progress, and energy are

. related. ,

The exact relationship, however, has become confUsed
as a result of statements about eittessive use of energy by
agriculturists. The statements are nusleachng and the basic
data needs to be presented. It is appropriate, therefore, to
consider energy in agriculture in terms of 'energy content re
materials, arable land areas, world population; distribution
of population and food requirements, production, processing

41and use. Then the food considerations will be explored in
relation to energy budgets in'such a manner that the true
facts about energy in agriculture and food will come to
light.

Land

sir

In the world in 1975 there are approximately 3.6'billion
acres of arable land These land areas,are shown by regions
in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Arable Land Available for Agricultural

Production Worldwide, by eographical Region
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In the world in 1975 there are'approximately4 0 la;80on
people. The.distribution of wbild population is presentedin
Figure 2. Note especially the-growing population in develop-
mg countries and the almost parallel boundary lines for
developediegions

LandWorld Ratio: - .9 t
People

Although the average world ratio is about 1 acre per perl,
son, the unequal distribution cif. population caus$s the lb
'Atreiferson to be somewhat misleading. For eXample, con-
sider: !-

For Asia 0.5 acre/person
' For U.S.A. 1.5 acre/Person . /

This is quite aimacor`difference Men one considers pro-
ducing, food. Do you work with 1.5 acres or 0.'5 acres? The
daily human requirement for food is the same no matter
What the acreage. The peoples of a region must either pro-
duce enough food, import it or accept undernourishrhent
as a part of their life. So longas'Ahey permit population.to
increase without additional land area on which to produce
fbod, or without increased production/ acre, there ere ob-
viously problertls en hand.

1990 2000

Food

It is estimated that the per capita consumption .of food
in the world will change Very little in the next 25 years.
This assuwes,that food desired will be available. More
people wilt require a greater food total but not per person.
The individual food consumption, world average, is:

500 Kg x 2.216/Kg = 1100 lb/year
or

3 lb. of food)iday

In terms of Kolbcalories, the normal amount required per
person per day is =,000.

1 Kilocalorie = 4 gtish Thermal Units ibtu)
Daily Btu requirement = 12,000

According tothese relationships, a person needs 3 pounds
of food haVinckan average Kcal content i,3f 1,000/lb or an
average Btu content of 4,000/1b. For the considerations in-
volving energy the latter value is selected for purpose of
comparisons. A.

16* '
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Energy Considera

Solar

tioos and Utage

Gasoline, diesel, gas -fire l ti;bines; electric devices became
the backbe;ne of our efiergy system It is important to em-
phasize that In all these instances wood-coal-oil the
choice to change to the new energybase was voluntary. The
principai;facfor in today's enert situattin is that the change
from one type of energy to anot'fier snot by chothe. There
must be a re-distribution of energy types as these are ap
plied td'various industries, residences, transportation sys
temetc.

- Certainly nuclear Bower, sSlar energy, and coal will pick
up from crUde, oil much of the preserit energy burden
Nuclear sources may supply over one half of the world's

°energy of tie next generation Oil, coal,. sole will awe in
the load BiiPa restructuring of our energy se.a more

,,efficieqt uses .e the order of the day The Imes of loW-'
cost, "abundant energy 'are gone Accordingly, energy bud-.
gels became very much a prime consideration for all future
designs and applications

The pie-chart shown in Figure 4 (2), focuses upon the
thought Apt energy use and control involves everyone The
residentrfflusers ()flout 20 percent also contribute to the., . .
transportation 'share ommarcial and industrial uses re-
quire about 56 peftent of all U.S A. energy and agnculture
is aa(t of this section _ *-

The-pie -chart showniii Figure 5 (2) gets directly to the
energy and food issue This chart illustrates the fact that .
production agriculture uses only 18 perceT of all food-
related energytMny times achfulture, meaning produ
agriculture, is erroneously charg-07with all of the energy
bbdget when' it is obviously theifood processing ao0 food
preparation in the home which are the big -users of eney
The 39 percent for food proc sso.g and 30 percent- for food-
related home-uses are clearly the major energy requirements
which presently for"m the food-chain-complex in America

The total amount of energy required by the food-com-
plex Production Dinner Table) in America amounts to

As the single source of ,a114the world'senergy, the Sul)
annually sends to the sUrface,of the earjh approximately

,0,5ep,Ooo x 1015 Bttf4 Most of this energy i? re-radiated.
into the atmospheres but it is.estimated that maybe one
Percent is retained If this is the case, the sun supplies an .*

nually 15,000 x 1015 which turns out to be about 60 limes, -
the total energy used in the world Capturing and using -
more of the sun's energy is challenging and obviously merits

. much effort
Another challenge, to agriculture especially, is to enhance e

the efficiency of plants to convert solar energy ,It is esti
mated that plants now use only'one to two percent of the
available solar energy fn their manufacture of plant, tissue
Ways and means of indeasing this tage is obviously
a merited research undertaking

World Usage
,

The world's energy use m 1970,h been totaled by a
University of California Food Task orpe C3) as 211 Btu x,
1015 Of this amount, the -U S.A required x1015 Btu
or apptoximately 35 [sow all energy consumed in the
world For 1974 these values are estimated to be

'250 x 1015 $tu World Use
83 x 1015 Btu U.S.A

. , .
soy requirefrients in 1985are alsooven

0). Increases of these magnitudes will seri-
The projected

in Figure 3
. ously de le energy supplies and much adjustment, ieato

cation, ection of new types of energy, econorny o use,
etc. I go up and down the stream between nOw and 1985'
Particularly ip agriculture, the concern is about natural gas
as a source of nitrogen fertilizer, World petroleunvis critical
and coal and nuclear sources of energ4 are sure to corfie
very much into the picture, by 1980-85. Nuclear energy #

.
sources will 'undoubtedly replace about ,one- fourth of the
fossil fuel types by 1985. .

0. '

Uses of Energy In U.S.A.

As shown graphically m Figure 3, the United States con-
suites over 113 of the total energy used in the world al-

. 'though it has only about six percent of the woild's popula-
uon Ours is an energy oriented living standard and, much
concern arises when certain energy sources are identified as° ,*

exhausting and non renewable. Thedindustrtal might,lhe
life style, the food,production and transportation and the
G N P have all evolved assuming available low cost energy
And suddenly, or so It appears, the supply of.energy so its

.Present form is very much in doubt I.,
Initially in the USA the base-energy sow:* was wood,

along' with arirMal and man power Then coal became avail-
able and our industry quickly moved from wodd 'to coal:
burning power wrists for many 'applications. Then alon'9
came crude oil and its multi-advantages, low cost and,abun-
dancy led to the adoption of the fossil-fuel-based economy.

f3.5 percent of total eilergy.use",an this_country.lviultiply-
ing by the- factors in Figure 5,the;eriergy percentages be'
come:

' In WS.A.,,perCent of total energy used for food.

For Food Production 18 x 13 5: 2..4%
For Food Processing 33 x 13.5 = 4.5%
For' Transportation & Commercial 19 x 13.5 = 2.6%
For some PreparatiOn 30 x 13 5 = 4.0%

Lt_ is obvious that tIze two areas,, food processing and
food preparation to the home, offer opportunTes for energy
s'vitfgs. But con,s1deration of the 2.4 percerttt of all L.S.A.
energy now being consumed while .prorfecing the food is
the principal thrust of this paper Sayings :rltthe proclactio2 sip
area might 411 over illy) theproctissing area. But regardleSs -

of this eventuality, the Concerneabout energy costs and
energy availability for fertilizer (primarily natural gamer
nitrogen) and fOr fuel for trucks and tractors and crop dry-
ing istues'in today's planning and 91locatiOns .

ti
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Figure 4.
Energy Usage in the United States, 1972

Four Major Categories

(AgrIcb(ture is a 'Part of Industry Section.)
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Figure 5
Pie CHart Defpicting Energy, Usage in the

Overall Food,System Production to Dining Table

Energy and

The plant model of Figure 6 presents the basis for con.
sicrerations about energy budgets In production agriculture.
The plineaccepts solar energy, water, and carbon-dioxide,
onverting them through,labotosynthesis into plant tissue.
Thus, green plants are-givally converters of solar energy,
and store it as protein, carbohydrates and oil, thereby pro-
viding forms' of energy which can be used by humans and
animals; Various inputs such as water and fertilizer are ap-
plieclxin efforts to control and enhance the efficjency, the
qality and the rate of the conversion. An exarhple with
acutal quantities in the instance of the corn plantis shown
in Table 1 (1,3). Note urthe .:1b of _Total" column that the,
largest energy,. requirements s)4c1w for fertilizer (36%)7and
fuel (289k). In this particular example irrigation energy is
lower than is the'Casiin the Southeast. The energy for dry-
ing is lower tRan usual because with heated -air this vahle
could easily be as'large as that required for gasoline 128%).
The values shown are for Ohio conditions.

Calculations for these values and more details on prepar.
ing energy budgets are presented kri the following sections.
The energy/values of interest in agricultural production and
related activities are furnished in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

It is important to observe that eackacre-inth of irriga-
tion water. (under center-pivot, South Georgia conditions)

. 19
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1 Table 1
Typical Values for Energy Inputs to Field Crops (Corn)

(Base Dali from Reference 13)

qr-

Item

Equipment
Fuel

Labor
Seed

Fertilizer
Pesticides

Specials

Drying
- Transportation

Irrigation

Total Input

Harvest (Output)

outputRatio
Input

Thousands Btu
Per Acre

% of Total

1,667

3,163
19

250
4,190

87

1,706

134

14.5

27.6
0.2'
2.2

36.4
0.7

14.5
2.4
1.2

11,495

32,399 -

100.0

81 bu/acre

2.8/1

Table 2
Energy Content of Various Materials In

Teinn of Fuel Heat Values

Material - Amount Heating Value
In Btu

Coal lb 13,000
Wood, Pine lb 1 4",4

9,000
Wood, Hard lb , ' 12,000
Dry Biomass lb . 6,000
Bagasse - lb 8,260
Fat Tb 17,100
Gasoline4 , lb 18.20,000- -
Gasoline' ° Gal . 125,000
Diesel Gal 135,000
Crude Oil lb 19,000:
Propane . lb , 21,680
Propane Gal 92,000'
Nat. Gas Cu ft 1,000
Methane Purr Cu ft 1,000
Methane, Avg. Cu ft ... 750
Electricity KWH 3,412
Corn lb 7 :200

requires 500,000 Btu and to note tha pesticides require
44,000 Btu/lb. to produce. This is within reason in the

ex--, budget when 2 lb/acre are used but the 'Values:can mount
. up quickly if pesticides must be reapplied frequently owing,

to washoff by heavy rain.
Values of energy required jo manufacture a piece of

machinery or a tractor can be secured from manufacturers
or from Reference 10. The value of energy required topro-

Table 3
Energy Required to Manufactu4 or Furnish
Certain Items Used In Agricultural Production

Material
or

- Item

.
.Amount

.

Energy Required
To Produce or

/ F'urnish (Btu)

Labor Marihour 2,170
Electricity KWH 10,000 t

Irrigoon 1 acre-inch 500,000
N lb ., 33,600. 6

P lb ,5,200
K A 4 lb --- 5,200
Herb./Inse4t lb .,,M00(1,..

Seed, Growl :. lb -.,,'10,000

Center pivot under typical conditions in Coastalflain of South
Georgia

Table 4
Important Energy Values for Operations in

Field Crop Production
(References 10 and 14)

Field Operatiori Fuel and Labor Energy
(Average Conditions) Required, Thousands Btu/Acre

Moldboard plow and Harrow
Moldboard plow
Disc Plow

Chisel Plow

Disc Harrow
Planter\
Cultivator ...
Fertilizer5preider,--',
Sprayex ti

400
370
370

'240
125

45
35

30

Nude ?if. machines in normal row crop operations might be ,.',
taken as 10 perent of the subtotal, not including the
"Specials." There4:ire many factors (such as times used, \
acres, life of machine, energy to manufacture steel, etc.)
which make it difficult to specify an accurate value for

-
1-1 each item of equipment. -

The energy input for any given crop production system`
) is the sum of the individual input energiii shown in Figure 6,

namely:

2 5

Energy Input =-Eequipment Efuel Elabor Efertilizer

+ Eseed + ppestipde Especials

where Especials =,Energy for Irrigation 1-Drying + Trans.

portation I:farmer Pickup Truck.

Using this equation and obtaining values from the Tables,
a prediction is made for growing one acre of corn under
South Georgia conditions. Three inches of irrigation water
were included but drying and transportation were pot. The

, "H.
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Table

Summary of Cali:Onions of Energy Regallred
To Produie One Acre of Corn in Georgia

f Energy Item

' Fuel

Or

taizer

PestrEide

E!quipmerk",,

Irrigation

Harvest

aAniount.

4 gal

100 lb N
40 lb P
401b K

2 lb

10Ib

Sub

Thousands of Btu

480

10

3360
208
208

88

100

total

10% of subtotal

3 inches

Total

4154

445

1500

630

90 bu x 56 lb/by B/lb
36,288-

" °..

yield of 90 bushels`/acre 4'56 lja/bushel provided data foro
energy yield (output) The results bf the computations

are given in Table 5. The returns are seenito be 36,288,000
Btu for an input of 6,390,000 Btu and the ratio of output
fuel energy to'inpyt is.5.67/17

Almost 6 uoits are returned for each one unit of heat-
energy-equivalent input.

Considering Energy Outpui/Ingut

.1n the corn production data shoZon
was not assumed to be a part of the system. This pr
step would require 20,000 Btu /bushel to rip( corn from 2
to r3 percent moisture iindei' normal conditions. The input
total would ten-becOme 8199 x 103 and the ratio (retyrn/
input) or6es 4.42/1.

This tygliototutput/input 'energy ratio computation is
not the measure 'of agricural production, quality, value
or efficiency. But it is eing held up by many as just such a
measure. For example, Mr. Clark (5) writung9Sibithsonian
'states,."It takes as much energy to run U.S. tractors as is
contained irrthe food,prodliced. Some experts wonder how
Iffng we caniteep this up." Since when was a !culture to be
so eyaluatedt RowItritzt coffee would they care to
go without coffee becuse less ergy is harvested than was

g

-

A.
used at the harvest? Coffee has zero -one gy ue'so the,

-ratio is zero..
In another example q'uoted from 6,j972 meetingof the a

American Association for the Advancement of Science jn .
°WAshington, D.C., Rene J Dubos read this -:statement.
"Paradoxical as this may sound, %here are many situation's in

which the modern farmer ,spends More industrial 'Calories
than the foot' caloriethe recovers in the forM oefootl. His
caloric expenditure consists chie4y of gesolinfor powering
his equipment antf of electricity for °producing chemical
fertilizzs,pd pesticides ."

Statiemerps such as this create improper and erroneous
conclusions, Mr Dubos has ,assumed situations to fit ,his
statement We can establish returns of 26 to 1 for slash
pm'e, of 16 to 1 for alfalfa, of 5 8-10, even .14, to 1"for can,
etc.slt is also acknowledged that through certhin feeding;
slatIghtering and processing regimes there are' instnces

Ir.
where thetoutput energy is less han or equal to the input
energy. But it is by design, by intent, not by lack of proper
methods, procedures or programs.

There is now ar. shall "I like factor per-
taining jo foodgy rs added to 6ertain foods in process-
ing or in home preparation becau4 "we like ittetter" in
she new condition. Some plants requtrellfmuch more of this
sort gi input energy than do others, potatoes, for example
Although energy is inpbted.M, the processing of tfie potato,.,
none is added to the food valtle and man is her.e trading fu
for taste andipalatability.ln:o.till a third instance, the plant
/tonverenerg9'4nto.-a-f&m acceptable and useful to_9ve-.

ock a poultry. For example $alfalfa fed to cattle fdlfon-
version to milk for use as food. Again the energy,budget ,

differs because man wants milk not alfalfa. .,
4 The most rowel spnclusion offered at this pant* that
all aims and. goals ihould be considered, not just one siipee.a.._
facial situation inj ed for the sake of dramatizing a condi-
tion. Mai.) wants f od to be acceptableboth in value and in
taste. He is wills to trade energy to gain dm); ene

Another co ;elusion' can now be drawn concernIng,
energy and f od The ehergy cost and the supply in the
United States are sufffIllently alarming es to requite that a
new element be added to 'decision making when plagn ng
agricultural produciionenterprises, namely:

Calculate the Overall-Energy Budget:
Determine, at least approximately, the amounts of energy i"
which will be required to prticluie a cly4ired result. Then'
make final decisions based upon economics, energy avail-
ability and returns, and upon humanity's needs.

Potential Area Energy Economy ,
in Agriculture

The next few years can and must bring new ene gy
technology to agriculture Therirats many possibilities p
the initial step of determining the energy budget which'
must be done for awareness. These pbssibiliti-es\include;m-

... -
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ecrOsertof solar energy by plants, recylcing of-manures .

energy irrigation wafer, solar energy '
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of coal, great savi gs in water
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heating energy, solar energy powered cooling systems, im-
proved tillage methods, reduced energy for transportation,
neinc, production/harvesting technology resulting in less

energy needed for processing and 10W-energy pest control
methods

,Table 6

Fuel Energy Required for Crop Productica
as a Function of Tillage System

'Fuel Requited
% Saving

Tillage System Over Conventional
Gal/acre

Tillage

Conventional. 4.8 0

Reduced Tillage_ 3.55 26

plow Pliant . 3.30 31

Chisel Plow - 3.00 36

No 'Till 0 85 82

Noted Example is for corn production, pes icicles were not
considered in the energy requiremen s

Table 6 cintains infoimatton indicating that the tillage
systems selected for vart.ous crops should be reconsidered

2

with energy values in mind T,,he.data in Table,7 foeCupon
,transportation ,alternativet and make clear some definite
choices in thkarea .:6

Table 7

Ratios of Output to Input Energy for Selected Crops and
Considering Only the digestible Energy Value in

the Outittut Material

4 , (Data from References19)-

Digestible Output
Rabe! Total Production Energy .

Alfalfa
v Corn Rem-\ .

Napia Grass

Solar energy adaptat ont4to gle agricultural fnergy
at well as for'homes, meritercial attention. At the start of
last lear thet4wece 138 solar heated structures in the world
of which 85 were in the U.S.A., according to W. Shurcliff

s of Harvard. During 1975 an actditiotal 81 solar heated
homes in to l.S.A were started or are now eoripleted...
This report is from ERDAO, The entire industry is develop-

r,'ing, for example, the Sola,Energy Industly Association lists
50 equipment manufacturers, !Deluding Grumman Aero
spa% recently announced a solar water heater selling
for S'700. Solar home heating equipment is also moving up
in sales volume nth costs fin a 2:000 square foot home de

-

Tablet)
Conversion Factors for Energy in Agriculture

To Obtain Multiply By

Calories Btu 4

Btu Kilocalories 4

Lbs Metric Tons 2200,

Acres , Hectares 2.4/1
Sq. Meters piectares 10000
Pounds Kilograms 2.204
Btu

.
Joules

.
1055

Btu/A
MJ

hm2
383

-----

,

Table9
./--,.

Enegy Requirements of Transportation
1 for Agricultural Products

I (Data from Reference 1)

Transport Mode Btu/300ga--

Pipeline 450
Barge 680
Red 670

Truck - 3,8q0
Air 42,1300

creasing kom 55,500 to 54,500 ERDA predicts that the
sun will provide 7 percent of United States energy hy.the
year 2,000 and 25percent by 2020

This percenfage'is low. A more necessary and attainable
goal is 5 percent by 1985 and 10 percent by the year 2,000
Reference to:certain energy uses in the home and in agricul-
ture shows a potential for shift +ng 2.5 percent of the tia
tron's energy to solar ?This valud' is suggested as obtainablg
if solar energy t5ke's over for watersheating (1.0 percent),
space heating- (1.2 percent) and agriculture (.3 percent) of
the nation's energy percentage values. It is recognized that
the 3 percent from agriculture means shifting to solar
about.13 percept of the energy used in production agricul-
ture. This can be achieved with attention to drying, fertil-
izers and livestock-poultry envirohments and to direct solar
energy, indirect through methane gas and improved photo
synthetic conversion of carbon .dte to biomass which
would then be used for energy. .

Some drying shout tbe done with coal as another alterna-
tive The use of natural because it is clean, etc, must be
altered4as is needed fertilizer.

In some lo0ations and instances chemical fertilizers
could be replaced at least in part by better management of
animal manure The use Clf6sewage sludge or effluent is also
,a bOssibility and is being studied..

the cafe, of phrogen in part!cular, an increased use of
legumes as a natural sourceyibricaifinto the crop rotation

r
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sy. ste4C' must receive renewed consideration. Also, over-
appIrcations must ceasebetter placement and/or timing of
application must also'receive renewed attention, along with
seeking the right combinations of water and fertilizer to in-
crease yields while lower energy inputs.

.

Although agricultural production energy alone is com-
paratively small it should be combined with processing

a system) with a view toward, a sizable decrease in energy
requirement. Then a lower level of prckessmg is very.much
in order for America's future.

).
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AGRICULTURAL POLICY 114FLUENCES
ON ENERGY USE IN AGRICULTURE

John 0. Dunbar
Purdue University

In this discussion, I am going to review our basic agricul-
tural policies and changes made to fit our current situation,
then analyze the influence of the chgnges on energy use
in agriculture and the challenges they present. Hopefully,

4

this perspective will help us determine the highest pay-off
in our research development and education programs con-
cerning energy use in agriculture.

Our Agricultural Policy

The longrun"goals of American agricultural policy are.
1. To provf.de ever-increasing quantities of food for our

growing population, improve diets, provide food assis-
, tance to underdeveloped countries and provide foreign

exchange.

2, To provide food at low cost to the American con-
sumer through continuous improvements' in tech-
nology and efficiency all along the food chain.

3. To maintain 'farm incomes at a level comparable to
what farmers' resources and talerits would pay them
in other occupations.

4. To conserve natural resources required fOr food .pro-
duction soil, water, natural gas, petroleum, and
others,

5. To maintain the commercial family farm in rural
America asian institution through which labor, manage-
ment and capital are applied to the land-for efficient
lowcost food production.

Institutions and programs in support of these goals include:._
A large, sophisticated systen to provide up-tothe.
minute information on supply, price, and marketing
conditions
An elaborate road, railroad, water and air transporta-
tion System
A, system of cooperative agricultural research sup-
ported by federal and state governnient to unlock the
secrets of nature, improve technology' and develop
management systems for efficient and economical
production of food and fiber
A highly, effective cooperative extension education
system which provides specialist and county agents
to help farmers and agribusiness managers adopt new
technology quickly and profitably'
A responsible farm credit system to supply the,floc-
tuating, growing capital needs of agriculture .

24

A whole system of price and income support, market
development and production adjustment programs
desigqed-to keep farm incomes et- socially acceptable
levels and maintain a strong growing productive agri-
cultural/plant
A free choice system in which farmers, input supplier s,
processors and distributors can freely enter into new
ventures, apply new technblogy, trade freely and seek
new markets for their products with control of
monopoly, support of cooperatives

Public interest and support for these goals ebb and flow
with changing economic conditions.For example, from the
early 1950's until 1973 farm production was increasing
Aster than demand and farm policy efforts were directed
toward solving problems of chronic food surplus, maintain-
ing farm price props, and disposing of surpluses. We retired
60 milt acres from agriculture. There was plenty-and the
relative ,st of food was declining steadily. Consumers were
concerned with communism, Vietnam, and the environ-
ment but not about food.

Public supportfor research, development, and extension
education to increase efficiency in agriculture was hard to
maintain.

In 1972-1973 the situation abruptly changed. There was
a 7% short fall in world production of food and feed grains
in 1972-1973 caused by drought in Russia, India, Australia,
South Afrjca and Asia. Then came the energy crunch, with
a shortage of LP gas for crop drying and natural gas foi
fertilizer and -agricliltural chemical production. A poor U.S.
crop in 1974 and a poor crop in Russia and west Europe In
1975 kept the pressure on food supplies.

With an inelastic demand for food,coupled with double-
digit inflation, fdod prices skyrocketed. They made front
page headlines. Food, agriculture, petroleum and fertilizer

29
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suddenly joined inflation. and the environment as main
topics of concern. .

With U.S. petroleum reserves dwindling, agricultural ex-
ports took on new importance. Efficiency and our competi-
tive advantage in world food production had suddenly be-
come highly significant factory in acquiring foreign cur-
rencies viiith which to buy "liquid gold" petroleum.

These forces have brought major chaafes in emphasisin
agriCulture policy. We are now:

Emphasizing full production and abl an
Recommiting ourselves to food 'exports to nations
with hard cash
Providing food for aid in,less developed countries (1 5
billion is our 1975 commitment)
Committing ourselves to assist in rebbilding world
food reserves
Reemphasizing freedom from government restraint

Estimated Eriergy Con

Farmers have brought 30 million acres back into produc-
tion a'nd we are talking about our capacity to bring still
more land into crop production. Private industry has ex-
panded fertilizer production facilities, oil aid gas explora-
tion and developnient. Government funds for research have
been expanded in energy and agriculture. The USDA and
Agriculture Experiment Stations have shifted research fund-
ing to these problems. And the extension service has re-
emphasized its commitment to agriculture.

,To achieve our current goals, we will have to increase
farm output more rapidly than the 2% rate of the past few
years. This in turn will take large increases of inputs,
specifically fuel, fertilizer and pesticides produced frorri
petroleum and natural gas. Of the total energy used in the
U S. the agricultural sector uses 13%. tly over 1/2 of
this is for direct farm production, mainder for market-

.
ing, prckcessihg and distribution.

Table 1

mption in United States Food and Fiber Sector 1980

Fuel
Farm

Crops

rr
Livestock

.

Family
Living

Food
Process-

itig.42
Industries

-\..._
Marketing
and Dis-
tribution

MI Input Manufacturing

t --

Pr epPrepared

Feeds

.

Animal
Marine
Fats &

Oils

Fertilizer

Farm

Ma'
chine-

ry

Pesticides Petroleum Total

(Trillion Btu's)

Gasoline

Diesel

Distilled
F.uel Oil

Residual

Fuel Oil
LP Gas

Natural
Gas

Electricity
Coal

Other

375.2
301.6

-
-

100.0

-
15.1

-

125.1

100.2 ,-

-7,

-
33.4

-
, 45.3

-

-.179.6

1.0

68.3

, -#
114.5
.

44.5
81.4-

9:8
-

9.3
-

681

20.1

97.5

729.2
0 464.5

153.3
6.2

88.3

902 6

-

-
- '

-
-
-

1.2

3.8

2.6

34

57.3

39.2 '
.3

.3

2.9

3.9i
28.1

,6.8

.3

-

-
--

3.0

1.2

-

581.5
70.1

1.5

2.0"

-
- ,.

1.2

.7

-
.

18.4

4.5
5.4

1.8

-
-

-.3

.4

-
6.7

1.0

1.7

.7

-
-

1.3

8.7

186.8

10.8

' 1.3

.. 2.5

776.
1304.

149.

115.

271.

1652.

738.
173.

13.

Total 791.3 304.0 4e9.2 1548.3 988.9 107.6 42.7 659.4 32.0 10.9. 211.4, 5195.

Assumptions: 1. Curreht trends in output and input use to continue
2. Distribut,on of total Btu by fuel type would be the same as in 1971
3. Sadie quantity of energy per unit of output in 1980 as in 1970

Source The United States Footrand Fiber Sato( Energy Use and Outlook prepared by ERS, USDA for United States Senate Committee on
Agriculture and F.orestry, Committee profit, September 20, 1974

e Influence on Energy Use

The major' influence of all these c gels comes to bear
on the expart sector of agriculture unarilyln demand for
production of raw products which: n be manufactured into
food, livestock feed, textiles in importing countries. In-
fluences are also felt in crops usi large amounts of petit,-

L

leum fqr production. Major crops affected are wheat, rice,
cotton, tobacco, soybeans, and corn.

Domestic demand has been growing only slightly faster
than the-population increase.

In the short run there is no way to get the increased

25 -
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total food production needed without increased energy.
To fern; increased acres'and increase efficiency, farmers

have alrgady purchased much new farm machinery. This will
take more diesel fuel, but less gasoline. Increasing intensity
and crop yields will require more fertilizer, pesticides, and
herbicides. This will require more natural gas. Drying larger
quirittties of grain will take more LP gas. Increased trans-
port will take more diesel fuel.

Figure 1

Energy Use in the Food System, 1940 through 1970,
Compared to the Caloric Content of Food Consumed
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Figure 2
Farm Output as a Function of Energy Input to the

U.S. Food System, 1920 through 1970
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' In their excellent article on "Energy and the Food Sys
tem" John and Carol Steinhart estimated that it takes
nearly la calories of energy,subsidy to the food system to
obtain one additional calorie of food.1 lit s energy subsidy
has grown at the rate of about 1 to 1/1.-calones per decade

1"Energy UsOn4the US Food Syvem," John S. Steinhart and
Carol E. Steinhart, Science Magazine, April 1974.

Figure 3
Labor Use on Farms as a Function of Energy Use

in the Food System.
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Figure 4
Energy Subsidy to the Food System
Needed to Obtain 1Food,Calorie
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(Figure 4). Their studies also indicate that each addtional
unit of fat output in the aggregate requires a greater than
proportionate increase in energy input (Figure 2). Figure 1
shows energy input. to the food system in relation to food
energy consumed in the U.S. As the number of man hours
of farm work has decreased (or as the productivity per man
hour of work in agriculture has increased) total energy input
to the food system has increased dramatically (Figure 3).
Their data also show that.since about 1960, energy required
to replace each additional hour of farm labor has steadily
increased.

Our food and fiber system has had about a 4% annual
growth rate in energy needs, about the same as for the en-
tire nation. The increase in on-farm energy used from 1950
to 1970 was 73% (Table 2). Grand total of energy used in
the food system increased 92% in the same period.

About 25% of the energy used in crop production goes
into exports. '

Exact increases in quintities of fuel 'associated with 10%
increase in production at the margin for any of our.export
crops are quite difficult to determine and I do not hive
good estimates. Clearly, however:these magnitudesv,u11-41
substantially greater than the average annual increases during
the past decade if the increase in 'production is to come
from increased output per acre: It will be significantly
greater lien the average requirements per unit of produc-
tion in- 1975.

Each additional tfiit of food prodAtion will require
more energy than the previous unit. This will remain true
until we have either aNnaior breakthrough in technology
which provides -more output per unit of energy or we are
able through research and development to create and apply
a large nurhber of small improvements in efficiency of
energy use.

as.

a a

The Search for Energy Efficiency

Table 2
Energy Use in the United States Food System, Kilocalories

.
Energy Use

All Values are
multiplied by 1012 Percent

Change

1950-70, 1950 1970
Or Farm

Fuel (direCt use) 158 0 232 0 + 47
Electricity 32 9 63 8 * 94
Fertilizer 24 0 94 0 +292
Agricultural Steel

.. . 2 7 2 0 - 26
Farm Machinery 30 0 80.0 +166
Tractors 30 8 19 3 - 37
Irrigation 25 0 35 0

Total on Farm . 303 4 526 1 + 73

Processing Industry

Food Processing Industry 192 0 308 0 + 60
Food Processing Machinery 5 0 6.0 + 20
Paper Packaging , 17 0 38 0 +123
Glass Containers ' 26 0 47 0 + 81
Steel Cans and Aluminum 62 0 122 0 + 97
Transport (fuel) 102 0 246 9 +141
Trucks and Trailers

(manufacture) 49 5 74 0 + 49

Total Processing Industry 453 5 841 9 + 86

Commercial & Home
...Commercial Refrigeration

and Cooking 150 0 263.0 + 75
Refrigeration Machinery

(home and commercial) ' 25 0 61 0 +144,
Hdme Refrigeration and .

Cooking ' 202 3 480 0 +138

Total Commercial & Home 377 3 804 0 +113
I -

Grand Tofal 1134 2 2172 0 + 92

information was based...upon 'Poergy Use in the U S Food System,- John
S Steinhart and Carol E Steinhwt7Science Mager ne, April 1974

Challenges We Face

These new demends to increase food pro8uction, coupled
"'with growing scarcities andthe certainty of higher prices of
crucial 'petroleum and natural ,gas present exiting char-
lenges to all, of us who produce and deliver scientific infor-
mation. They may be even more challenging to those who
deal in the world of profit and loss.

I see no way 'to secure the increased food output we
must have by replacing today's technology with outmoded
production techniques or by giving up the labor efficiencies
securettthrough agricultural mechanization systems. Rather,,
the increase will' have to Tome from 'either greater physical

27

inputs or more effective use and management of present in-
puts and new technology.

We have no choice but to expand our efforts to secure
less energy-intensive methods of production to reduce the
scarce gasoline, diesel fuel, LP and natural gas per unit of
outpTit. And we will have to work on all scientific fronts:

Biological, for example, to attach nitrogen- getting
bacteria to the corn root to reduce nitrogen fertilizer
requirements

This would cut down use of scarce natural gas.
This alone could reduce the en rgy required forgrow
ing corn by 3040% (Table



I

4;fable 3
f

Boer
for Corn Production

ousarici KCal/ACRE
I it

Nitrogen
Drying

-.Machinery
Fuel

, 1954 1q70

227

300

340

941

200
420
340

Fertilizer, Chemicals, Seed 92 200

Transportation 45 ' 70
Irrigation 27 34,

Labor 9 .7, 5

Total Input 1100 2210

Total Output (Parens = bushels/A.) 4133 (41) 8165 (81)

Output/Input--- 37- -37

Source Gerald Isaacs, Purdue Energy Conference of 1,973,
Purdue Energy EnglneenngrCenter, nape 137.

Physical, # example, solar grain drying

Chemical, -for example, to find improved, lower cost
pesticides for use with various crop and tillage systems

Malriagement, for example, to determine more profit.
able, lower cost combinations of resources of all kin
(tillage, drying, pest management; -machinery, etc.),
for the production of crops and livestock

This is especially true for large input items such as
fertilizer, tractor and crop drying fuel whose use may

' berelated directly to crop yields. '

To do this, we will have to increase the manpower in
research, product development and' extension programs at

'more than an annual rate of 2% or 3%. To successfully
meet the new demand we will have to double, triple or
even quadruple the resources devcited to energy-related
problems in producing crops, especially those for export.

Conclusions.

In conclusion, our problem of rebuilding food stocks
and maintaining exports is clear The seriousness of declin-
ing petroleum and natural gas supplies and their 'higher
prices is real. Both are headline news. The public knows
about them and is vitally concerned. What the public does
not understand is the magnitude of the scientific break-
through necessary to both increase farm output, and do it
with less petroleum and natural gas They Understand still
less the manpower and cost required to achieve these break-
throughs. With public attention f3cused on food and agri-
culture more intensively than any time in the last 25 years,
right now is the time for us to redouble our efforfs to
secure Its .support for increased scientific research and
educatioa.,

9

To do tbiS we will have to pool our best brainpower

ls Determine which research offers the biggest potential
public payoff

2. Recommend priorities
3.(Help. the public to understand this problem as well

as It understands putting a man on the moon

We will have to articulate these poterinals to agricultural
leaders, legislators and congressmen s clearly that they
can secure the support of the general public for them. And
we will have to formulate requests for additional funding

,support in concrete, clear, concise terms acceptable to legis-
lative finance cdmmittees and agricultural support groups.
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ENERGY CONSERVING UNITS THAT CONTROL ANIMAL
ENVIRONMENT AND IMPACT OF ANIMAL ON ENVIRONMENT

L. B. Driggers, Associate Professor -
G. R. Baughman, Assistant Professor
F. J. Humenik, Associate Professor

Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering
North Carolina State University at Raleigh

Energy, environment, and equality are among the most
pOpular terms ever adopted by virtually every individual in
our society. Production, population, and pollution represent
a similar triplet of commonly used terms for fashionable.

' conversations and also multi-disciplinary research and ex.
tension activities. lit retrospect, overwhelming, attention
and emphasis were directed-to these areas over a short time
frame and much of the glamor has not yet subsided..(-low-
ever, aications are that at least the technically based
topia will repfesent high priority and fertile work areas for

- a long time.

Recently, manY opportunities for funded research in
waste management and energy have catalyzed incrSased
activity, and, thus, technological advances. Initially, major
efforts were directed toward charapterizetion work and then
state-of-the art investigations which were soon followed by
the development of many simple but necessary solutions.
Longterm commitments to these areas have allowed develop-
thent of many cdapetent programs integrating expertise
from many discipline areas, which has established the frame-
work for inni%etive ideas currently being developed as, a

result of continuing efforts in basic work areas. It is this
. innovative phase that is so highly sought but is mctst difficult

to perceive and expedite.
N. , .

'Although many articles have been recently, written on
ellergy ..ccinservation in agriculture. very little attention,

. has been di:meted to energy ramifications of livestock pro-
duction systems. The information dearth that exists con-
cerning energy relationships of various production systems
makes it difficult to secure background information for-
comparison. Currently, research plans on solar energy utili-
zation for livestock, production systems are being invited-
for a cooperative ARS, USDA, and state agricultural experi-
ment stations.program IReece et al., 197 . Basic objec-
tives are to develop methods and deter me the technical
and economic feasibility o using solar nergy fqr heating

() and cooling of livestock facilities, thereb reducing the use
of energy derived from petroleum and of ricity.

Solar energy systems for heating and cooling buildings are

already well developed, and the number of solar heated
buildings is expected to increase to several hundred t.his
year. Among the advantages of solar energy is thai such
energy greatly exceeds our annual rate of consumption,
is perpetually available the world over, and most importantly
free. Although solar energy has many advantages, there are
several disadvantages that have restricted its' use to date,
which are basically% the large collection area needed and
storage requirements. Inherent problems are that solar
energy is diffuse, thus, large collector surfaces are needed'
to absorb such energy; and because solar 'energy is inter-
mittent, efficient .storage is mandatory. The cost Of over-

- coming these two major disadvantages has inthe past made
solar energy more costly than fossil fuels.

Total U. S. oil consumption is 171 million barrels per
day: Gross estimates are that 30% of all oil is, used for
automobiles and 15% for all agriculturally related activities,
whereas only 2-4% is used at the farm level. Introductory
statements in the Cooperative Solar Energy Utilization for'
Livestock Production Research Plan indicate that the major
energy requiring livestock systems are:

(1) poultry, which require 140 to 170 million gallons
. of liqbified petroleum gas (LPG) annually for

heatting of shelters; I
(2) swine, which consume electrical energy requiring

about 41 million gallons of oil;
(3) the milking phase of dairy ,production, which

uses electrical energy requiring 243 million gallons
of oil.

It is observed that if solar energy could be used to replace
50% of the energy used in livestock productir, about 220
million gallons or about 5 million barrels of oil could be
saved annually.

Major objectives of this project are:
(1) conduct proof- of-concept studies to determine

the feasibility of solar energy utilization in live-
stock facilities;
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(2) develop design sirameters for solar collectors for
the most econoric and efficient use of solar en;
ergy in livestock production systems,

(3) explorb the use of solar energy to facilitate the
handling and drying of livestock waste.. ,

101.
Second generation studies based on initial results will be

develpped to optimize the use of solar energy in the most
promising livestock systems. This optimization process° is
outlined as

(1) economic analyses of solar energy as a substitute
for conventio4 energy sources,

12) development of computer simulation models to

t

permit study of a large number of combinations
or conditions,

13) design of solar energy collection and storage equip-
menr fir specific application tikilveslock shelters
and agsociated waste management systems;

(4) coordination of solar energy use in livestock pro-
duction with advanced techniques for energy con-

44 nervation '

Uftimaiely; full scale, solar powered livestock production
units will be developed to demOnstrate the commercial

'feasibility of solavnergy utilization in thtNivestock industry

State-Of-ThetArt

?, ''..
The V S. Senate Committee on Agricultural and Foregtry

in January this year requested CAST (The Council for
Agricultural Science and Technology) to prepare a report on
the potential for energy conservation in agricultural produc-
tion. This report, Number 40 dated February 6,1975, pre-
-cedes ealliei report, NIATher 14 on "Energy in Agriculture."
also-prepared by CAST The latest report,, "Potential fdr -

Energy Conser'vation in Agricultuyal Production," (CAST, '4
1975) concluded under the livestOck section "In the area
of livestock production, studies of the use and potential ,

conservation of energy are generally lacking." .

Substanfial amounts of the grain produced in the United
States are fed to animals Hence, a large portion of the
energy used for grain production directly supports livestock
production and indirectly huma, nulrition. Data' in the-
CAST report show that the energy in crop residues of corn,
sorghum, and wheat is approximately equal to the eriergi

in the grain. Feed cost effectiveness and utilization ef ficiency
could be increased by making more extensive use of these
feed resources, th1n, a number of innovations in forage
and hay handling methods as well as refeeding of manure
have developed in the last few years.

/Environmental control of animal housing for more effi-
cient use of energy has resulted in improved utilization of

44
feed and healthier conditions for livestoq. Annually, ap-,
proximately 3 billion broiler chickens, 115 million turkeys,
and 300 million replacement pullets for egg production
are reared to the United States which require heat energy
for the brooding phase of production. Approximately 140,
to 170 million gall of LPG or the equivalent of about
15 x 1012 Btu are us annually because about 40 to 50
gallons of LPG are required per 1000 birds for brooding.

Approximately 100 million swine are produced an-
nually in the Wilted States, which requires about 3 x 10.12
Btu's of energy for the farrowy and brooding phase. This
heat energy is currently derived frost' both electricity and
LPG:

q/o j.5 x 1010 Btu's are used annually in clairl pro-
duction to cool milk, heat water for cleaning milking equi0

ment, and for space heating of milking facilities Approxi-imately one-halt of this energy is in mechanical form, de-
rived from electricity, for cooling milk.

The current Cdoperative Energy Research Program Plan
opserves that almost all of the heat energy consumed in.
poultry and swine production is used at,a temperature that
can be ,achieved with relatively low-cost,solar collectors;
Therefore, if solar energy utilization were:scoupled with
advanced techniques of energy conservation and utilization
in poultry and swine production, prpliminary calculations
referenced in this energy research plan indicate that eco-
nomically feasible systems could be developed which would.
produce essentially all U,S. poultry and 'pork products in-
dependent of petroleum energy sources It is further ob-
served that the energy consumed in dairy production is
at jalevated teniperatures that will require advanced solar
coaktor technology However, solar collecthes now under
development using thin-film, selective surfaces; and con,
centrator systems make possible the visualization of solar
energy Systems for dairy production.

Waste management must elso be considered in energy
utinzation and conservation plans for livestock production
facilities because waste management has become an in-
tegral component o the overall system and waste repre-
sents pdtential energy. Wastelnanagement needs are having
significant impact on the design of housing units as em-
phasis/is being placed upon environmental control for in-,
creased animal performance and waste management schemes

necessitating increased, energy requirements for ventilation,:
collection and transport, pretreatment, and terminal manage-.
rhent Attention must be placed on waste utilization rather
than degradatnie pretreatment pursuant to disposl because
waste represents a valtbble resource, whether used simply

as fertilizer or inputed into more elaborate schemes as
methane generation, refeeding, and reprocessing. Waste
management systems emphasizing utilizaptin and, in fact,
land recycling alsdsatisfy the no- discharge 'regulatory criteria;

thus, positive impetus for implemvitatioA of utilization
schemei, e:ds ts.

-30 '
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Livestock Production Systenis

The CAST report noted that, "Environmental control of
animal housing for more efficient use of animal heat has re
stilted in Improved utilVation of feed energy and 'healthier
conditions for livestock. The effort continues to find alterna-c
tive ways that may give better energy utilization to obtain
optimum environmental conditions." .

Thepoultry industry was the first commodity interest
to recognize and seek to change the environment in which
birds and eggs are produced. Most early efforts in reducing
energy consumption in broiler production were directed
toward improving the bird and its diet while efforts directed
toward housing and associated equipment came later In the
Southeast, the bird and its environment began to receive
attention in the late 1950's with the major objective being
to reduce broiler and egg prod,uCtion costs. The basic ap-
proach was to make the poultry house more comfortable
or desirable through the use of adequate insulation and
controlled ventilation which also alloWed _an increate in
bird density. Through the years, the m4or objective re-

ined the same,, but various degrees of controlled environ-
#ment have been inmestigated and used

Layers

The eleCtric power consumption and costs for ventilation
with layers on the floor were determined in the early 1960's,
when this was.the prevalent housing scheme (Driggers, 1965).
Data for two Pole-type construction houses with insulated
roof and sid'ewalls are summarized in Table 1. Housbs had
roasts over a dropping pit in the outside sections, and birds
were allowed access to the floor in the center. With the
waterers and feeders positioned on the robst, most of the
droppings went directly into the collection pit. Both houses;
contained about 8,000 birds and total an capacity was

in Table 1 is

ouse. There
#2. AI-

costs,,

equal The tost per bird difference sho
primarily due to 'the numbet of fans in each
were 19 fans M House #1 and 142 fans irl Ho
though the totalcapacity was about equal, ifperat
are different due-to the lower efficiency Ofsmaller

Table 1
'Layers on Floor

Electric Power Consumption and Cost @ 1.5d Per KWH
',fa/ Total Enclosed Houses with Eqtlil Total

Ventilation Capacity:1963

House #1

(19 Fans)

Houie #2
;(12 Fans)

Power

Consumed
(KWH)

Total Cost Cost/bird KWH/bird

'.. ,
34,515

.,

25,394

$517.73
'

$380.91

6.47d .,'"

4.76d

4.31.

3.17

f,nergy consumptu3r; and costs in a totally enclosed
caged house investigated in'North Carolina as early as
1969 (Driggers, 1971). Power consumption' data. for the,
housing of 39)§55 birds on Septembe/ 7. 1969'; at 23 weeks
of age through their laying period mini ,Novembei' 28, 1970',
are recorded in Table 2.

Energy costs of 98¢ per bird housecl(Table 21 Ate con-
sidered reasonable becausei at that time eggswere 33 to 384
per dozen, and it certainly did not tak,2 many eggs to pay
electric power cots. The major cost was for ventilation,
and yet this represented less than the value of two eggs per
bird housbd. Mechanical ventilation is absolutely necessary
in vide houses such as this to obtain tffe required air floW
near the-pKter during' summer mohthsAViiki's, when a com-
mitment is made to place four birds tri'a 12" x 18" cage,
mechanical ''s)entilation, is essential.

Energy costs for commercial layers M three types of
houses in Natth +Carolina were later studied to compare
both cost-and performance of commercrif layers grown in
different type units (Driggers and Harwo , 1971).
, A mechanically ventaated unit (House 1), eviboratiyely

4-coolectunit (Hbusr#2), and a conventio al California-type
d laying house (House #3) were ev luated. House #1'

Table 2
Caged Layers,

_.-

' Electric Power Consumption and Costs @ 2¢-per.KWH for Totally
Enclosed, Automated and Mechanically, Ventilated Hobse, 1969

7;4

litFeeders & Egg Gatherers
Fans

Lights
Pit Cleaners

(Mechanically Ventilated)

'total

Equipment for House #1 Power Consilinption
KW-FIRS '

cost.@ 212/KW- R

Total /Per bird housed
15,160
68,280
38,980 .

27,060

$ 303.20
130.00 46
729.60
541.20

b923e
4.46930
4.5514d
1.9712d

149,480 R989.60 9.7842e,
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was,the one previously studied and reported on in table 2.
House #2 was identical to House #1 in co truction and
equipment, except that this unit was equippe with evap-
orative cooling. House #3 was a 10' wide n entional
cage laying unit With curtain sidewalls and no rrohanical
ventilation, automatic feeding, orAgg gatherersefitiuse #3
had no insulation, whereas House *1 and #2 we cleir span
structures with urethane insulation in botryhe sidewalk
and ceiling Both House #1 and House #2 ?lad mechanicl
pit scrapers for manure removal Houses #2 and #3 were
located on the same filirm, while House #1 was located in
another community

Total costs for the three houses are' summarized rn Table 3

with energy included in overhead. Data indicates that more
eggs were produced per hen with a lower percent under-
grade an ss feed input in the mechanically ventilated
house a in fact, the total cost per dozen eggs produced
was the s allest. Although data for the evaporatively cooled
house Ind' s somewhat better economics than the con-
ventional house, high in-house humidity during the summer
period resulted in very uncomfortable conditions. Results of
this study %Were very instrumental in directing efforts in
North Carolina toward totally enclosed mechanically veciti-
lated livestock production units as the most cost-effective
in spite of the additional energy inputs because of inTaied
production resulting from the controlleccininouse environ-
ment. Even though there are no comparisons or replications,
this background type data shows that -high density,, totally
enclosed mecharrically ventilated houses represent an eco-
nomical production unit. In fact, mechanical ventilation

If)ay be more qconomicallun\mostcases than trasacalled
conventional house because production generally declines
in either extremely,cold or hot weatber, and thus fluctuating
egg production is eliminated

161969 was initiated by Daggers in North Carolina
with a com ercial producer to modify an existing building
for caged brooding of chicks At the time of this study,
caged brooding was in its Infancy, and thus the major
interest was to secure background data A major reason for
caged brooding is that birds that will be laying In cages
should be brooded in cages, and also a unit of labor can
manage more birds in cages than on the floor Ideally, the
study unit was not the best, but it was one of the first to
be constructed in North Carolina The house was converted
from a floor system, and the approximately -3/4" of Styro-
foam M both the walls and ceilings was not sufficient for a
house recibiring a brooding temperature around 90°F Addi-
tional fans here installed, and the production strategy
changed from approximately 15,000 birds on floor to about
25,000 chicks in cages. Additionally, an oil-firecrhot water
circulating system for heat was installed over the cages.
Waste does not have to. be revi-ved daily ,by the pit scrap-
ing system because of Aibadfimated quantity produced by
baby chicks.

Energy costs for this house represent background infor-
maticin for this brooding method (Table a)- Fuel data was
not available so fuel costs are not included in the column
under heat. Therefore, cost or kilowatt hours indicated

Table 3
Commercial Layers

rformance in Three Types of Caged Houses for Abdu
A One Year Laying Period. 1970

, (House 1)

Mechanically
Ventilated
Farm B i

'. t(House 2)
Evaporative ly

% Cooled
Farm A

. .
,.(House 3)

Conventional
--- Farm A

psi per dozen eggs produced' i
. -

-. 'Feed ' 5 155 , 5.157 $.164.
Labor .01-1 .015 .035

Miscellaneous . .1304. .009 (113

Hen depreciation .069 .083 .092

Overhead .031 .032
r

, .007

Tbtal '210 . $ 296 .5.311
.

- i Number hen houses 30,555 30,945 13,305

Percent livability 81.6 77.4 64.5

Eggs per hen housed - 190.3 181.0 167.9

Feed per dozen eggs (lbs.) - t -3.715 .'3 905 3.951 te

Indergrade eggs (Percent) 6.7 13.1 11.4/ ,
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"--" Table 4
Caged Brooding

Electric Energy Consumption and Costs for 25,000 Chicks, 1970

4,Flock'
Period

Power Consumption (KWH) Cost 9 2d/KWH
Flans Feeders Lights Heat Total Total Per 1000 Birds

1/70-3/70 1033 233 ' 2558 979 4803 $ 96 06 $3.84
1(70.5/70 084 286 1861 638 4869 97.38 3.90
5/707/70 2138 191 1820 79 4228 84.56 3.38
7/76.9/70 2944 236 1872 57 5109 102.18 4.09

12/70-1/71 738 198 2173 871 ' 3980 79.60 3.18

under heat is strictly for tholiiergylequired to operate the
boiler burner and circulate hot water through a piping sys-
tem over the cages. Birds in tills house were brooded for
approximately 9 weeks and then removed to a grow-out
ho use before beingplaced in a laying house at approximately
20 weeks of age. -

The fuel costs would certainly have been less in a totally
enclosed house with proper insulation. However; the electri.
cal 'energy costs per 1000 birds was judged to be reasonable,
although total energy costs airing cold.,periods would 'be
higher due to fuel requirements which could not be, evalu-
ated in this.study. -

Broilers

Today the use of environmentally modified housing in
the broiler industry lags similar advances in laying units by
some 5 to 10 years. Tests were run during 1973 and 1974
at NCSU to examine the influence of housing techniques
on energy consumption for broiler production (Baughman
et al. 1975). Two, 36' x 96' houses were investigated. One
unit Ayes a conventional uninsulated house with dropped
curtain sides. The other' unit was enclosed andinsulated-
resulting in an average" roof and sidewalls "R" value of
approximately eight and had therRostatically controlled
fans. Both houses had identical feeding and brooding equip-
ment. The dirt floors in each house were divided into four
equal pens-

TO date, three trials with broilers have/been completed,
and one trial with turkeys is underway. Broiler data for
average body weight, feed conversion and mortality are
summarized in Tables 5 and 6. This data summary for the
three trials indicates th'at statistically significant differences
in average body weight, improved feed conversion and low-
ered mortality can beleispe9,ed in environmentally modified
houses. The following gat in performance per 1000 broilers
would be expected based Upon the toes documented in
these studies:

1. 140 pounds more live broilers produced per 1000
chicks placed.

2. 130 pounds less feed consumed per 1)O0 chicks
placed.

3. B more broilers marketed per 1000 chicks placed.
, -
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Table
Broilers

Performance Data for'Conventional Versus
Environmentally Modified Housing

(Density .73 sq. ft./bird)
(4572 birds/house)

Average

Body
Weight

FeedFeMortality
Conversion

Trial 17 Autumn
Conventional House
Environmental House

Trial 2- ,Winter
Conventional Housd
Environmental House

Trial 3- Summer
Conventional House
Environmental House

,

,

4.34
4.34

3.53
- 3,78

,

4.35
' 4.54

°

2.16
1 96

2.14
109

2.02

2.p).----2740%4.

'
3.45%
2.79%

3.50%
2.76%

3.00%

Table 6
Performance Summary for Conventional Versus

Environmentally Modified using

Summary of Trials-1, 2 and 3

(Density .73 sq. ft./bird)
. (13,716 Birds)

*

Average
Body Weight

Feed
Conversion

..4
Mortality

Conventional House

Environmentally
Modified

4.08

.4'.

4.22

2.11

1.98

3.31%

2.55%

Complete' energy records were maintained for Trial 2

which started Februa4y 5, 1974, and Trial 3 which ended
on August 9, 1974. The birds in both houses were fed
identical rpziSps,and were at the same densities. Energy
consumptrbn find cost projections are shown in Table 7.
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LPG (40t/gal ) 0.4362C/i000 Btu '1 7309C/1000 kcal

Electricity (3¢ /kwh Il 1378e/1000 Btu 3.4863st/1000 kcal

Feed (7¢11b ) 1.176e/1000 8tu 4 66701000 kcal

.

Table 7
Energy Costs

As of September 15, 1975

Results for the last two trials are shown in Tables 8 and 9.
About 4500 ctifiks were started in each-house foNirtal 2
during the late winter early spring,;vith the winter of41973-
74 being milder than usual. Live weight production was
16,170 lbs.'f or the co'hventional house and 17,268 lbs..for
the environmental house, resulting in over 1000 pounds
more meat on 200 lbs. less feed and 300 gallons less LPG
for thd hivironmental house Although the elictric require-

,

Table 8
Broilers

Energy Consumption
Vial 2

Conventional House (16,170 pounds of bird live weight)
.

Amt.
Used

.
Energy Used

-
Btu kcal

Millions

.

Btu `i

lb"

kcal

lb*

Cents % Total ,

Energy Costlb"

LPG 700 gal-- 64 16 3969 1000 1.7316 10.2%

Elect 1430kwh 5 1 . 302 76 .2653 ` 1.56%
Feed 34626 lb 206 52 12746 3212 14.9896 88.24%

.275 . 69 17017 4286 16.9865 100.0%

Eh mental House (17,268 pounds of bircLlive weight)
.

ANt
Used

Energy Used ,

Btu
Millions

kcal
. Btu .. ,kcal

lb

s

Cents % Total
Energy Costlb" lb"

LPG 400 gal 37 9 2124 535 .9265 - 6.0%

Elect 29334kwh 10 3 579 - 146 .5095 3.3%'

Feed 34434 lb 205 52 11869 2991 13.9586 90.7%

252 84 14517$ 3672 15.3946 1006%

'Per pound of bird live weight

Table 9
Broilers

Energy Consumption
Trial 3

Conventional House 119,911 pounds of bird live weight')

Amt.
Used

Energy Use

kcalkcal

d
8tu

Millions

Btu

lb,,
kcal_
lb

Cents
.-

% Total t
Energy Costlb`

LPG 136 gal 12 3, 629 158 .2734 1.87%

Elect 1129 kwh 4 1 194 49 .1708 1.23%

Feed 40290 lb 240 60 12044 3035 v 14 1643 96.9%

./""'
256 64 ' 12864 3242 14.6085 100.0%

Environmen al House (20,753 pounds of bi d live weight)

Am t. -

Used

Energy Used

Btu kcal

Millions
% ,

Btu l&al

lb

Cents % Total
Energy Cost
0lb* lb

LPG "- 89 gal .0 2 ..1193 ..; 99 i,.1715 , 1.16%

Elect 3983 kwh - ' ,14 . 3 655 165 " .5751 3,90%

Deed 41486 lb , 247 62 11899 2998 13.9932 94.94%

269 ---"- 67 12947 3262 14.1398 100.0%

frPet pound of bird iwe weight
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molts were higher for the environmental house, the total
gy used was less for this unit It is notewprthy that

feed costs are a full cent per,poundof bird preAced less in
the environmental house Thus, environmental houses show
greatest advintbges during cold periods due to less LPG

'consumption and better feed conversion efficiencies.
Data for Trial 3 (Table 9) Pbriducced during the summer

showed that he conventional house had a lower energy
cast per pound of l e bird, but ,the difference was much
less than for the colder period trial.Average energy data for
Trials 2,and 3 (Table 10) show t average costs for the
environmental house for bot arm season and cold
season periodiare still over a half of aCed per pound less
E,kectrical rzquirements to/the environmental house are over
three times greater (hail the conventional fans An overall
net energy savings is achieved with the environmental Ispuse

with consistently larger conservation of feed and LP gas,
along with the opportunity to produce

r
more chickens per

housing unit.
it is interesting for note that in Both tests and both

houses the main and most expensive sourse of energy is
feed This implies that continued effort should be directed
at more efficient feed conversion and usizng as Ode feed as
possible for heat energy tcf maintain body temperat'ure

Swine

A revolution in swine production his occurred in the
Southeast during the last five years North Carolina has

ti

more large swine operations of 100 sows of more than any
'other state in the nation The Swine Development Center
at the Upper Coastal PlaAResearch Station in Bocky
Mount, North Carolina, provides an excellent facility `for
demonstration of a total swine program emphasizing en-
vironmental control This swine center is unique in that it
is cooperative effort of theDivision esearch Stations;
N C. Department of Agriculs e, the:N. C Agricultural
Experiment Station, and the N C Agricultural Extension
Service, and particularlysh.at it is operated as acommercial
swine production facility (Diliggers et al , 1973)

Complete prodsuction-and financial summaries haYe been
printed (Stanislaw et a/ , 1975), and th-ds the emphasis in
this summary will be on electric energy and fuel heating
colts. lie totally enclosed 16 cite farrowing house and
the t i_enclosed breeding -born, which accommodates 18
sows.find 9 boar's, were equipped in April 1974 to measure
the Electrical energy consumption in the two buildings
The farrovaing house

1)
is well insulated and mechanically

ventilated Aefan at one end of this unit is used for under-
floor vencrition, while ;the sidewlall fan is kfikd during
warmer seasons when additional airflow Is required (Dag-
gers, 1974). Durilig the winter, this buildirig is heated to
approximately 713*i a warm air furnace. Supplemental
heat lamps are prcivi d in the pig creplrets. During the

ispsmer, flexible ducts are attached p the metal branch
ducts and a cool stream of conditioned air is directed into
the front of each farrowing crate This zone air-conditioning

-

Table 10
Broilers

Averaged Energy Consumption
for

, Trial and Trial 3

CcIventional House (36,08 pounds oibird live weight)

.

is

Amt.
Used -"'"\

4ergy Used
Btu kcal

Millions

Btu

lb*
c

-
kcal'

lb* #
.i Cents

lb*

% Total
Energy C 'Cost
---

LPG

Elect
Feed

836 gal

2559 kwh
74916 lb

'

77

9

112

19

2

28

o ,
2124

- A
535
461 ,
784-----

9268 ''.
p2127

---14 5343

, 5.9%
1.4%

92:7%

198 49 ' 5480- ' 138()1 15.6738 loam . 11/4

Environmental House (38,021 pounds of bird live weight)

Amt.. n
Used xi

Energy Used

Btu
llMillions-

kcal
Btu

. <,

*lb

kcal

lb* '

Cen ts
i t;t,

' %Istal
Ene CostiV

LPG

Elect
Feed

489 gal
6916 kwh

75920 lb

45

24

114

11

6 .
29

i129
11F20

2995

-' 297
14
755_

.5144

.54571
13 9775,

3 4% .
3 6%

93 0% '
183 46 _ 4794 ; 1120k, 15.0376 100.0%

Per pound 04 bird love weight

Ian
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system is intended to envelop the sow in a cool stream of
air, rather than cool the entire inside of the farrowing house.
A 2-1/2 ton aircondjtioner is used:

Results tor9the initial 12-Month period represent back-
geofind data, which must be viewed in light of the fact that
this total production facility has returned a continuous
profit since being Placed into operation. Additionally, cost-
effectiveness data derived from this pilot unit has been
duplicated both throughout North Carolina and around,
the nation. (See Table 11.) °.

Table 11

Swine

Electrical Energy Consumption In An Environmentally
Controlled Farrowing House and Breeding Barn

Production'
Criteria

'888 Sows

202 Sows
.F wowed

1943 Market
Hogs

Energy Consumption Ratio KWH/Production Criteria

Farrowing House

Total Energy = 28018 KWH
Breeding Barn

Total Energy' 19703 KWH

315 KWH/Sow

139 KWH/Sow Farrowed

14 4 KWH /Mart et Hog

229 KWH/Sow

91 KWH/Sow Bred

10 KWH/Market Hog

Electric energy consumption in the farrowing house for a
12-month period was 28,018 kwh During this period the sow
herd averaged 88.8 pigs, farrowed 2.27 litters per sow for a
total of 202 sows farrowed and 1943 pigs marketed. Thus,
electliC energy consumption can be expressed as 315.52 kwh
per sow in the herd, 138.7 kwh per sow farrowed, ,o114.42
kwh per pig -sold. The most meaningful figure is the 14.42
kwh per pig sold. Th14-figure Can be used to arrive at the
total energy cost per pig sold at the local rate of 3.84 per
kwh or extrapolated to determine cost at a particular site.
This energy requirement is )1.'46r-to be most reasonable
because supplemental heat is generally provided in these
type _structures; and if insulation is not adequate larger
amounts of heat per pig woad be required. The cost for
LPG to operate the furnace in this building has dramatically
increased during the last year, due to a doubling of costs

rti

from $194.88 in 1972 and $152.99 in _103 to $

The

424.84 in

1974.- breeding barn was designee on basis of experience
with air - conditioning in1the farrowing house. Historically,
this component has received the least attention, but actually
is one of the most important in the total production cycle.
When sows are farrowed continuously it is impossibleld
circumvent reduced conception during hot weather periOds.
Improved performance of the breeding herd has resulted in.
conception rates of 90.4% in 1972, 87.2% in 1973, and
93.3% in 1974. Therefore, for the past three years the con"-
ception rate of this herd has averaged-90%. Most commet
cial producers would be extremely pleased if such a rate
could be achieved on a- continuous basis. Power consump-

tion in the breeding barn for the previously presented herd
statistics, based on the electric consumption of 19,705 kwh,
may be expressed, at 221.9 kwh- per sow in the herd, 90.81
kwh per sow bred, or 10.14 kwh per pig sold.

The energy consumption of approximately 10 kwh per
pig sold is not an unreasonable figure if conception rates
of over 90% can be maintained. Net farm income can be
increased by approxim'ately $7700 for each 10% gain in
conception rates baied upon a $40 hog market, corn at $3
per bushel, ana soybean oil meal at $8 per hundredweight
for a 90 sow herd. Therefore, a prqducer can afford to
spend up to $7700 per year to ensure a 10% increase in the
conception rate. This expenditure may be annual fixed or
operating costs for better breeding12c.ilities, methOds, and
management required to obtain t increased conception
rate (Driggers, 1975; Driggers et al., 1975).

Although the energy consumption figures.obtainedlor
the environmental control units at the Swine Development
Center may not be typical throughout the industry, they
are representrative'oetiousing systems rapidly gaining pro-
ducer acceptance. Additional field studies are needed at
commercial enterprises so thatweaningful estimates can
be made of energy requirements and cost benefit for
this type livestock production unit. Data retrieved o ate
refutes many myths concerning the cost of controlled en-
vironmental structures, and thus, Draggers stresses that the
question is changing from "Can I 'afford to control ilk
environment?" to "Can I afford not to control the environ-a
ment of a livestock production unit?"

Waste Management

Waste treatment and energy comer/anon have become
unanticipated synonyms which are gbining accelerated atten-
tion from both the general public and trained projessiorels..
Tw$ forms of energy-rich materials in animal waste are

Jr trogenous and carbonaceous compounds. Recently the
"new technology" of using animal waste as a fertilizer was
reintroduced and has since gained wide acceptance. The
conversion of waste organics to methane gas for subs uent

utilization represents an energy conservation scheme cotn-
monR/ practiced at sewage treatment plants where sewage
sludge is anaerobically degraded to methane and carbon
dioxide. Manure refeeding represents an exciting potential
for direct recovery of waste nutrients. Production of single-
cell protein, chemical extraction of nutrient rich materials,
and even more exotic processes, such as conversion to oil,
gasification, and reforming to b.iilding material lure public
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attention. However, the principles or concepts used in Vie
treatment and utilization of waste ace generally wellZa
lished. Additionally, it is becoming apparent that a higher
level or type of technology must be employed to first seek-
solutions for pollutionrelated problems, and second to
recover appropriate constituents of animal waste for reuse.
It is the application of these fundamental principles to this
new starting material that is leading to a wide variety of
simple and innovative technologies.

Utilization Alternatives

The simplest utilization scheme is to use the waste as it
-exists or, at some diluted state Two further alternative
processes are separation and conversion, both of which
are dependent on constituent concentration for recovery
efficiency

The most practical and cost-effective waste managemenf)p
scheme may be to circumvent pretreatment alternatives by
direct land application using either mechanical techniques
or animals on pasture. As an example, consider a 100-cow
dairy which returns all of its manure and wastewater back
to soil-cropping systems. Assumptions include that 50% of
the nitrogen and all of the phosphorus and potassium in
defecated manure from 100 cows is available as crop ferti-
lizer, and commercial fertilizer costs are about 300 per pound
of nitrogen, 15t per pound of phosphorus, and 10e per pound'
of potash. Additionally, a 100-cow dairy would generate
1,916 tons of fresh manure per %/ear which would contain
22,995 pounds of nitrogen, 4-7-5 pounds of P2O5 and

° 20,B05 pounds of K2O. Based on these assumptions, ferti-
lizer nitrogen would have a value of $3,450, phosphorus
$410, end potash $2290. Thus, the total potential fertilizer
value for manure generated by a 100-cow dairy per year
would be $6,150. Obviously, the real chatlenge would be to
make optimum utilization of all of these fertilizer con-
stitu ents.

A recent paper on the utilization of manure from Texas
(Sweeten et al., 1974) reported that the demand for feed-
lot manure in the last 12 months teas reached an all-time
high as a result of fertilizer shortages. In 1973 when Texas
reached its peak feed cattle population of 4.4 million head,
most of the 4 million tons of manure produced, plus carry-
over from previous years, was utilized on cropland by hig),
plains farmers. ,Today Texas feedlots operatinii at
only 56% of capacity, it is reported that nearly all manure
is being handled on a steady-state basis and some even have
a dialog of orders.

Although manure has fertilizer value, and thus represents
an energy source, a considerable amount of work is re-
quired to collect, stockpile and distribute animal waste.
Collection requirements are estimated by Sweeten et al., to
be 40,000 Btu per ton based upon observed machine
operating times and fuel consumption rates. The amount of
energy required to haul,and,distribute manure ranges from
80,000 Btu per ton for a 5niile distah*to 120,000 Btu per
ton for 10 miles. A summary of this data on a state-wide
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basis indicates that while the per acre energy saving is signifi-
cant, only 400,000 acres of land could be fertilized with
feedlot manure in Texas, which would result...in a total
savings of 1.8 x f012 Btu/year. The estimated total energy
for production and distribution of all fertilizer used in
Texas is about 52 x 1012 Btu/year. Thus, the energy saved
by using manure is only about 3.5% of the total fertilizer-
energy requirement of Ters. NevIrtheless, manure can
represent a significant energy saver in localized areas and
such terminal management minimizes treatment costs while
complying with the most rigorous regulatory criteria.

Separation Processes

Waste attains composed of many components may have
a higher value if a certain fraction can be separated or re-
moved for further processing. This separation can be con-
veniently subdivided into physital and diffusional opera-
tions depending upon the directive objectives. Physical or
mechanical separation has been applied to animal waste
slurnes using several appropriate unit processes. Basically,
the end product is the solids or heavy fraction of the waste
input. Selection of the proper separator depends upon the
desired product

Liquid dairy manure solids have been separated and
utilized to produce a fibrous buildi rd type material
with various degrees of moisture By alive efforts be-
tween the Biological and Agricultu ineering and
Forestry Departrnent at NCSU. Dairy solids can be used in
prOcesses whichstolerate moisture-contents of 85% or more,
such as direct with ensiled feed or wet process
structural board. If these solids were dried, then a wide
spectrum of technologres- could be investigated that range
from particle board to fireplace logs. ,

Ammonia haerbeen stripped from waste solutions by ion
exchange and diffusion. Both processes rely on high ammonia
concentration and yield a much more concentrated fertilizer
product. Basically, the goal of all separation processes is to
selectively remove waste constituents with the highest in
trinsic value, Waste organics may be considerecrmore care-
fully as'cothpetition for fossil fuel and natural gas becomes
keener.

Conversion Processes

Often it is more advantageous to use chemical or bio-
logic I conversion processes instead of phase separation for
produ tion or removal of utilization constituents. Biological
convey "on processes'are most often used due to the large
microbi l Ovulations naturally present in animal waste and
because many of these reactions proceed without requiring
elaborate controls.

Biological conversion processes vary considerably in re-
actor sophistication and operating requirements. The anaer-
obic stabilization of organic matter with subsequent produc-
tion of methane is one of the simplest, naturally occurring
processes. Methane gas easily separates from ttre liquid phase,

thus yielding a usable fuel. If this process occurs in a lagoon,
the gas produced has been shown to be of good combustion
quality because the methane-carbon dioxide ratio is very
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similar to sludge digester gas. but production rates are very
low.

Gas production. at the optimum mesophilic range of
about 90"F is about 15 times that for uncontrolled anaer-
obic lagoons receiving swine waste Heating may be accom-
plished by solar radiation or by recycling 10 to 20% of the
produced gas for fuel Results for a solar still type medfane
generator at NCSU (Parker et al., 19741 operating in the
mesophilic range for the fermentation of swine waste have
shown that about 25 cu ft of methane can be produced per
day when this 500 gal reactor is loaded on a continuous
basis with the waste from ten 100 pound hogs If we assume
that the United States, per capita use of natural gas is 60 cu
ft per day, this reactor could supply about 40% of the daily
individual needs Current problems with the bioconversion
of animal waste to metharte are the handling and subsequent

utilization of this gas
Two fundamental drawbacks which restrict the, use of

methane is that it has a relatively low energy value of 7500
BtU/gal , and nearly 5000 psi are rewired for liquification
and thus easy storage. For comparison, propane, which
has a Btu value of 92,000 Btu/gal., liquifies at around 250
psi Consequently, large storage requireerrents are necessary
for methane utilization At 25% compressor efficiency it
Would take approximately 1320 Btu to compress 25,300
Btu of methane gas to provide.6,350 Btu of energy value
Clearly this Sytem is not very efficient because 21% of the
resulting work energy is required for compression, while 75%
of the available energy is lost as heat.

Methane has been used in tractors and automobiles. Gas
bottles carried by such vehicles are often about 5' long by
9" in diameter 11 9 cu ft 1 charged to 2800 psi, so that about
420 cu ft of methane is carried for the equivalent of about
3-1/2 gallons of gasoline The most efficient use of methane
would appear to be in stationary heat engines located near
the, point of generation, such as compressors or generators.
Two major reasons for this approach is that the engine's
waste heat can be recirculated in digester coils to augment
methane production, and gas can be used directly as it is
produced, eliminating the need for storage Correspondingly,
the most efficient contemporary use of methane gas is at
sewage treatment plants which use it as a fuel for internal
combustion engines that provide auxiliary electricity and
waste heat ,is utilized to maintain digesteri,tempuatures at
the optimum mesoplplic range

Many claims exist concerning energy potential of degrad-
ing both animal waste and alt organics to methane gas. The
publication entitled Methane Digestets for Fuel Gas and
Fertilizer (Frye, 1973) stStes. :'So speaking generally,
methaile gas convbrted from easily available organic waste
could supply about 150% of the gasoline energy used by
all U.S. farm equipment (1965), 7% of the 1910 natural
gas energy, and 2% of the total 1970 U.S. energy demands."
This publication also indicates that the average per capita
daily natural gas requirements of about 60 cu ft could be
obtained from 10 pounds of chicken or pig manure per day,,
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which is the equivalent of about 7 pigs and 100 chickens.
However, results of NCSU studies indicate that the waste of
about 25 hogs would be required to produce this amount
of gas. Nevertheless, somewhat corroborating calculations
have been presented in. a NCSU engineering periodical that
if all waste produced in the U S had been gasified, 700
billion cu ft of methane would have been produced. This
is equal to over 3 billion g.allons of gasoline But to keep
things in perspective, this would only be 3% of the U.S.
demand of 22 8 trillion cu ft of nature) gas

John Shuttleworth, editor publisher of The Mother Earth
News in a December 1973 news release said "All we're 'Ss.

doing' with our digester vis speeding that cycle up from a
time span of several thousand° years to one of only 30
days or, so Better yet, we don't have to go exploring to
find our pool of energy. We can keep it right in the back-
yard and tap it any time we want."

Shtittleworth Nether states in this newsletter that "You
can have your own methane generator in operation even
before the first commercially manufactured units are mar
kete,d A9yone with average mechanical ability should be
able to follow these plans and put together his own methane
maker from salvaged parts This will cost anywhere from
$15.00 for a uni,t that produces enough gas to cook one
meal a day to S3,000 for a system which will generate
enough gas to run an entire household . heat, gas, lamps,
refrigerator, stove, the works."

Converse (ASAE, 1975) recently stressedihe need to
look at the net energy retrieved from manure utilization
systems rather than only gross energy possibilities Assum
fag that about 45 cu ft of gas a day could be produced
from the waste of a 1000 pound animal; the Btu equivalent,
would be about 0 23 gallons of gasoline per animal per day

and for 100, 1000 pound cows, about 23 gallons of gaso-
line a day,

A 1000 pound dairy cow produces about 86 pounds of
manure a day Probably an equal amount of dilution water'
is needed to attain a slurry that must be heated from40°F
to 95°F which requires about 9j300 Btu or 0 08 gallon of
gasoline Therefore, gros energy is now down to an equiva-
lent of 0 15 gallon of 6asoline per animal, and some addi-
tional energy is required to puM4hAhe water,,mix the reactor
contents, and transport wastewater.

A 100 hp tractor needs about 1600 cu ft of gas at
atmospheric pressure per operatinghAr. If methane from
manure is compress9dto 300 psi and plat into an 8 cu ft
tank common on most tractors, this tractor would run
about one hour. Therefore, a 100 hp tractor running for 10
hours would require the daily gas production from waste of
270 to 675 cows, depending upon net energy retrieved.
Certainly; livestock wastes are an energy source and as fossil
fuels dwindle, it may be a valuable alternative if the right
engineering research is undekaken now.

Refeeding

"Wastelage" derived from the eiisiling of grolind grass
hay and manure has been successfully fed to brood cows,



and for several years a whole corn- wastelage ration has been
fed to finishing slaughter steers at Auburn University Latest
reports are that it is an honor to attend the annual recogni
non banquet featuring the best steaks in the Southeast
Researchers with the Virginia and Michigan Agricultural
Experiment Stations have been studying the suitability of
poultry waste for refeeding One of the nations' large beef
cattle feeding companies recently began to include substan
teal pOrtionsof feed derived from cow manure in the normal
diet of its herd The U. S. Depanment of Agriculture esti-
mated that the recovery of only one third of U.S animal
waste hir use as feed would produce as much proton as
is contained in this country's total annual soybean crop

A group of engineers In Texas recently concluded that
refeeding offers the maximum potential fot energy savings
among waste management alternatives presently available
in their state (Sweeten et al 1974) The, energy saved
by refeeding one ton of feedlot manure was judged to be
equisTtent to the energy required to produce one ton or
'1/6 acre of alfalfa in the western high plains area, less the

energy required to preprocess the manure. Importantly,,
fresh) Collected feedlot manure would not have to be
pre-dried to allow releeding St the 5% level recommended

was optimum when using manure as a substitute for roughage
rather thangrain. Utilizing manure for refeeding would result
in more frequent collection and thus reduce odor potential.
Feeding manure to range cattle could also provide the
vehicle for ultimate disposal on paVaes in contrast to the
continuing need for terminal disposal with feedlot refeed-
ing programs.

Symbiotic activity of algae and bacteria in controlled
reactors allows maximum conservation of waste components
because end products of bacterial metabolism are incorpo-
rated into algal cell mass by the photosynthetic energy
trapping mechanism of green plants In Taiwan, for example, j`
the rqofs of animal production units are used for algal
propagatiir with manure-laden. wastewater as the culture
medianAffluent water which tricklespto the collection
gutter is recycled as pashwater fOr this dosed loop reactor.

-rota! Systems Approach

Waste management principles developed over the last ten
years at a North Carolina State experimental swine unit
have served as the basis for systems which emphasize utili
zation by terminal land recycling Basic unit processes are a
Primary lagoon with a floating aerator for odor control by
surface agitation and increased pretreatment, a secondary
lagoon storage pond, and an irrAltion system for wastewater
recylcmg or land application These principles have been
implemented at a 300 sow total confinement facility on a

*20 acre site adjacent to a new furniture factory and asso-
ciated development The original 1 1/2 acre lagoon was
overflowing when this producer consulted the university
Upon finding that only about four acres were available for
terminal land disposal, he was advised that much moil land
was required for a no discharge system However, because
additional land was not available and a large investment had
already been made in production facilities, a demonstration
project was initiated. The total treatment system consists of
partially slatted floors which drain to a lagoon, with two,
5 hp floating aerators for odor control by complete surface
agitation with overflow to the original 1-1/2 acre lagoon.
Additional pretreatment is also obtained by overland flow
of wastewater pumped from the second lagoon to a 0.6
acre area which slopes back to this lagdon. A manually
operated 'permanent set irrigation' system is used to return
lagoon water to the underfloor pits for more positive clean
ing and liquid, precharge as well as terminal irrigation to
the 3 3acre receiver plot Acceptable no discharge is achieved
with this extremely small terminal application acreage be
cause of the approximately 99% dlogen removal achieved
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in the aeratechunit which is gratifyingly' much greater than
our fondest expectations. Excavation and equipment costs
for this energy intensive'system during 1974 were about
$11,090 and current, operating costs are about 504 per
feeder pig sold or about a penny per pound of product
(Humenik et al.; 1975)/

The undercage waterwash and overland flow treatment
system for caged layer wastes being investigated at NCSU
(Overcash et al,, 1975) represents an alternative to energy
'intensive systems for aerobic pretreatment and terminal
waste management Wastewater from the undercage washing
system is aerated and thus stabilized by natural flow over
grass terraces. Effluent .from these terraces discharges to a
small lagoon which ovefflows into a large reservoir from
which wash-water is pumped with a low capacity pump to a
storage vessel. Washwater energy is obtained from elevated
storage` tank discharge, rather than direct pumping which
would require a much larger hp motor. Thus, this waterwash-
aerobic pretreatment system emphakes energy conserva-
tion by utilization of gravity flow with the exception of a
Jow hp pump-for-washwater return.

A vibrating screen-solids-separator for the removal of fib-
rous material from liquid dairy manure represents one of
the most exciting utilization processes being studied at
NCSU. ThAe separated manure sods are being utilized for
bedding and refeeding studies, in addition to reforming into
fiber board The three-lagoon system at this site provides
complete retention of rainfall runoff and Water from the
terminal ,lagoon is recycled for washing. The first lagoon
which receives liquid from the solid separator acts more
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like a swine waste lagoon after this fibrous, non-biodegrade-
able material is, excluded. Irrigation systems areprovided to
pump waste from the primary lagoon for maximum fertilizer
conservation or emptying of subsequent ponds to allow-
adequate runoff storage capacity. 9

Many wet and dry waste handling systems now exist for
environmentally controlled units and numerous innovations
are being introduced Wet systems use water to redyce labor
and facilitate transport, but they have the pot6ntial dis-
advantage of increasing the amount of polluted water and
energy requirements Dry systems, by contrast, decrease the
waste volume to be handled Currently in-house techniques
are being developed to provide the best method of waste
Management or utilization, and also to develop the best
environmental condition for the animals. The underfloor
ventilation system for houses with manure storage pits pro-
vides a totally controlled environment in which air is

uniformly exhausted from the manure pit. Moisture is
evaporated from the floor, and gases and odors are ex-
hausted from the building before they can enter the animal
atmosphere above the slats. As a result of initial work
conducted by 'L B. Daggers and implementation of a total

. system at the Swine Development Center, over 300 new
swine houses with underfloor ventilatiOn have been con-
structed in North Carolina during the last several years. This
is a growing example of the trend toward environmentally
controlled growing units currently being recommended as
the most important for animal performance and controlling
impact of animal on the environment

Economics of EPA Criteria for Waste Management
A stipulation of the 1972 Water Quality Act authorizing

EPA to establish affluent guidelines and Irmitatioz for '
feedlot industry was that the economic impact drthese

mregulations would be considered. The most recent and
possibly best analysis of the economic impact of water
pollution controls on the feedlot industries has been con-
ducted under contract for .the National Commission or
Water Quality. Very preliminary anakilses of these data indi-
cate that feedlots with over 1000 head of cattle capacity,
which produce 16.3 million head, can control pollution at a
total cost of $130 million,, while the smaller feedlots pro-
ducing 15.3 million head can provide an equal degree of
pollution control at the cost of $680 million or 4.5 times
the amount for larger feedlots. The cost/head marketed per
year/unit abatement can be derived based up9i two assump-
tions (1) waste production as is lineally related to-feedlot
size and (2) all treatment facilities perform'at the same_
efficiency or percent abatement level regardless of size.
Such cost/head marketed/unit abatement ranges from $16
for units over Ita capacity to $20 for' 500 to 1000
capacity, $30 for 100 to 500 capacity, and $100 from 0 to
1.00 capacity. Thus, national resources are most cost-effective
for large feedlots in that more abatement is achieved at a
much lower expenditure. Such economic strata could also
serve as a basis for determining which feedlot should be
permitted 'or considered as point sources Although this
criteria would be quantatively associated as the arbitrary
1001animal unit cutoff specifiejl in current law, the
theoretical generating principle would be cost-effectiveness.

Simple Energy Conservation TecfiflicniesV
The energy conservation potential of insulating existing

poultry, houses is remarkable Potential fuel savings can be
best illustrated using a typical broiler house 40' wide, 300'
long, .7' high sidewalls, a roof slope of 5 and 12. The inside
temperature is assumed to be 70°F , and the outside temper-
ature 5°F

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3:

For no insulation, heat loss is 1,490,000
Btu /hour,, or is equivalent to approxi
mately 20 gallons of propane per hour

For ceiling insulation with R = 8 Material,
the heat loss is reduced to 487,000,
ptu/hour which is equivalent to about 6.6
galldns'of propane per hour

For ceiling insulation with = 8 material

and sidewall insulation with R = 8 material,
the heat loss is further reduced to 154,000
Btu/hour or the equivalent of 2.1 gallons_
of propane per hour.

Thus, insulation can allow a tenfold reduction of heat loss
for energy requirements.

!

Heating energy can be further reduced in an insulated
house if double brooding or zone prooding is employed.
For double brooding, chicks are confined to the center
portion of the house to reduceithe heating space until stock
indensity requires expansion to the total house. An addi-
tional 50% energy reduction over savings for Just insulation
can be realized if double brooding is practiced. .

Pre second major demand for heat is to warm ventilating
air. For each 1000 cfm the heat necessary to raise air
temperature 'from 5°F. to 70°F. is 78,000 Btu/hour or
apprommately one gallon of gas. Thus, it becomes clear
that for a well-insulated house,he energy required to warm
ventilating air exceeds heating needs. Therefore, ventilation
must be kept to a minimum, and whenever possible, ventilat-
ing air should enter from the attic.

The third demand fo.r heat is to evaporate moisture, Gas
heaters not ventilated to the outside produce about 6 pounds
of water for every gallon of gas burned. Approximately
1000 Btu must be provided for each pint or pound of
water evaporated. Therefore, outside venting adjusted
waterers, and absorbent,litter are essential to consertte heat
required for moisture evaporapon.
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ConclusiOri-

tn;ronmental control of 1,.estock production units re-
sults in overall energy conservation and improved produc-
tivity esulting in better long-term profits Implementation
of si pletnsulation recommendations or recycling of waste
to nd as a fertilizer results in substantial energy savings.
A option of more advanced environmental control tech-
niques, such as air-conditioning of breeding bar/ls or waste
washing systems require added investment, but ultimately
result in les; cost, especially if energy intensive waste man
agement systems are replaced by the most appropriate utili-
zation scheme because more market animals are produced
at lower energy and feed costs, and under better envrion-

mental conditions. Waste management proCedures, which
emphasize utilization and terminal land application of resi-
due, have the added benefit of being one of the most
economical methods to achieve compliance with the no-
discharge criteria. Actually, substantial erkergy sayings can
be obtained,by imploientation of relatively simple tech'
niques_ while more sophisticated approaches conservg addi-
tional energy allow use of different energy sources, anq
are most cost-effective in increasing productivity and con-
trolling the impict livestock production has on environ-
mental quality. et
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griculture, even in its most primitive form, encompasses
tho ac,tivities of man related to the collectiOn and storage
of solar energy in a form such that man can use that energy
for ,the sustenance. of life processes To carry out these
activities, man must expend energy in terms of human labor,

sand in the.fossil energy used in producing the supplies and
operating machinery utilized by agricultuie. Fossil energy is

-In short supply, and.many people are concerned abow the

effect that restricted energy availability will have upon agri-
cultural prodiftionl This concern is a valid one.

One measure of agricultural efficiency with respect to
fossil energy is the rati3Of energy output in agricultural
products to ;he fossil energy input in agricultural activities.
This would include the energy associated with tillage, har-
vesting, store facilities, machinery manufacture, fertilizer
seed production, pesticides, irrigation and drying.

.
Figure 1

Increase in Corr! Yiefds from 1945 to 1970
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Heichel (1, 2) /refers to these as cultural energy inputs as
contrasted to the solar energy input There is also a signifi-
cant fossil energy input offthe-farm in agricultural process -
ing, transportation and food preparation These latter
factors are usually cited as being the largest energy inputs
into the total food chain (averaging about 76% of the total),
however, the' are largely beyond the control of the farmer.
The first group of factors are, hoikever, under the farmer's
control and as such have a direct relationship to.yield and
to production efficiency. This was pointed out by
Pimentel (3) when he reported that corn yield increased
from 34 bu/acre in 1949 to 81 bu/acre in 1970 During this
same time the labor per acre decreased from 23 Man-hours
to 9 man-hours This increase in corn production is shown

in Figure '1 Similar increases can also be shown for othet
crops.

:The relationShip between energy input and increased
yield is a real one as illustrated by Steinhart (4). (See Fig-
ure 2). Certainly no one would argue that a reduction in '
fertilizer input (a significant component of the energy input
into crop systems) would not, in turn, reduce yield. This
does not mean that inefficient energy utilization does not
exist ireagricultural production. It does And, agriculture
can economize on its utilization of energy. However, a
general reduction or one which restricts a particular prac-
tice should be carefully evaluated, in terms of its impact on
production. This is particularly true in view of the world-
wide situation relative to adequacy of food supplies

Figure 2
Farm Output in Relationship to Energy Input Since 1920
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ENERGY INPUT TO FOOD SYSTEM 1015'Kcal)

Energy Usage Associated with Crop Practices

The fossil energy Inputs associated with any crop can be
broken down in terms of the energy associated with the dif
ferent cultural practices and the energy required to menu
facture.the 'goods and equipment needed by agriculture By

making soenn analysis the effect of alternative practices
on the total energy requirement or the perceptage of the
total associated with any selected prdctice can easily be
evaluated:
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Machinery Usage (Tillage, Cultivation, Hanitesiing)

For most farms one of the major fossil energy inputs is
that associated with the operation of agricultural machinery
Information on the gallons of gasoline used per acre in van
ous machinery operations was compiled by White (5) This
inflmation in terms of kilocalories per acre is presented in
Tables 1, 2, and 3 in the Appendix. Foremost operations,
values are given for "low," "average," and "high" energy
requirements. The difference between the three values is
attributable. to such factors as weather, depth of tillage, size
of equipment, size of fields, topography, etc

The effect of alternative machine use practices on energy
. usage can be seen by use of the information presented in

the Appendii Tillage, for instance, is generally considered
to be dne of the high energy use activities In fact, it corre
sponds to one of the peak energy demand periods in agri-
culture, the other is for harvest and crop drying Consider
three different levels of tillage for corn'

1 Conventional tillage plowing with a mqldboard
plow, heavy disking, spring tooth harr.owinlk

2 Reduced tillage disking of stubble
3 No tiflaz

Conventional trttSge would require epproxitately 149,000
kilo-calories per acre, reduced tillage 39,800 and no tillage
zero To fully evaluate the energy saved by reduced or no
tillageotbe total production scheme would need to be con-
sidered. instance, notillage corn planting requires the
use of a herbicide which represents ail energy input and
often extra fertilization is reconimended Second, if yields
are reduced, the energy input per unit of food would corre
spondingly tie increased When the energy associated with

drying and transportation are included, the differ-
ence in tillage method becomes largely insignificant since
these three items represent by far the major energy require-
ment Conventional tillage methods are usually less than
10% of the total Nevertheless, potential savings of energy

as high as 80% when only the tillage, planting and harvest.
ing energy requirements ace considered can -be" realized
through no-tillage production systems If one assurpes the
62 million abresof corn grown for grain in the United States
was all planted by no tillage techniques, more than 200 mil-

. lion Plont of fuel could be saved. a,
Energy in Storage Facilitierand Machinery Manufacture

The actual production of facilities for storage, their erec-
tion, and their operation also require energy Similarly,
energy is used in themanlicture, distribution, and mainte
nance of machinery ThM energy costs should appeopri-
ately be assigned to agriculture The energy associated miff
these inputs is not easy to.determAe. Pimentel suggir that'
the annual energy input represented by the machinery re=
quired for U S. corn production is 420,000 kilo-calories/
acre (3). In a somewhat different approath, Roller suggests
an energy value for equipment based upon its dollar cost (6).
The value he gives is 10,680 KCaI /$. Using thit value and
applying it to the farm machinery cost over the years of

.
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useful life, a value very.similar to that of Pimenters is ob-
'tamed Since the value given by Roller can be used for any
type farm operation, its use is recommended. Similarly,
!toiler gives a value of 3930 KCaI /$ for the energy valu'e in
buildings.

Fertilizer

As indicated earlier, the fossil energy used in manufad
Luring f;?ttrr represents one of- the largest inputs into
crop produ ion, at least for grain crops such as corn.
Pimentel recommends the following energy figures for
fertilizer (3).

Nitrogen 8400 KCaI /Ib

Phosphorus 1520 KCaI /lb

Potassium 1050 KCaI /lb. ' .

These energy figures include production and procesiing, but
ado not include -field placement. Similar figures for nitrogen

fertilizer are given by White (7); however, these values are
substantially largeo than those given by Heichel (11, or by
Blevin at this conference. The reason for the differences be-
tween the various values is not fully apparent From the in
formation available, it appears the larger values were based
on the overall energy inputs into the fertilizer manufactuf
ing industry and-includes some mixing, transportation and
auxiliary energy inputs. Since they appeared Tore inclu
ine, they Were the values selected for use in this paper.

-
Seed Production - ,

The fossil energy used in seed production is quite variable
depending upon the seed type, quality -and treatment An
average recommended value foi hybrid Corn seed is 1800
KCaI per pound of seed (3) Converting thlsvalue to a volu-
metric measure, one gets 100,800 KCal fler bushel. It is

recommended that this value be used for most seed types,,
however, for extremely small seeds such as that of tobacco
and some vegetables, a, higher value would be appropriate.

Pesticides and Herbicides
.

An average energy value for herbicides and pesticides of .

11,000 KCaI per pound is re'commende (11) This value
does not include the energy required for ap licatiori

Irrigation

The energy assoicated with the application of water Jay
irrigation is reported as being large. Pimentel (8) considered
the energy usage of,such magnitude that he recommended
that corn production be moved from those regions where
irrigation is required to areas where adequate rainfall-exists
If, however, other crops were grown in the irrigated areas to
maintain high food production and if those crops were irri-
gated at the same level, the total energy use for,agriculture
would not be changed, If irrigation is restricted in thpse
regions where rainfall is not adequate for optirpum &op
production in an effort to.conserve energy a direct reduc
non in crop yield could be expected.

AA estimate of the energy use associat with.irrigation
is given by Fischback (9) He provides f ures for both

a



sprinkler and surface irrigitiOn, as show in Table 4 in the
Appendix The- tabulated information clearly shops that
the use of electric cower would be more efficient than
using internal-combustion-type powered units by a ratio of
approximately 2 5 to 1 It also shows that surface irrigation
requires less than 1/2 the energy required by sprinkler irri-
gation;'however, mile water may be requirdd when surface
irrigating and this may reduce the difference between the,
two methods Irrigation energy inputs cdtild also be re-
duced by more effective scheduling of irrigation applica-
tion The present methods depend heavily on farm operatd1
judgment, and they are not sufficiently, influenced by
weather variables and probabilistic relationships relative to
beneficial return for a specific amount of water application.

Crop Drying

In contemporary corn production, the usual practice is
the drying of the harvested grain with heated air., In 1971 it
is estimated 67 percent of corn grown in ttig five states in
the corn belt was dried either commercially or on-the-farm
with heated air In 1972 it was estimated th4t 75 percent of
the gram was dried with heated air. Drift is primarily

, done so that the farmer can maintain more Oltrol over his
farming operation By having drying facilities he can harvest
the crop' over a much wider range of time and, since he can'
start harvesting earlier, the danger of significant crop losses
due to adverse weather is greatly minimized. is estimated
that 5 to 15 percent of the potential is presently
lost in the field (10) in one sties, a heavy storm in early
November resulted in tie doubling of corny losses during
harvesting. increasing the loss from 6 8 to 11..9Oercent To
keep lqsses to a minimum, ideally tee grain must be re-

3 a

moved from the field asquickly as possible when the aver-
age grain moist4e content 'is 26% Drying is mandatory
with grain harvested at such moisture contents

Ihe ercergyassociated with gram drying is directly related
to the initial harvest moisture content since a higher mois-
ture NiTerit means that more,water has to be removed The
enerly associated with removal of the various amounts of
water can be computed by multiplying the pounds of water

tI to be removed, as seen in Table 5, by the values in
Table 6 111) The differences in performance of the various
types of dryers are not inlcuded in this calculation, however,
for well designed dryers the error made by negledting
"equipment performance"' wckild not be.lanje A more
important additional en , input in drying would be the
energy associated with t elation of the electric motors
for the fans and conveying tepmem For batch in bin or
continuous flow dryers this energy use is relatively small,
being 10 KCaI or less per bushel per each pointof moisture
to be removed, i e reducing the moist we content (of a
bushel of grain frofn 26% to .16% 1104oints) with high
temperature drying requires about 3000 KCaI of energy per
binhel. Three percent of the total energy with such drying
systems' is the electric energy for driving the fans and con-
veyers, For lowkemperature _prying or natural air drying,
however, the fan energy becomes relatively large In fact, if

, c
comparattgely moist grain is to be dried with natural air and
the recommended air flow per bushel' (3 CFM per bushel
for,grain 10 points of moisture removal) is used, the energy
use for the9fan motors will be virtually the same as the
energy,for electricity and fuel for heated air drying (near
3000 KCaI per bushel).

Influente of Cultural Piactice on Energy Use

The influence of cultural pr ice can be dramatic in
terms of energy input andyiel eictiO02)-teports that as
little as 200,000 KCal/acie o energc,input occurs under
subsistence peasant type farminekherall energy ir2pu is
in the form of ,human energy He reported weir's (oar uk
ture in Ghanal.of.1,600,PO(Cal of f. dusect

forthis expenditureof energy Far ng Witliot,915 horS1-
pulled equipment along with stationer ries inareat
the yield to 8,000,000 KCaI per ,acr all oder
agricultural practices and equipment are he yield
considering both the grain and f6der is increased to
24,000,000 KCaI per acre per yearNoweyer,athis point
5,000,000 KCaI of energy is being expended per acre, per
year. In terms of energy use efficiency the corn fannecusing`
prirnitivernethods does the best job with about KCal pro-

,.

duced per unit of- energy input. gie i'nodern Cr r
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only 4 8 Kett peounit of energy input. Heichel (12) further
reports that when irrigation is used the return drops dra-
matically to,.2 2 KCd1 per KCaI input. Though this suggests
agriculture should return to the energy-efficient procedures
Of primitive farming, to difficulty is,chat because yield is
so much lower undel sufi,technology, adequate supplies of
food cannot be produced. -

Assuming that in view of world -wide food needs high
food output must be maintained, then moderri agricultural
techniques must be used Under this &Instrainti the options
are fewer, however, the opp"ortunity for conservation of
energy still exists, This can be illustrated bit considering
Several alternative production schemes,- Using corn produc.
non as an example and considering all inpyts,one can note
the energy use for five_different cultural teChniques shown
in Figure 3.
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The analysis of alternative corn production schemes re-
veals that different practices have definite impact on energy
usage. For the five schemes evaluated, the most energy
efficient system (no-tillage with drying restricted to 5
points moisture reduction) used 32% less energy than the
least ,efficient (no-tillage, increased nitrogen fertilization
and drying 10 points).

One of the most significant factprs of this analftis is.the
relatively large energy inpuVassoctated with ferttizapo
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This input accounts for approx imately''60f the total
energy' input for conventional culture. Noll lege is fre-

quently -regarded as improving energy efficiency yvht-com-
pared with conventional tillage culture (13); however, if
comparable high yields are desired With n -tillage, approxi-
inately 50 lb. more nitrogen fertilization is nOrmaTti.recom-
ipended. This is shown in Figure 3 as Scheme E Though
the energy for field machinery operations with \o- tillage
was less than with conventional tillage, the energy associated
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with tf?e increased fertilization maksftse no-tillage opera-
tion the most inefficient from an energy viewpoint ',

The next largest energy input is that associated with
drying If heated air is used and the moisture content is to

4,0 be reduced an average of 10 points (say 26% to 16% by
drying), then 295,000 KCaI of energy is required. Reducing
the drying requirement to 5 points (21% to 16%), reduced
the energy required for drying to 148,000 KCal In this case
the impacton field losses of Awing the corn to reTain in
the field until it averaged 21 percent as opposed to V6 per
cent needs to be considered This added field drying could
be expected to increase field losses by about 4% (10)
Assuming a yi Id-of 100 bushels per acre, the energy in the
lost corn woul be equal to 403,000 KCaI per acre This is
2 7 times great than the energy saved by delaying harvest

If irrigation had seen used (for example, 10 inches by
means of sprinklers) an additional 376,000 to 1,463,000
KCaI /acre of energy would have been required This could

result in a doubling of the total energy,in ut he potential,
for energy saving should also be appa e For example,
with'conventional prOduction, if agricultural waste could be
used to replace one-half of the fertilizer, a savings of 440,000
KCaI /acre of energy might be realized

Similar analyses can be made of other agricultural opera-
tions and various alternative production schemes io evalu
ate the energy requirements for any desired crop of produc-
tion systems Since the possible combinations are virtually
endless, no attempt was made in this paper to evaluate
other types of farm operations. It is hoped,'however, that
the basis for such analyses has been presented To thge
analyses the effect on production (crop yield) must be
evaluated so that the effect on overall production and on
the energy required per uni.s/of production can be deter-
mined This was clearly demonstrated above in the example
relative to increased field losses due to delaying the harvest
to allow the moisture content to drop in the field

summary

An attempt ha en made to quantify the on-faiin
energy inputs in crop production The inplits discussed in-
clude machinery operatin (tillage, cultivation, and harvest-
ing), energy in storage facrlities and machinery manufacture,

fertilizer, seed productiort pesticides, and herbicides, irri
gation, and crop drying Of these inputs, fertilization will
often be the largest 'In an example with conventional corn
production, the energy input associated with fertilization
represented 60 percent of the. total energy input The
second largest energy input was that associated vyith drop
drying

When, analyses of energy input into crop production are
made, it' is important to analyze the total operation This,
includes changes in fertilization reqs;ired by a change in
machinefy usage, effect on field losses, changes in Vield and
changes in product qualibf A system which has a low fossil
fuel requirement (gasoline, fuel oil, eic.) may not have the

1 Camber, A 13 , "The Energy-Food DelivcrY%System," Proceed-
ings and Minutes, Twenty-third Annual Meeting of the Agricsil
tural Research Institute October 1416, 1974 Op 54.68

r Fischbach, P E "Energy Uses in Nebraska Agriculture,
Energy and Irrigation," Nebr2tlyjsaiiimiatiaitService Bulletin
CC255. November 1973 pp 15-27

3 Heichel, G H , "Comparative Efficiency of Energy Use in Crop
Production," Connecticut Agricultural Expert's, nt Station
Bulletin 739.November 1973\20 pp

4 Heichel, G H "Energy Needs rand Food Yield reohnology
Review. July/August 1974 pp 19

5 Heichel, G H and, C R Fronk, "Anticipating the Energy
Needs of American Agriculture," Journal of Sosl.and Water
Conservation, Jan.tiary/February 1975 pp 48.53

lowest overall ergy requirement, particularly, when yield
is considered a e energy usage is computed per unit of
food produced

Even with t arge energy inputs discussed in this paper
the energy field in the corn at harvest exceeds by Several
times the inputs As energy is addict' in offarm transport,
processing and handling this may cease to be true, but for
almost all crop operations the energy at point of harvest
or on farm storage exceeds the energy required to produce
the crop In this sense agriculture is a produter of energy

Ihether than a user of energy. It is important to remember,
however, that agriculture is not practiced to produce energy,
rather, it exists to produce food, a basic commodity of man
Therefore, any reductions in the energy available to,agn
culture must be weighed against the acceptability of.a.-.N.
potential decrease ip.food production.
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Appendix

+*";,,, Table 1

Estimated Energy Requirernerstfor Selected Farming Operations

Operation
Kilocalories Per Acre

-Low Average High

Tillage Opertions: a'
Moldboard Plow 47,100 94,100 188,000

Chisel Plow 29,000 57,900 116,000

Heavy Tandem Disk 19,900 39,800 79,600

Standard Tandem Disk .

Plowed Soil, First Time Over 16,300 32,600 65,20

Plowed Soil, Second Time Over 12,700 25,300 50,70

Corn Stalks, etc 14,500 29,000 57,900

Spring-Tooth Harrow 10,900 21,700 43,400

Spike-Tooth Harrow 7,240 14,500 29,000

Field Cultivator 18,100 36,200 72,400

Planting Operttions:
Row.Crop Planter (with fettilizer, etc.)

40 -Inch Rows 16,300 25,300 38,000

-, 30-Incii,Rows 21,700 32,6139 48,900

Grain Drill 12,700 18,00 27,100

Potato Planter 32,600 48,900 72,400

Vegetable Planter (Direct) 32,600 48,900 72,400

Transplanter 43,400 65,200 "97,700

Crop Cultivation:
Row Cropi, First Cultivation- 14,500 21,709 32,600

Flow Cro , Second Cultivation 12,700 18,100 . 27,100

Vegetable Croultivation 4 19,900 " 29,000 4.3,400

Rotary Hoe 5,430 9,050 14,500

Harvesting Operation
Cones& Mower 14,500 21, 70010-- 32,60(7

Mower Conditioner (pto.), 23,500 36,200 54,300

MowerConclitioner (self propelled) 34,400* 50:700 76,000

'Hay Rake 7,240 10,900 ""- 16,300 ,

,/
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Table 1 =Continued

Operation K Inca I ones Per 'Mr?

Low Average, High

... Harvesting Operations: (Continued)

Baler, Hay- 34,400 50,700 76,000
Baler, Straw 21,700 39,800' 59,700

roForage Harvester (flail -type)
Green Chop 8000 123,000 185,000
Dry flay or Straw 41,600 61.50' 92,300

Forage Harvester (cylinder or`flywheel type)
Haylage , 81,400 123,000. 185,000

.' Dry Hay or Straw 36,200 ° 54,300 81,400
, Row Crop

^4e-Inch Rows . 77,800 116,000 r74,00%
'10-Inch Rows "86,900 130,000 195,000

bornbinAlbrvester
Small Grain 36,200 ' 54,300 81,400
Pea Beans and 38s/beans 39,800 90,500
Corn, 40 -Inch Rows 43;400 65,200 '97,700
-Corn, 30 -Inch Rims 50,700 114,000

Corn Picker
< 40-Inch Rows 30,800 47,100

30 -Inch Rows '34,400 ^ 50,700 6,000
Picker-Shellei

40 -Inch Rows 36,200 54,300 81,400
30 -Inch Rows 431400 65,200 97,700

Potato Harvester
6 52,500: 79,600 119,000

Sugar Beat 141/pester 50,790 76,000 110,000
Vegetable Harvester 57,900 86,900 130,000
Tree-Fruit Harvester (Shaiser11 95,900 145,000 217,000

Miscellaneous Operations:
Row Crop Sprayer (each operatiori) ,620 5,430 9,050
Orchard Sprayer (each operation) 18,100 27,100 41,600
Stalk Shredder 6 21,700 - 32,6Q0 48,900
Fertilizer Spreader (bulk, spinner) 5,430 7,240 10,909,
Anhydrobs Ammonia AppIrcator 38,000 57,900 86,90e
Vine Topper (Beets, rotatoes) 50,700 76,000 " 114,000
Pea Bean Puller and Windrower 14,500 21,700 32,500
,Foralje Blower .

Dry HascOr Straw 19,900 29,000 43,400
Haylege or Corn Silage 34,400 50,700 76,000.

To obtain fuel requirements in gallons of gasoline per acre vide by 36,200,. For Diesel Fuel requirements& divide by 51,700 and for L-P
' Gas, divide by 30,200. Figures do hot include fuel required for hauling seech fertilizer, etc. to She field, nor for hauling the.itarvested crop'

fronithe Gold.

I
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Table
Energy Requiremetts f r Farm Tractors

Hor4ower Class
(Max Observed PTO H P )

Fuel Consumption,.
Kilocalo lei/Hour

Gasoline*

. 20.30 H.P
40 59 H.P

---/ 60-79 H.P.
80.99 H P.

10(1-1.24 H.P.

125 149 H.P.
150.174 H.P
175 200 H.P`

140,000
217,000
300,000 ,
393,000'

Diesel Fuel*

103,000
150,000
207,000

-.274.009-
341,000
408,000
476,000
543,000

Based on operating at approximately 75 percent of maximum load.

Table 3
Energy Requirements for Hauling Farm Products

from Field to Farmstead

Commodity
Kilocalories Per Acre*

First Mile Each AdditnNal Mile

Corn Silage; Haylage,

Potatoes, Sugar Beets,

Cherries (in water),
et cetera 72,400

.

.

27,100

`

Small Grain, Shelled
Corn, Vegetable Crops
Apples (in bulk boxes)
et,ckera 14,500

a

,

--...

5,430

Baled Hay, Straw,
et cetera 9,050

.
-

3,6201

*These figures are applicable for short hauls only, such as field -to-
farmstead hauling, preferably not in emu of 3 or 4 miles.

Table 4
Energy Required for Sprinkler and Surface Irrigation

Energy

Energy Required/Acre
Inch Water; Ical/Acre

Surface Sprinkler

Electric 16,400 37,600
Diesel 40,300 93,900
L P. Gas 64,000 146,300

Table 5
Pounds of Water to be Riroyed perBushel

Percent Moisture Content
Wet Grain

Percent Moisture ry,G rain.

12 14 16 18

18% 3.8 2.6 1.3

29 51 3.9 2.7 1.4

22 6.4 5.2 4.0 2.7
24 76 6 5 53 42
26 8.9 7 ft 67 5.5
28 102 91 80 68
30 11 5 104 9.3 8.2

Table 6
Approximate Number of KCaI Required Per Pound

.of Water Evaporated for Grain Dried at
Different Operating Temperatures

55

Operating
Temperature

Moisture Content KCaI lbs. oiWater

27% 25% 20%

100 -120° 340 378 403
160 -180° 441 441 466
180°- 220° 441 466 554

'Based on an ambient air temperature of 60°F

a.
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ENERGY RED IREMENTS FOR THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
C MICAL FERTILIZERS IN THE UNITED STATES

. Glenn M. Bloiiin and Charles H. Davis' '
Division of Chemical Development

National Fertilizer Development Center
Tennessee Valley Authority
Muscle Shoals, Alabama

Introduction)

The production of satisfactory Miantities of foodstuffs
is in orably bound to the productiSn and distribution of
ad uate quantitiOof chemical fertilizers ammonia, urea,
ammonium phosphate, and munate of potash, to name the
predominant fertilizer materials. Just as inexorably, the pro-

ction agd distribution of these chemical fertilizers are
de ent upon reliable sources of large 011antities of fossil
fuel e rgynatural gas, naphtha, fuel oils, byproduct hydro-
carbons, or, to a minor extent, coal

Because of the extreme complexity 9f ouultrrent energy
crisis, even in a narrow field such as fertilizer production,
exact analyses of current and projected energy supplies and

reqbirement? are extremely difficult; as a result there are
many opinions and estimates and few hard facts. Never-
theless, an attempt will be made to provide energy con-
-sumption data for the tkajor fertilizer chemicals on the
basis of individbal plant processes, as well as on current and
shortterm projections of total plant nutrient requirements.

One of the ground rules used in this presentation is that
the calculated energy consumption for fertilizer production
is that which must be imported to an existing battery-
limits fertilizer' plant. That is, internal energy transforma-
tions are not defined individually and only the net con--
sumptioll:(or production) of transferable energy is reported.
This includes the energy, in fuel equivalents, of both pro-
cess feedstocks and fuel; for example, the total energy re-
ported for ammonia production by natural gas reforming
comprises about 35% as fuel (burned M reformer) and 65%
feedstock ("cracked" in reformer). The "existing" plant
approach is specified so as to avoid an assessment of the
energy consumed in the construction of the process equip-
ment and plan& Energy consumption in the form of human
effort and of plant deterioration is likewise not included.

Before going into details of fertilizer energy consumption
and so as to give perspective to fertilizer energy consump-
tion data, some' statistics on the total, energy forms and
consumption in this cpuntfy may be of interest. A break-
down of past and projected energy consumption patterns
is given in Figure 1 (7).

O

O

y
Figure 1

Estimated Projected Energy Consumption

in the United States

The data indicate that the rate of increase in total
energy consumption is about 3% peryear. It will be noted
and here is the first of numerous areas-of dispute that
the projected gas consumption fraction is somewhat higher
for the future than at present. These data reflect the stapposi--

tion that the greatly increased degree of onshore and off-
'shore exploration will result in greatly increased produc-
tioh,a supOositign that is thus far generally unsupported by
current results. However, proposed importation of liquified
natural gas (LNG) and the production of synthetic natural
gas (SNG) from coal could accOlifit for this projection.

51.//.
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The small bar on the 1975 da line represents the'esti
mated total agricultural system energy consumption up to,
but not including, the foodprocessing requirements. This
amounts to about 3% Of the total energy consumed (2. 3).
It is little wonder that most of those cognizant of the
general, energy situation argue that a strict allocation of)

the total supply of energysay 1% of the total could
ensure a completely viable agricultural system. Also,_Tost
of the industrial sector argue for deregulation of4natural
gas at the well-head so,that increased exploration can be
financed and that competition for natural gas as a fuel
would be less intensive.

Nitrogen

General

About 65% of all nitrogen fertilizer in the United States
is produced from synthetic anhydrous ammonia. Much of
the remaining 5% is also in the form of ammonium salts,
generally byproduct ammonium sulfate from conking and
caprolactum operations. Past and projected consumption of
nitrogen fertilizers is given in Figure 2 (4). These data will
be ulditta later summary of total energy consumption for
agriculture nitrogen production.

Anhydrous Ammonia

Process Description

Anhydrous ammonia is produced commercially by the
Haber catalytic reaction of stoichiometrip quantities of
relatively pure hydrogen (3 volumes) with atmospheric
nitrogen (1 volume). In this process, the two gases are
mixed.and compressed to the range 2500 to 5000 psig
pressure where they react on a catalyst to form ammonia,
An estimated 16 million tons of ammonia were produced in

Figure 2
Projected Agricultural Nitrogen Consumption in the United States

1960
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the United States in 1974-75 but only it' million tons
(7096 of total) was consumed in -the agro-syitem. The re-
mainder was consumed by industrial users (explosives, plas-
tics, etc.).

In the commercial versions of the Haber process, the
main process variations relate to the manner of hydrogen

FUEL

production. There are basically three processes for hydrogen
production, namely: (1) steam reforminb of natural gav.or
naphtha (a light petroletim distillate), shown in Figure 3;
(2) partial oxidation of fuel oils or other hydrocarbons,
showri in Figure 4; and (3) the gasification of coal, shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 3
Sieam Reforming of.Hydrocarbons for Ammonia Synthesis
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Figure 4
Partial Oxidation of Hydrocarbon for Ammonia Synthesis
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Gasification of Coal for Ammonia Synthesis
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.
The principal desired reactions that occur in the several

. processes are shown in the following tabulation (51.

Tabulation A
'Principal Reactions in Hydrogen Production from

° Gaseous Liquid or Solid Hydrocarbons
and in Ammonia Synthesis

Reforming

A. Natural Gas (Catalytic)

CH4 + H2O .- CO + 3H2

B. Naphtha

2C7 H15 + 14H20-- 14C0 + 29H2
6

-Partial Oxidation (Noncatalytic)

A*. Fuel Oils or Coal

CnHif, + (n + CO2 + H2O

CnHm -f'nCO2 2nCO '21H2

CnHm + nH20nC0 + + n)H2

Carbon Monoxide Shift Conversibn (Catalytic):

CO + H2 + CO2

Ammonium Synthesis (Catalytic).

3H2 + N2 2NH3

' ,
requirement waserbparily assigned to the other feedstock;
on an equivalent Btu basis.

The data indicated that the electrical energy required was
only 19 kilowatt hours, or 190,000 Btu (33% overall gen-
erating efficiency) per ton of coal (average, 24 x 106 Btu)
Transportation would add about 600 Btu per to per mile,
or 300,000 Btu per ton for a 500-mile haul. The tdtal
energy expenditure to deliver 1 ton of subbituminous coal
(24 x 166 Btu) is thus about 0.5 x 106 btu, or about 2%
of the energy delivered.

The total estimated energy consumption for the produc-
e bon of anhydrous ammonia via the various feedstocks are

given in Table ,l (7). The data indicate that the steam re-
forming of naphtha and the partial oxidation of fuel oil
require about th4 same energy input as the reforming of
natural gas and about 30% less than the gasification of
coal. All, however, would be regarded as energy-intensive
processes.

It is estimated that the approximately 11 million tons of
ammonia consumed by the agro-system in j974 required
0.378 x 1016 quadrillion) Btu; this is also shown in Table I.

The objective, of course, is to reduce the hydrogen cob-
tent of the hydroearbon feedstock to free hydrogen and to
crack the steam feed to free hydrogen by oxidizing the
carbon to, carbon dioxide. Several states of reactors are
required to achieye this overall result, as_indiCated in the
tabula4n,
- The reforming, partial oxidation and shift conversion
reactions usually are carried out at up to 300-400 psig and
1500°F, whereas The ammonia synthesis reaction is at 3500
to 5000 psig and 9513°F. ,

1
Energy Requirements

The total energy required for the production of an-
hydrous ammonia as well as any other fertilizer con
sist; of the total energy required to produce and transport
both the Faw maiertals (feedstocks) and the various energy
forms (steam, electricity, fuels) consumedejn the process.
Some diffieultywas encountered in obtaining production
energy data for,all ammonia feedstocks. In fact, underground
coal mining data (6) appeared to'Se the only available data
of this nature. Since underground coal mining operation
should be- ,n)ore costly, energywise, than production of
natural gat, naphtha, or fuel oils, the conservative approach
was used in that this maximum raw material production
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Table I
Estimated Energy Consumed in the Production

of Anh' ydrous Ammonia

$

Normal
units/

ton NH3

Energy consumed! Btu

Per ton NH3 Per ton N..

Steam Reforming

Natural gas (900 Btu SCF V,
. .

Electricity
38 MSCF
20 kWh

34 2 x 106
0 2 x 106

41,5 x 106
0 x 146

To di. 34 4 x 106 41 8 x 106

.Total consumption for R:
1974 75
U S prodhchpqc 0.37B x 1015

Naphtha Reforming ' /
Naphqia (19.000 Btu,ibin 089 haft 33 8 x 106. 41.0 N 106
Electricity 25 kWh 0 3 x 106 0 4 x 106

Total 34 1 x 106 41 4 x 106

Heavy 011Partial Oxidatioli - A

Fu'el oil (17,500 Btu /I1)b 0 98 ton 34 3 x 106 41 6 x 106
Electricity 30 kwH 0.3 x 106 0.4 x 106

Total -` 346*106 420 x 106
Coal Gasification

Coal (11,400 Btu'lb)b 2 0 ton 1 45.6 x 106 55 3 x 106
Electricity 235 kWh . 2 4 x 106 2.9 x 106

Total 48 0 x 106 58 2 x 106

Incluqing estimated energy required to produce al deliver
raw materials.

b Low heating value (LW/1
cEleven million tons NH3 per year, agro-system only

in 1'

GO
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Urea ,

Ureais rapidly becoming the greatest single source of
solid nitrogen fertilizer in the world. In 1967, urea produc-
tion was about/0% of total nitrogen production, on 1973
it waslbout 30% of the total (67). Its high analysis and lack
of fore and explosive hazards'(compar with ammonium
nitrate) are largely responsible for its rowth. In the United
States urea capacity is about equal o ammonium nitrate
.-apacity (nitrogen basis), but somew at less urea nitrogen.
is consumed in agriculture. V is expect that by 1978-80,
urea capacity (nitrogen basis) will exceed a'nmonium nitrate
capacity (4) Production and distribution post data show
,that urea provides lowW cost nitrogen to the farmerthan
does ammonium nitrate, ei spite of the litter's production
energy consumption advantage (See section on ammonium
nitrate.) An estimated 3 million tons of urea 1(1,4 x.106 ton
nitrogen) was produced on the United States for agriculture
in the 74-75 season, about one-half of this was in the
form of nitrogen solutions.

Process Description F
All commercial processes utilizeithi reaction of liquid

4 ,

CO2

NH3 00=-0.

V

anhydrous ammonia and the gaseous byproduct 'carbon
dioxide from the ammonia production unit. As a result, the
urea plant is always part of an ammonia complex.

The overall chemical reaction is as follows

2NH3 (liquid)+CO2 (gas)...-CO(NH2)2 (solid) + H20 4(vapor)

This is ye, oversimplification, but is sufficient for this pur-
pose. A simplified schematic flowsheet of a typical total
recycle prilled urea plant is shown in Figure 6. The reaction
given above is endothermic and requires a significant input
of thermal energy as steam to produce the solid prills. The
conversion to prills, of course, occurs only after the approxi
9-lately 75% aqueous solution in the synthesis section is con-
centrated in the evaporator to a 99+% urea melt,at about
275°F. In addition, the indirect input of energy intensive
ammonia significantly increases the energy "content"' of
prilled urea. The reactor is operated in the range of 2000
to 4000 psig and 375°to 400°F, depending upon the panic-

' ular process being considered. In practice:a large excess of
ammonia is maintained in the internal recycle loop to im-
prove the conversion constant and to reduce corrosion.

,Figure

Schematic Floynheet of a Total Solution Recycle Urea Process
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The reaction does not go to completion, that is, only 60
to 65% of the carbon dioxide is converted to urea in a
single pass (with excess NH3) As a result unconverted
ammonia and carbon- dioxide must be stripped _from,the
urea solution in several decomposer stages by heating and
successive flashing to lower..pressuro. After stripping, the
reactants are recovered in the absorbers and recycled, partly
as aqueous solutions and partly as free ammonia, to the
reactor for complete conversion.

Energy Requirements
As was previous! indicated, the flowsheet presented

here was greatly si lined There are a number of modifica-
tions to the total ecycle scheme-too numerous to consider
here except as actua or potential energy requirements.
The energy requir ents are given in the following tabu-
lation (7).

Tabulation B
Energy Requirements for the Production of Prilled Urea

Process

Btu x 106/tort pruned urea)

EquiValentb

electrical Steam0 Total

Total solution recycle 1.5 2.8 4.3

Stripping 1.2 1.9 3.1

Heat recycle 1.5 1.4 2.9'

Hot gas recycled 0.10 0.4 0.5 -

Average (proven) processei= 7.5 x 106 Btu/ton nitrogen

ONH3 equivalent energy not included; thus, data are incremental for
conversion of NH3 to urea.

bAt 10,000 Btu/kWh. assuming 33% overall efficiency in steam-
electric generation.

csoiler efficiency 80%
dunprqtven but theoretically sound.
Low because there is no cooling water or carbamate solution

pumping.

becoming less popular in agriculture because of its low
grade (33.5% nitrogen) and hazardous nature. When existing
ammonium nitrate production facilities reach retiremen
there will be a strong tendency to replace them wit urea

pl is (See 'tection on urea.) however,, there are some in-
, stan es where ammonium nitrate is agronomically superior

to ea, and ammonium nitrate also fits -Into the industrial
or (expAsives). As a result, ammonium nitrate will

obably always command some portion of the total nitrogen
market. It is estimated that about 6 million tons of ammo-
mum nitrate (2 x 106 ton nitrogen) was consumed in U.S.
agriculture in the 197475 season

(2.2 x 106 ton solution, 3.8 x 106 ton prills) (4).

The most modern process consists of reacting 55 to 65%
of nitric acid with the stoichiometric quantity of ammonia
at about 65 psig, under these Conditions, almost enough
steam is generated in the neutralization reactor to evaporate
the water (from the acid) in producing the solid (prilled)
product. .

Energy Requirements
The energy requirements (incremental in converting am-

monia to ammonium nitrate) for modern pressure nitric
acid and ammonium nitrate plants are giveh in the following
tabulation (8, 9).

The ammonia energy equivalent (a.6 ton NH3/ton !urea
at 34 x 106 Btu/ton) was not includecLin the data, since it
would amount to double entry in the final accounting of
energy totals. The data indicate that conversion of ammonia
to urea is far less energy intensive than the production of
ammonia, itself

It is estimated that conversion of ammonia to prilled
agricultural urea (1.8 x 106 ton) consumed about 0.006'
quadrillion (1015) Btu in 1974.75, while thetonversion to
urea solutions (40%, of total, or 1.2 x 106 ton) required
about 0.003 quadrillion Btu for a total of about 0.009
quadrillion Btu.

Ammonium Nitrate .

Ammonium nitrate is still produced in greater quantities
in the United States than any single nitrogen fertilise ex-
cept the ammonia froin which it is made. HoweverL it is
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Tabulation C
Energy Requirements for the Production

of Killed Ammonium Nitrate in a Modern Plant

Process

Equivalent
Btu x 106/ton
NH4NO3

Nitric,adid: 0.81 ton 100%
HNO3/ton amilionium nitrate

Electricity, 0.81 x 5 kWh
Fuelgas (njtural gas),ae'

0.81 x 0.82 106

Export steam, 0.81 x 1.7 M. lb

Subtotal - r
NH4NO3

Electricity, 35 kWh
Stearn, '1:25 M lb

Subtotal

NET ft EQUI RED,
per ton ammonium nitrate

0.04

0.66
-1.20

-0.50

0.35
1.06

0.91
per ton nitrogen 2.7

Catalynreducticm of nitrogen oxides in tail gas w nitrogen.

`The data skw that because of the highly exothermic
reactions, energy consumption per ton of nitrogen is less
than half that consumed in the average urea process (nitrogen

basis). However, .1ccording to White (10), an industry sur-
vey indidted an energy requirement of about 13 x..140244to

ea
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per ton of nitrogen (about 50% more thin urea), These data
possibly reflect the maximum energy consumption by older
plants haying little heat recovery hardware.

It is estimated that in 1974-75 the conversion of ammonia
to prilled ammonium nitrate consumed aboUt 0.017 quadril-
lion (1015) Btu and the conversion to solutions consumed
about 0.008 quadrillion .11015 Btu (weighed average of
old and new technology) for a total of 0 025 quadrillion Btu.

Nitrogen Summary

Calculations indicate that the agricultural nitrogen in-
dustry (ammonii.urea, and ammonium nitrate) consumed'
about 0Al2 quadrillion (1015) Btu or about 0.5% of ,he
total U.S. energy consumption in 1974-75. Agricultural
ammonia production consumed about 450 x 109 standard
cubic feet of natural gas, about 2% of the estimated total
natural gas produced in that period.

Phosphate

General

The projected P205 relbuirement in the United States
through 1980 is given in Figure 7k (4). The trend is toward
the use of greater proportions of ammonium phosphates
and, though not shown here, somewhat greater amounts of.
concentrated superphosphate; these increases are at the ex-
pense of norrrial superphosphate.

These irends therefore indicate that phosphoric acid,
predominantly wet-process acid, will continue to be the .

most important phosphatic intermediate, and that sulfur,
which is used, in all economical phosphatic fertilizer pro-
cesses, will retain its prominence in this arel(//-).
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It is estimated that of the 5.2 million tons-of-P205 con-
sumed as solids in 1974-75 about 3.2 million was as,am-
monium phosphates and 1.7 million was as concentrated
superphosphate with only 0.3 million tons as' ordinary
superphosphate (4).

Process' Description Raw Materials and Intermediates

Nearly all agricultural phosphate is based on wet process
acid which in torn is based on phosphate rock and sulfur
(sulfuric acid). A small quantity of electric-furnace phos-
phoric acid may be used in agriculture, but it is generally
much too expensive-(24 million Btu/ton P205 vs. about
10 million for wet-process acid).

Figural
Projected Phosphate Consumption in the United Sta es
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Sulfur
The United States produced art .estimated 12 Million

tons of sulfur in 1?74, of which about 70% or 8.5 million
tons was Frasch mined sulfur, the remainder was predomi-
nantly recovered sulfur from sour gas claup or sulfide'
ore-roasting (11, 12) SO:Me of the sulfuric acid produced
frog the sulfide ores finds its way into pposphate manpfac-
ture, but its impact is small and therefore is not accounted
for per se in subsequent calculations. -

The Frasch mining process involves the infection of
stew?) or hot brine into a borehole and forciog molten sulfur
up through an annular space in the casing Sour gas is
cleaned by scrubbing with an amine oil 6 promoted cat'

-booate solution and diavertkg the recovered hydrogen
sulfide to sulfur in a,Claus unit. The heat eoergy, generally
from natural gas, required for Frasch sulfur varies widely
from All to well, but a national average is about 8 x 106
Btu per ton sulfdr. Recovery from sou. gps requires only
about 0.3 x 106 Btu per ton.sulfur (11)

It is estimated that desulfurtiation of oil requires about
27 x 106 Btu perton sulfur, but very little of this sulfur is
utilized, The production of sulfur from the roasting of pyrites
(a small operation in the,U S.) requires about 0.4 x 106 Btu
perton ofsulfur (11)

Sulfuric Acid
Sulfuric acid is produced by burning molten sulfur,that

has been atomized in burner tips with a sufficient quantity(
of air to yield a gas mixture containing about 10% sulfur t
dioxide and 15% oxygen, this is passed over a vanadium

..sitide catalyst where the sulfur dioxitie is oxidized to sulfur
trxiiie at a temperature of 750' to 950°F. The gas is then
cooled (steam generation) and absorbed in water ,in an
absorption tower to yield 98% sulfuric acid. Stranger acid
(oleum) may be produced but is not required in fertilizer
manufacture.

The overall reaction is highly exothermic so there is an,
average net yield of energy in tht form Of moderate pressure
'steam, this amounts to about 1 9 x 106 Btu per ton 100%
sulfuric acid after internal electric power generation.

Phosphate Rock

Phosphate rock is the indispensable raw material for all
commercial phosphatic fertilizers. tthere are other sources
(guano, bones, etc.), ,but these are inconsequential. The
United States is still the largest single producer of rat+, It
is estimated that nearly 46 million tons of rock were mined
in 1974.

Raw phosphate ore* recovered, by strip, mining since
most pf the Unit& States ores are suffitiently close to the
surface for this procedure In the 'distant future, however,
shaft mining may,;have to be practiced Common practice is
to slurry the roughly crushed ore in water at the mine and
pump it plant a,few miles away. Here
the ore is 'through a series of. washers equipped with
1 millimeter' screens so that plus 1 millimeter and minus
1 Millimeter fractions are produced The fractions are further

r,

treated in hydroseparators and frothflotation units to re
cover, on the average,' about 70%-of the nfined P205 as
salable 'product. The remainder,, in the form of slimes, or
tailings: is discarded r

It if estimated that the' average combined mining-
benefi atiun ope'ration cequifes about 1 5 x 106 Btu per
ton of re vered P205 -
Phosphoric Acid (Wetefrocess)

As indicated previously, wet process phosphoric acid is
now the key intermediate in phosphate fertilizer production
and is therefore the key item in determining energy require
ments far finished phosphatic fertilizers. There are many
vifriations in pro'cessing phosphate rock into phosphoric
'acid, sore of these -are the dihydrate process (dominant in
the industry), The hemihydrate process, and the anhydrite
process. However,'all conform in general to the basic re-
action belg*

CaigF2(PO4)6 + 10H2504 2611.1-13,8-
plosptlate> rock a ;

10CaSO4 2H20 + 2HF + 6H3PO4
calcium sulfate phosphoric acid

dihydrate
(gypsum). ^

The finely ground (-200 mesh) rock is continuously digested
for several hours with the sulfuric acid (93%). The resulting
calcium sulfate (degree of hydration characterizes the pro-
cess designation) is filtered off and discarded. About 3 tons
of gypsum (dry basis) is produced per ton of phosphoric
acid or 4 torisper ton of P205 A simplified flow diagram, is
shown in Figure 8. The product acid is generally about 30%
P205, It is nor oncentrated to "merchant-grade"
54% P205, mg the byproduct steam from the sulfuric
acid plant.

, Energy Consumption
1 The estimated energy consumed in the production of
.54% P205 merchant-grade acid is given in Table II (11).
Acid produced with fraschsulfur requires about four times
the energy as that produced from recovered sulfur

Granular Phosphate Products

As previously mentioned, the predomilhant granular phos-
phates-are ammonium phosphate and concentrated super-
phosphate (CSP OrtTSP) The future trend will be toward
even higher proportions Of these products, toward the near
exclusion of ordinary superphosphate.' .

Process Description L

AMMO (7111.(7) Phosphate Liasnmonium phosphate (DAP),
having a glade of 18-46-0, is the most popular of the am-
monium phosphates. It_ is generally produced in a TVA
continuous rotary drum ammomatorgrartulator. Thre `acid
(usually 40% P205) is partially ammoniated in a preneu-
tralizer to increase the degree of water vaporization. The

40- resulting "melt" is distributed over the rolling bed of recycle
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Figure 8

Schematic Flovagagram of Wet-process Phosphoric Acid Process
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'Estimated Energy Consumption in the Production of WetProcess Phosphoric Acid
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. .
fines in the drum and is further ammoniated with excess
ammonia to an 1014 H3PO4 of 2 .11.tnafsbede resulting
granules are ,rued,, screened, cooled, and sto A sche-
matic flowsheet in sawn in Figure 9.

Gr4nular Triple Superphosphate The most modern TSP.
PrOcess, which is in widespread use, is the continuous direct
granulation pro Wet-process phosphoric acid, usually
about 40% P20 5. s reacted with phosphate rock in a two-

s

,

stage reactor ;The resulting p urry flows to a pug mill
(blunger) mixer where it is intimately mixed with cooled
undersize and dushed oversize from the product screens.
A high recycle ratio (recycle to slurry feed rates) of about
1271 is required. The granulatipn occurs in the mixer and
the dryer following. The granulSr material is screened,
cooled, and sent to storage. -

A schematic flowsheet of the direct granulai triple
superphosphate process is shown In Figure 10.

Figure 9
Schem;tic Flowsheet of Diammonium Phosphate Production
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Schematic Flowsheet of the Direct TSP Granulation Process
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Energy Requirements (11)
The estimated energy required in the production diam-

monium phosphates-and triple superphosphate is shown in
the following tabulations

Tabulation D
Estimated Energy Consumed in the

Production of Diammonium Phosphate

Material or pro6s1 step

Energy required, Btu x 106
per ton product P205 a

Frasch Recovered
sulfur sulfur

Wetprocess phosphoric acid
Ammoniation and granulation
Product drying

98

0.8

2.5
0.2
0.8

Totala

allot including energy equivalent of

108

nitrogen content.

Tabulation E
Estimated Energy Consumed in the °

Production of Tripie'Superphosphate

3.5

\ Material or process step
.

Phosphate rocks
Wet-process phosphoric acrd
Atardulation and granulation
Product drying

Energy required; Btu x 106
per ton product P205

Frasch Recovered
sulfur sulfur

0.4
s7.0

0.1

0.8

'0.4
18
0.1

0.8

Total 8.3 3.1

a Ground rock, equiyalent to 30% of total P205

Excluding the energy equivalent of its nitrogen content
Ito avoid double entry in totals), the estimated energy con-
sumption for chammornurn-pbe,sphafejs about 4 to 11 x 106

Btu per ton of prpduct P205 and o 8 x 106 for
triple superphosph pen ing upon the sulfur source.

Wheref rasch sulfur is used is production of di monium
phosphate and triple superphosphate, the data show that

- triple superphosphate appears to have a significant energy
advantage dyer diamponium phosphate. However, the P205
contents of both materials are the same, so in shipping 1
ton of P205 the diammonium phosphate provides a zero
shipping energy cost for 18 units of 'low-cost ammonia-
nitrogen, whereas the triple superphosphate "carries" only
a calcium diluent, which is of minimal value in most
instances. ..

liquid Phosphate Fertilizers (11)

"'Although the prOduction of solution and 'suspension
(slurry) fertilizers is 'growing\rapidly, something less than
10% of the total P205 utilized in the linited States is in
the form of liquids. This would amount to perhaps 0.8 x.106
tons of P205 or about 5 million tons of liquidShaving an

'average P205 centent'of 16%.
At first glance it would appear that the processing of

phosphoric acid into liquid N-P grades (base sol'utions). by.
ammoniation would be no more energyPintensive than
diammonium phosphate without the drying' step. How-
ever, in Ae United States' liquid market the demand is for
the clear wetprocess superphosphoric acid rather than
black orthophosphoric acid. It is estimated that at energy
charges of nearly 3 x )06 Btu per ton P205 for rock cal-
cination (clarityriand, 2, x 106 Btu per ton P205 for

(superphoseOric acid) the "energy premium"
may run to nearly a x 106 Btu per ton P205 over dried
diammonium phosphate 11).

Phosphate Summary

Calculations indicate *at, the phosphate fertilizer in-
dustry (phosphate rock, phosphoric acid, ammonium phos-
phates, concentrated superphosphate, etc.) consumed about
0.0628 quadrillion (1016) Btu in 1974-75 or onli-9.1%
of the total annual energy consumption m this country.

Potash

General

Potash, muriate of potash, acd potassivai chloride are
synonyms for thor;ineral which has

p(

deposited
underground in eons past. It is (thought t reserves of
over 50 trillion tons of K20 Iriotassiu equivalent)
exist throughout the world (7). Unfortunately, unlike most
phosphate deposits that are accessible by strip mining, pot-
ash deposits are nearly all at depths thatrequire underground

mining. AI io infortunately the United States became a net
impertet Of potash in the early 1960's and it is estimated

6 7

that about 55% of potash consumed in 1974.75 was im
ported primarily from Canada.

'- The potassium chloride (sylvite) makes up about 90% of
the agricultural potash used in the United Stateswhich was
about 4.5 million tons K20 (See Figure 11 9p42.74-75(4).
The remainder -is titfiipalli langbeinite, KiSO4.211ilgSO4-

Nam, unlike phosphate rock, the potash salts,. once
beneficiated (separated from impurities in the raw; ore),,
do not require further processing before uselhey are applied
to the soil in the form in.which they are produced.

.
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Figure 11

Projected Consumption of Potash in the United States
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The potash ore is recoyefiAdlOrn the deep beds-in two
ways. First is conventional t and tunnel mining, which
accounts tcer about 85% the 'total potash prckluced in
this country. Th%other is lution miningin this approac
iri its simplest terms, a brine is pumped down one ell,.
through the deposgt

,
re it bqcomes saturated, d up.

,anoilier 11 to the su ace where the potassium c oride is
covered by crystallizat

,
, ,>

The deep-mined solid ore ik be fated crushing,
classification, and flotation. This treatm "unlocks" the

-363

1970

.

sylvite crylals from the principal jmpurity, halite (corn-
mon

*
salt, and separates the two compounds. This is a

.rather complicated chemical treatment and flotation pro-
cedure that Is so reliable that plantUaeing capacities of up.
to 6000 tons per day of bpislvd praffct are not uncommon.
P simplified schematic flowsheet oaf the treatment process
is Shown in Figure 12.

In if" solution ring process,ithe out-coming saturated
Istirre,from the del:iotit simply cOoled'in vacuum evapora-
tive coolers; the potassium chlefide preferentially crAtal,
lizes, letving,the sodium chloride in solution. This solution
is reheited for recycling to thimirie. r,A

, 4
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Figure 12
Principles of Potash Ore Flotation Process
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--Energy Consumption '

The estimated eneV consumptions thethe two mining
procedures are given in the following tabulation (7).

Tabulation F
Estimated Energy Consumed in the Prod'uction of Potash

=

2, Energy required
Btu x 106 per ton K20

Solution mining Shaft mining

Mining.# 6 8
8eneficiation 56 (crystallization)

Total 12 4

2.2
1.0 (flotation)

3.2

The data indicate that the solution,mining is fourfold
more energy intensive than shaft mining However it has
been claimed that theoriginal expenditure of energy re-

. quired to open the mine are so much less for the solup.an
mine that the higher operating energy'requirements are off-
set Data concerning this point are not publicly available.

Potash Summary

Calculations indicate that the-approximately 2.5 million
tons of K20 (as KC1) produced in the United Statesin
1974-75 required about 0 011 quadrillion (1015) Btu, or
about 0.01% of the total annual consumption of egergy
The remainder (2.0 x. 106 ton K20) of the total consump-
tion was'imported. 7 t.

Transport of Raw Materials

Nitrogen Products

About one-half of the anhydrous ammonia capacity in
the United States is located On interstate gas pipeline and
tiifother half is located at intrastate gas supply points (10).
Obviousli., all the gas must be collected and transported to
the ammonia plants. erough estimate, is that the average
transport distance is about 200 miles. The-estimated energy
consumed bin transporting the 450 x 105 SCF per year of
natural gas is only about 0.00068 x 1015 Btu per year,

Phosphate Products

About 30% of the phosphate capacity is'on the Gulf
Coast (Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi) near sulfur sources
but these plants'must'import rock-from Floridor North
Carolina, About 50% of the capacity is in the Florida
phosphite fields but these units must import sulfur from
Texas or Louisiana. Of the rernbining 20%'of the Ants,
10% must import both rock and sulfur and 10% must
intort sulfuf only. However calculations indicate that
ohly 0.00457 x 1015 Btu per year is tequired for this
rpther complex transport system.

Potash Products'' .

fw matdrial transport Y

Since potash is invariably used "as is "and is

(beneficiated) at the mine, no r

is rAlreci. Product transport energy is covered in another
section.

Raw Materiel Trani or Summary

The energy'required per yearrto transpdrt raw materials
to the manufacturing plants is summarized in the following
tabulation.

Tabulation G.
Summary of Annl EnergyRequtrements

for Raw Material Transportation

C,

Productsa
Annual transport energy

required, Btu x 1015

Nitrogen 0

Natural as transmission 0.00068

Phosphates.

. 14iosphete rock 0.00235
SulfOr 0.00154

Total 0.00457

aPotash not involved, iince all beneficiation istt the mine, only/.
-product transport,Involved.

F Chemical Fertilizer Distribution

wide fertilizer mix is calculated.fn precedingAwtions, the estimated direct energir6-7
quirements for"! production of the principal nitrogen,
phosphate, and potash fertililers were calculated. In this
section, estimated' energy requirements for the ,storage,
transportation, and field d istribution of the.1974-75 country-

65?-

. ,
The estimated fertilizer mix together,* with modes of

transportation, average transport mileage, and number of
ticsfer points are given in the(following tabulations,

k.
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Tabulation H
EstimateckFertilizer Mix and Mode of Transportation

and Ayerage Transport Mileage, 1%74-75

j
Material

Annual tonnage
x 106 , .

Mode of transport, 106 tons

Rail Barge i Pipeline Trucka_

lnPlant Use
Anhydrous NH3

Direct Application
Anhydrous NH3
N solution
Urea prills -

Ammonium nitrate palls
Mixed NPK
Phosphates .

Pota'sh

1

4.7

3 8
4.7

i. 1.1

4.2

25 0
3.8
4.5

.

-rf

0 6
2.2

0.6

2.7
10.0

2.3
3.0

/.

-

2 1

2.5

0.5

1- 5

15.0
1.5

1.5

-
-

1.1

-
- ..

-
-
-

-
.

,. 3.8

4.7
1,1e

, 4.2
. 25.0

3.8
4.5

..r°

PTotil tons
.

47.1 21.4 24.6 1.1 47.1a

Estimated transport mileage, 500 NO 600' 105a

Estimated energy consumption, c
. Btu/ton mile ,¢70 i 550

-7
450

.

2400

aAll material eventually trucked, average 100 miles from terminal to retail obtlet and 5 miles from re ailer to farm gate.
bThis tonnage not,added to figures in column below, it was used in production of the products below,
cAvergge of several sources (2, 11, 13, 14).

From 'these data, calculations. of throughstorage energy
requirements at three transfer °points, of long and short-
distance freight energy requirements, and of field divribu
bon energy requirements were made. The results are sum-
marized in the following tabulation:

Tabulation I
Summary of Distribution Energy Requiremerits Per Year

Quadrillion
(1015) Btu/yr.

Storage Energy Requirements
Anhydrous NH3-inplan 0.0006

.Anhydrous N1-13 ransfef points 0.0014
, Nitrogen solutions-three transfer points 0.0034

Solids-three transfer points 13.0162

Total-storage 0.0216

Transport Energ*Requirements
'., Rail 0.0072

Barge 0.0108
Pipeline -0.0003
Truck 0.0119

Total-transport 4 - 0.0302

Field Distribution Energy ReqUirements
Anhydrous arr)monia 0.0025
Nitrogen solutions . 0.0009

. Solids 0.0053a

Totaf-field distribution
a

0111087

Total distribution'energy required 0.0605
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. Summary ,of Qhdmical Fertilizer Annual
o Energy' Requirements

The summary of data presented in the, previous sections
of this report is shown in the following tabulation. ,9

Tabulation J
Summary,of Annual Chemical Fertilizer -

Energji Requirements

Item

Annual energy required, Btu x 10.15

Nitrogen Phosphate Potash Total
Raw materials prepara

Lion and conversion

to fertilizers 0.412 0.063 0.011 0.486
Fertilizer

. distribution° 0.061
Raw materials

transport 0.2007 0.0038 0 (i.005

Total 0.552

°Includes field application, complicated fertilizer mix prevents a
realittic theakdown between nitrogen, phosphate, and potash,

The total estimated energy consumption °0.552 x 1015
;Btu per year by the chemical fertilizer industry amounts to
about 0.66% of 'the total estimated 83 x 1,015 (qUadiilliori)
Btu. As indicated previously, the total agricultural'system
utilizes an estimated 3% of the total energy consumed;
therefore, chemidal fertilizer energy consumption is aboUt
23% ofkhe total agricultural systerri requiremeots., -

r°
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ENERGY RESOURCES FROM ORGANIC MATERIAL

William R. Fox
Head of Department

Agricultural and Biological Engineering Department
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi

In accepting the responsibilny,to lead the discussion on
energy resources from organic materials I was 'iven a great
deal of it7xibility in preparing my remarks. I want to ac-
knowledge the tremendous assistance from membeis of an
undergraduateteminar and a graduate seminar in the Agri-
cultural and BiologiCal Engineering Department during the
fall semester of 1975. These young people were invaluable
in helping 'track down various sources of information. We
did not discover thamariy agricultural research organize-
twins have conducted research regarding energy production
from'agricultural crops. The time may have come in which
we need to direct part of our resources in agricultural re-
search, education, and extension, to developiN sfrategies,
processes and systems for production of energy from vg-
genic material.

As the race between the providerof energy and the con-
sumers of energy continues, it becomes rather clear that we
must increase our available sources of energy if our quality
Id life, and, possibly, the survival of humanity is to con.

finue. Pinue. rofessor Murphy (1) states that
We are eating away our energy resources not with.
'standing the advanced technology used for scien-
tific agriculture every calorie of food consumed re.
quires 'about four calories equivalent of energy
sources, out of which one calorie equivalent of
fuel for growing and supplying the good to the .

consumer, and three calories equivalent for cook-
ing.that food.

Of course the only reason for utilization of eriergy in the
first place is to sustain and improve for humanity. With
air of the various energy, sources presently used by human
ity, fossil fuels, electricity, hydroelectric power, organic
mateWal, wind power, etc., the primary source of this
energy is supplied by "OldSol," iunshine. Our solar energy
is nature's way, of supplying energy to us by controlled
nuclear fusion, We are attempting to develop processes for
control of nuclear fusion; however, this may not be on the
immediate horizon and may not offer a solution in the long
run. As long as the sun continues to shine on planet earth
we essentially have a renewable losirce of energy. When the
surifails, life as we know it to exist on planet earth will,cease

0
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to exist. Then the question of supplying energy will become
,a moot point.

Even though we are discussing energy resources from
organic material, in reality we are discussing sources of
erlergy from solar radialion, The organic' material happens
to be ca very effective collective and storage device. Si9cei
oui primer; sauce of energy from organic material will be
solar energy, a quick review of, the availability of solar
energy is in order. Morse (2) states that
arrives on the surface of the United States at
of 40Q0 kcal/m2-day or atiokit 4.18 x 1
Over a period of a'year a square kilometer would receive an
average of 1.53 x 1012 kcal., In 1970 the total energy con:
sumed by the United States for all purposes was about
16.4 x 1015 kcal."

The basic energy conversion in growing plants is the
photosynthetic conversion of carbo'n dioxide to a biomass.
Klass (3) states that this conversion can be represented by
the following equation: .

Chlorophyll.
CO2 H2O -4 light (CH20), + 02

'8

ar energy
,average rate
cal/km2-day.

Klass.{31StatA that:
Carbohydrate is the primary product. for each
gram atom of carbon fixed, about 112 kcal are ab-
sorbed. Oxygen liberated in the process comes ex-
clusively from the water, according to radioactive
labeling experiments. The prerequisites for carbon
dioxide fixation and biomass production. ire car
bon dioxide water, light in the visible region of the
electromagnetic spectrum, a sensitizing catalyst,'
and a living plant. .

Klass (3) ktates that:
.The first pathway of carbon dioxide fixation is
called the Calvin-Be 'bn 3-carbon cycle, after its
discoverers, and involves an initial 3-carbon inter-
ittediate Called phosphoglyceric acid. C3 (or 3
carbon) plants-exhibit lower rates of photosyn-
thesis at low light saturation po s, sensitivity to
oxygen coitelmtration, photo :l piration; and a
high carbon dioxide compensation point (about 50
ppfn). The carbon dioxide compensation point is
the carbon dioxide concentration in the surround.



ing environment below which more carbon dioxide
is respired by th plant than is photosynthetically
fluid. Typical C3 plants are Peas, sugar beets, and
spinach

The second pathway is 'called the 4-carbdn or C4
Pathway because the carbon dioxide is initially
fixed as the 4-carbon dicarboxylic acids, mak and
asdartic -acids In contrast to the C3 plants, pimp
classified in the C4 category have higher rates of
phototynthesis, h:gh light saturation points, in-'
segsitivity to oxygen . Concentrations below 21
mole perceht, low levels'of respiration, low carbon
dioxide compensation points, andgreater effi-
ciency of water usage. C4 plants often occur in
areas of high Insolation, hot daytime temperatures,

and seatonal dry periods. Typical C4 plants in- ,
elude the important crop plants such as corn, sugar
cane, and sorghum, and forage species and tropical
grasses such as bermuda grass, sudan grass, and
even crabgrass Today, sat least 100 gene/a in 10
plant families are known to exhibit the C4 title.

r The third mechanism of carbon dioxide fixatioh is
calld the Crassulacean Acid Metabolism or CAM
Cycle, which involves mak acid intermediates. The
distinguishing. features of CAM plants are a very
low gas exchange rate during the day, and The
abdrty to fix carbon dioxide in the dark Plants in
this classification are typically adopted to arid tis
vironments, have low photosynthesis rates, and
he've water-usage efficiencies. Examples are cactus
plants,and the succulents sigch as pineapple. Rela-
tively few CAM plants have been exploited com-
mercially.

One would expect that ttte photosynthetic process is not ,

100% efficient. Certain energy losses do occur. Schneider
(4) indicates that

Energy losses can be. divided into three groups
(11, fosses due tq the photochemical and biochem-
ical mechanisms involved directly in photosyn-
thesis, 12) other losses due to the type of plant,
the physical environment, agricultural practices,

° respiration and physiological factors, and (3) losses
due to disease, grazing and insects. Some of these
losses can be drastically reduced by changes in
agricultural practices (improvement of cultivation
and harvesting methods, including use of irriga-
tion, fertilizers, etc.) Estimates of the magnitudes
ot the losses, which are influehced most by agricul-
tural practices, should indicate possible gains in
crop yield. Al! activities which add supPlemeMary
energy to the crop, and' all agricultural- practices
whicp consume energy, must be totaled and sub-
tracted from the energy yield. It -15 frequently
difficult to include all of the energy inputs.
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According to Schneider (4) the maxitnum efficiency that
is available over the entire solar spectrum is approximately
11% conversion efficiency Coupled with the maximum
plant conversion efficiency of 5.6%, he indicates that this
will 'be limiting ,conversion efficiency in terms 'of crop
growth yield

Even though a .conversion efficien% of 5-6% does not
sound very large, this is significant when considered that
the present conversion efficiency of plants is estimated to
be approximately .4% However, agricultural practices can
be developed and some presently available that result in
high daily yields Schpeider (4) indiates that

Achievement of high daily yierds approaching the
-5 6 percent rehversion efficiency have been re-
ported. Attainment of these yields on art annual
bans would result in crop productiOn of 60-100
metric tons/acre each year. The best recorded crop
productivities he in the range of 30.35 metric
tons/acre year and are achieved by several tropical
grasses. Water hyacinth is expected to becapable
of yields of 45%50 metric tons/acre per year when
cultivation .4oceeds under careful management
Sewage grown algae could yield 20-30 metric'tons/
acre year while some temperate forests exceed 10
metric tons/acre year. (All of these production
values are dry organic weight). In the range of 10
metric tons/acre year-20 metric tons/acre year ,
fall many temperate species and it is this range

It that can be reached with any number of drops
including many natural ecosystems as well as agri-
cultural crops.

Dalai (5)en his discussion of,environment, energy and
the need for new technology indicates that photosynthetic
fuels offer excellent possibilities. He states that: "It is possi-
ble to use highly efficie t rass or fast growing crops energy
producing biomass "

Wolfe (6) in h ussion of potential impacts of solar
energy indicates th .t conve ion of sunlight to chemical
energy via photosynthesis .s excellent potential He indi-
cated that:
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The conversion of sunlight to stored chemical
energy via photosynthesis has been utilized by
man for approximately 11,000 years through agri-
culture for the production of his food, of feed for
his domesticated animals, and of fuel. Now, these
photochemical processes are being reinvestigated
'for their potential for energy generation. The ad-
vantage of the approach is that it results in stor-
able and transportable energy, which can be in the
form of gaseous or liquid fuels. The approach
generally consists of two states. first, the produc-
tion of carbohydrates through utilization of pho-
tosynthesis, and second, the conversion of (16 se
chemical conlpounds into fuels. of higher energy
density, as methane olysidrocarbon oils For

6
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both stages, biological and technological processes
are under...Consideration

The biological processes for the first stage, the re-
duction of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to
form carbohydrates, would be an extension of
present agriculture or forestry methods, These
methods generally operate with an annual average
efficiency well below 1 per cent. Using improved
methods for the cultivation of plant organisms, it
is hoped that this efficiency can be raised to
approximately 5 per cent. While efficiency per se
would not be of concern, it becomes important
through the limited solar energy flux, and there
fore enters into'consideratons-of land use and-
process economy As a rule of thumb, average de
livery of 1000 MWh per day of energy in any form
at 10 percent efficiency requires 2 5 km2 (1 mile2)
of horizontal area in the U S.A As far as cultiva-
tion of land plants,is concerned it is not known at
this time to which degree energy crops might inter
fere with other land uses

Levitt (7) statesthat .

. 4

The fuel that is most easily obtained from plant
material rs charcoal At least in the case of wood,
simple standard methods have long been used
Charcdal is an excellent fuel and could be used for
the production of electrical energy, in the same
way as coal or oil The basic question is whether
the amount that could be produced is adequate
There are two possible ways of producing this fuel.

(1) Farms that produce complete consumed crops
le g hay) would have to find additional land to
grow the plants mater.ial which would be converti-
ble into charcoal (e g wood) (2) Farms that har-
vest only a part of the plant material (e g. the fruit
or grain) must harvest the remainder for conver-
sion into charcoal. Corn belugs to the second
group. According to the calcAtions of Pimentel
et al. (1973) a total of 1 kcal fuel is required for,
every 2 8 kcal corn produced by modern meth-
ods of agriculture. This means that en ugh of the
vegetative part of the corn plant must be harvested
as fuel to equal 1/3 ot,ithe grain trip

Weinberg (8) states that we are producing 4'155 billion
tons per year of cellulose. That's about 150 lbs of cellulose
per.day for each person on earth." The question then tie
comes How- can we convert th.s bipma$s to o form of
energy readily stored and converted for use by each con
surrier7 Several possibilities exist I wish to indicate at least
three forms:that have been proposed These are utilization
of the solid material as,a direct energy.souice in thermal
conversion That is simply burning the solid material (2)
gasification and production' primarily of methane and (3)
the production of methanol.
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Szego and Kerrip (9) indicate that

The technology required for burning energy plan
tation fuel is already, available whereas much tecti
nice' development still remains to be done before
breeder reactors will be as ready for everyday
operation For example, wood burning boilers that
generate as much as 800,000 lbs/hr of steam at
1250 psig and 950°F are commercially available
Such a boiler will support an electric generating
capacity of about 80 mega watts.

Szego and Kemp have indicated that conversion of wood
and solid cellulose products is the most economical conver
sion of the solar energy available to us They indicate that
the photosynthetic process is.estim/ied to cost S1000/kw
whereas the photothermal process is approitimately S5,000/
kw and the photovoltaic is about S100,000/kw. The esti

mations are that approximately 370 square miles of a "en 4
ergy plantation is required to .support a 1,000 mw base
load generating plant. This is essentially equivalent to the
amount of land area required for pulpwood production in
,order to support a 1,000 ton per day pulpmill Assertions
by Smith (10) that approximately 70% more wood would
be required in order to make a pulpmill self sufficient in
terms of energy useage Most of us shudder at the thought
of supplying an additional 70% more pulpwood in order, to
produce the paper products required by present day society
However, Mr Smith indicates that it is possible that we can
capture the "green junk" left on the tree plantations as a
part of the pulpwood industry and utilize this material
Estimates range as high as 50 to 80 per cent material left on
the forest site This material could be used to power a
boiler operation and provide the necessary energy for the
paper mill*Of course an immediate question is What about
the energy required to collect and transportthis material to
the mill? The amount of material needed to transport to.
the mill would be approximately 1600 tons of wood mate
real per day to produce 10.5 billion Btu's which is.necessary
to oiliness 1,000 ton of pulp per day Smith indicates4hat
only 1!5 to 1/4 of the tot biomass produced each year is
utilized as material ,for the Lilo operation He suggests that
the remaining biomass could be used to provide the source
of energy for the plant operation

The gasification process of nonfossil carbon, which is the
material produced by our growing plants can be converted
to methane Klass (3) states that:

In the optimum gasification process, the total
plant, including water and nutrients, could be ac
cepted as a feed and gasified to produce metha4
and residual, water. slurry suitable for total recy

. - .
cling Anaerobic digestion appears to be the closest
to,the ideal process Water slurries are required for
digestion to take plaCe, and it has been demon-
strated that the residual liquid-solid slurries from
commercial municipal digesters are effective ferti
hiers
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Klass (3) further indicates that the biomass production
from 1.3 x 106 to 3 26 x 106 acres has a potential of pro-
ducing synthetic natural gas at an estimated cost ranging
from $ 73 to $1 1 per 106 Btu This estimated cost com-
pares to the present cost of natural gas at a cost of S
$2 50 per 106 Btu This production from the '1 3 x3106
(0 3% of U S crop land) acres is estimated to produce 1 bit
lion cubic feet/day of synthetic natural gas.

It has also beervsuglested that a norifossil carbon could
be an excellent source of methanol production Daley (11)
indicates that alcohol can be used as a fuel in internal com
bustion engines He indicates that a bushel of corn and a,
bushel of wheat can each produce nearly 'three gallons of
pure gram alcohol Reed, et al (12) indicate that methanol
offers a particularly attractive form of solar energy con-
version since agricultural and forest waste products can be
used as a starting material

A few comments are in order regarding the use of agri
cultural wastes and by-products as'a source of energy. Other
speakers have covered this topic in detail but a few com-
ments are rrr order, Freedman (13) indicates that there are
several types of wastes that may be used as energy sources
including plant and animal wastes

Knight, et al (14) state that:le,
0'

Agricultural wastes represent a potential source of
energy, and the utilization of these wastes as/
energy sources would be of tremendous benefit J.
the agricultural interestrof this country It would
change the status of a waste material to that of a
resource, and provide much needed fuel Worn a re
newable resource It would eliminate disposal and
pollution problems now associated with the wastes
Thol steady flow, low temperature pyrolysis proc
ess developed at the Georgia Tech Engineering Ex
periment Station is a system that is capable of con-
verting the wastes into fuels The process has been
developed from bench scale to a pilot plant scale
and finally to a large scale demonstration facility
capable of feed ratetaof 50 tons/day of dry
material The char and pyrolytic organic 'quid
represents useful solid ang liquid fuels that can be
transported economically The heating values of
the chars are in the rangof 10,000 to 13,000
Btu/lb add the heating values of the pyrolytic
organic liquid are in the range of 10,000 to 14,000

a
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,Btu/lb The char and the pyrolytic organic liquid -
' can be mixed to form a charoil mix which can be

burned directly in existing facilities. Agricultural
.wastes are very low in sulfur, and therefore the
fuels from them are low in sulfur The air emis-
sions from the burning. of these fuels woulAg,
very low in sulfur dioxide The demonstration of
the portability of the EES waste converter system
would piovide a means for the utilization of large
quantities of agricultural wastes that are not now
readily available The ,EES pyrolytic process offers
a proven process at the commercial prototype
stage for the utilization of agricultural wastes anti
lignocellulosic materials as energy sources by con-
verting the materials into clean burning fuels

Several researchers have indicated that the production of
methane gal from animal waste offers a distinct possibility
McDonald (15) indicates that we can expect 14,000 cu. ft./
day of gas from a 100-cow dairy After using 6,000 cu. ft.
of this to support the digester at 7b0 Btu's/cu. ft. he indi-
cates that the remainder is more than enough to satisfy the
total energy need of 1 -cow dairy farm.

Some people even nt t recycle a cow burp. Colligan
416)- in Science digest lnd ated that a group of Investi-

gators with the Texas i way Department claim a 'cow
burp has potential. ,They nnounced that the nation's cows
belch an estimated 50 Million tons of hydrocarbon into the
air each year They claim that 10 cows burp enough gas in a
year to satisfy 01 annual space heating, water 11(atihg and
cooking requirements for a small house I offer no sugges
tions for development of systems and devices for collection
and storage of this hydrocarbon fuel, but agricultural proc-
essors have long claimed that the only thing not captured in
the processing of pork is the'squeal." We may want to
capture energy at bothtnds of the cow.

IrClummary, we have some exciting opportunities on the
horizon concerning energy resources from *gam materials,
particularly supplied by agricultural production, My pur-
pose was to encourage education, research, and extension
organizations to assume their responsibilities including in-
vestment of necessary resources to provide alternate energy
souras. Agriculture first permitted humanity to develop
other talents rather than just be "food collectors." We in

'culture now have an opportunity tophelp people move
, into the 21st century with the necessary energy to become

, -;ily a whole person.

Appendix A
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ENERGY .UTILIZATION IN PEST MANAGEMENT

L. 0.
Department of Ent mology

Center for Aoricultural Sciences a Rural Development
Louisiana State University a A&M Collegb

Baton Rouge, Lout

Introduition

Energy utilization in pest management has received
relatively little attention until recently Indeed, utilization
in all of agriculture has received much less attention than
deserved. Recent adverse developments in avbilability of
fossil fuels from foreign sources have created_an awareness
of the acute need for information on energy requirements
in agriculture It is a well-known fact, recently empha 'szed
by WittWer (1975), that a major part of the total require-
ment for energy in agriculture is supplied by illimitable re-
newable resources energy from sunlight IV Photosyn-
thesis and the anaerobic fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, in
forms available for crop use Nevertheless, a large su .1. of
energy from fossil fuels_is a major contributor to the
cess of American agriculture. McColl's, (1960) has estimat
that agriculture uses about 10 percent of the petroleum
products'marketed in the United States.

Proportionally, energy' subsidies from fossil fuels are
greater for pest, management than in most other agricultural}
operations. Pest control,is still largely dependent urlon use
of chemical pesticides Much of the energy involved in the
acquisition of basic raw materials, construction of manufac-
turing plants, preducticli of pesticides, transportation to

4.... _...../-

the farm, and application is obtairfrom fossil fuels.
The amount of energy required for production of food

and fiber is increasing more rapidly than in many other seg-
ments of world economy. Pitnentel et al (1973) estimated
that energy inputs in corn production in the United States
increased more than three4old from 1945 to 1970 and now
amount to 7.1 million Kcal/ha, the equivalent of about 743
liters of gasoline per hectare. Energy required in pest man-
agement increased at an even greater rate during the same
period.

The rapid aCcele tion in use of energy in agriculture is
emphasized by the f ct that the world population doubled
during the last 30 y ars, but energy consumption doubled
during the last 10 years (Pimentel et al 1974). No similar
estimates are available for trends in energy utilization in
pest management. Because of the trend toward more ra-
tional pest control practices, it 'appears reasonable to be-
lieve that energy requirements for'pest management may
have remained relatively static during the last 5 years. Al-
though energy utilizati n in pest managemenmay not have
increased significa y in recent years, prices have doubled
during the last se era) months.

Procedures For Estimating y Utilihtion
in Pest Management

The scanty literature availa e on expenditure of energyt(
in agriculture has beeriLbased o information developed for
several crops on yie.iipirts, and on variable and fixed
farming costs. Heichel (1973) and Pimentel et at (1974)
have used data of the sort available on selected U.S. crop
budgets and in various publications on agricultural statistics
as a basis for estimating energy utilization for a number of
crops. ,In general,'costs of production were calculated from
areas with yields comparable' to the national or regional-

"

average.' Heichel (1973) used gallons of fueffequired pe\r..
acre, or dollar values of fuel and repairs converted to gallons
of gasoline or diesel fuel at 28 cents per gallon, and to
energy at 32,000 Kcal per gallon; he used the value of energy
as dollars of goods and services at the 1970 rate of about
17.4 Mcal dollar' in his calculations.

Pimentel et al (1974) used the value 0'9570 Kcal per
liter of gasoline and 24:200 Kcal per kilogranillof pesticide
in their estimates of energy utilization. Their procedures
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were used to estimate energy utilization in pest management
systems for cotton and soybean in Louisiana during 1975
Information on average numbers of application, kinds, and

'amounts of pesticides applied was provided by county
agents, production specialists, and growers These data were
used to calculate aferages. Obviously estimates arrived at in
this manner are subject to substantial errors However, any
errors should apply tally to.both crops Estimates of fuel
used in application of Zsticides were provided by the owner

x of a are aerial application service 1 His estimate of 3 8
liters of gasoline per hectare for aerial applicaticin of pest'. "

mint agreed closely with an estimate of the amount per acre ,

for application by ground squipment2, it was used for all
.calcUlations of the energy in is as-fuel j

i , Estimates of the energy utiliied for insect control on
cotton in dbuisiana during 1975 are Higher than would have
been the case prior to the deyelopment in 1974 of a serious
problem with high levels of resistante ,to insecticides in
populations of .the tobacco budworm The devastating
lossii to this pest during 1974 were responsible for growers/
beginning app cations-at lower injury threshold levels and
scheduling a lications at closer iniervalsthan in the previ-

o

ous thr'years The result was an average of about 10 apple
cations per acre d ing the season One of the most com-
monly used inse ticide mixtures consisted of toxaphene
plus methyl para hion plus chlordimeform in a raticS of

2 1 0 2 applied at of 3 41 kg, ha/application It was
used as the Mind& for calfulations

An average of 4 plicatiorls of herbicide Was made at
the rate of 0 85 kg/ha/a plicatton Two of these applications
were made by ground equipment during regular cy 1 tto
so charges for fuel were assessed to only two
tide applications

No charges were assessed to use of small quanta s of
fungicides applied as seed treatments, or in-furrow plant-
ing time, for control of seedling diseases

In contrast tocotton which irtareas of hetiy boll weevil
investation is treated more intensively for insect control
than any other major crop in the United States, soybean
requires relatively little treatment with insecticides The re
quirements for weed control'are similar. The same proce-
duresdures described for cotton were used inestimating energy
utilization for pest management in soybean

Discussion of Results

Data in Table 1 show estimates of total energy inputs re
ported by Pimentel et al (1974) for production of four
major crops Tn the United States, their average yields, and
return /input ratios It is unfortunathat 1070 was the year
chosen for corn. A severe epidemic ofirelmmthosporium
leaf blight occurred throughout most cOrnprOdereing areas
during 1970 and resulted rn substantial loSieTir'17,4eld, Thus,

the energy ratio of 2.5, obtainedin their study probably
underestimates substantially the efficiency of corn prod
tion in the United States. An energy ratio of about 5,0 r
ported by Heichel (1973) ikprobably a mbre'realistic esti- ,

mate for corn In either case, however, it appears that yields
of these four crops in the Unitld States have reached the
point that increasrnwenergy subsidies is not likely to result
in corresponding, increases in yields of digestible energy.,,

Table .1

. .
Enfrgy Inputs in Crop Productioh in the United States

(Per Hectare)

Crop
.

. Yield
kg

Kcal
(1,000,000) Return/Input

Corn (1970) 5,080. -7.1 2.52
Potato (1965) 25,600 8.7: 2 28
Rice (1963) 5,796 15.4 1,37

Wheat (1962, 1968) 2,554 4.8 1.76

Source: 'Pimento/ et al (1974)

;Mr. Ray Ihohtton, Cane Air, Inc Donaldsonville, Louisiana
21,Provided by Dr Carl Thomas, Head, Department of Agncul

_- tura) Engineering, Louisiana Se Onlversity

The percentage of total energy inputs required in pest
control for e of the four crops was calculated from the
data of Piment I et al (1974), Table 2. Except`fl5n9otato
which required a most 5 percent, energy used in pest control
for these four or food crops comprii'ed a relatively small
percentage of the total

Table 2
Energy Inputs Allocated to Pest Control

"Ill
pCro Kcal/ha

for Pest Control
Percent of

-Total-

Corn ' 54.208 0.76
Potato 406,560 ' 4.64
Rice 271,040 1.77 '
Wheat 26:620 . 0.55

Source: et al 1.1A74!

Data in Tables 31, 4, and 5 summarize the estimated
energy' inputs utilized' in pest management for cotton and
soybean in Louisiana during 1§75 There was an a0nost
five -f ld difference "between the.two,crops in energy utili-
zation for pest control Less energy was utilized in pest e

management on 74(:),000 ha of soybean thap on 116;000
ha sit cotton One of the most striking features of energy
requirements for both syStems is the high percent ge f

the total that is comprised by fuel used 1,,,n pesticide appli-
cation about one third in cotton and more than one-half
in soybean.
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Table 3
Estimated Energy Inpu.itefiequired for Control of Cotton

and Soybean Oest; in LoUisiana, 1975

Cot* Soybean

t August estimate of .
acreage for harvest (1,000ha) 116 740

$
Energy input (1 billion Kcal) 160 12/3

-Energy input expressed as fuel
(equehlents (41million liters) 16 13

,--Table 4
Estimated Energy inputs by Category for Control of

' Cotton Pests in Louisiana, 1975
(Per Hettare)

°K I
Fuel Equivalents

'(Liters)

Insedticide,, 10 appl

@ 3.41 kit/ha 824,978 86.2

Herbicide, 4 appl.
@ 0.85 kg/ha 82,522 8.6

Fuel for 12 appl.
@ 3.8 1/ha, 436,392' 45 6

Total 1,343,892 140.4

Table 5 _

Estimated Energy Inputs fog of
- Soybean Pests in kguiliana, 1975

9 (Per Hectare)

_ , Kcal
Fuel Eqlevalents

(Lifers) ,

-Insecticides, 0.3 appl.
@ .57 loit/ha

Fungddes, 0.2 appl.
0 0.2 kg/ha

' Hertacides4 appl.
@ 1.42 kg/ha

Fuel, 4.5 app).
@ 3.8 1/ha

I'

4,114

5,566

.137,456

163,347

7 0,4

.6

f4,4;

17.1.
I

Total' 310,483 32.5

Based on estimates fiorn the data of/Strickland and Har-
well 11971) on yields, inputs, and variable colts in produc-
tion ot cottoifari.cl soybean in' ate pelta n of the
Sciuth CentitalgUnited States, energy Costs of pest mana4e-

,

ment for cotton equals the total variable 'costs for produc
twin of soybean

Energy 'requirement' in pest management for yotton arid
soybeans, waf estimated from Strickland and Harivell's

-

(1971) data by use of Heichers (1973) procedure It
amounted to 20 percent of the total variable costs for cotton
and 13 peicent for soybean 6,122,190 and 1,276,290
Kcal/ha, restively These values are about 3 times higher,
than the values obtained by using the procedures of Pimental
et 'al (1974), etchef's (1973) estimates of energy require,
'petits for, pesticides in corn ana rice producing systems
the United Staffs were about 5 and 3 times higher, respet
tivety, than thOse of Pimentel et al (1974) Much of this dif-
ference can be explained by the fact-that part of He...where
(1973) procedure included estimates of fixed as well as vari-
able costs of -production 'Thus, it would appear that tilt
estimates of energy requirements in pest management for
cotton and soybean in Louisiana during 1975, Tables 4 end
5, may be reasonable However, it should be emphasized
that these estg.rriates would be considerably higher 17 all

costs of production, transportation, etc of pesticides were
included 3

The contribution of energy inputs in pest management
to the total energy requirements in major cropping systems
of the United States )s relatively small However, the sour Fe
of almost all of this energy is fossil fuel There is a critic al
need fOr reducing to a minimum the use of foSsil fuels in
agriculture. Pest management is an area in which substantial ti

,° . progress can be made toward the objectives of reducing the
amount of energy from fossil fuels and of increasipg the °

lficiency of its use
-

Table 6
Percentage of Energy Allocated to,,

prsticiffe7tptilications for Selected Crops

' Crop ,

Perceht of
Total Kcal/ha

,Corn grain (Illinois, 1969) 4 513,600 ,

Corn silage (low 69) -' 4 617,550
Rice (Louisiana, 19701 5 ' 1,492,00
Sorghum (Kansas,.1970) E' . 131,150

'

Soybean (Missouri, 519,050,
Oat (Minnesota, 1970) 0.4

Sugar beet (California, 19 0)
Phut (North ), 12

6 ,' 1,327,350
3,4714600

23,050

Source' U.S Deoartthent O gric'ulture, Statisbcal Bulletin 233. a

(1958)

CI arly,'agriculture is faced with the dilemma of sharbly
inc,J.e ling cost§ of energy and decreasing efficiency mats
use as crop yields are pbshed higher The situation is mile

, tremendously more difficult tiy rapid depletion of availa6le
fossil fdels coming at,a time when a-drastic increase in pro
ductiori of food, and fiber has bei\ome a prinrity of

-I human endeavor

A. 3Energyootifization in produchoh'of pestical chemicals is sub
., ,-, s'"`

,
.

.itantiit for some compounds. or example, Dr
id
bavid.lit.imphries bf

the Ethyl Corporation estimates thr47 gallOns.of crude oil were
required for the menufaditirre of 1 pound of the brganochtprine

' insecticide daneduring 1971. o, \

.\
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ts the energy crisis grows more critical, some hay%
gested the need for a return to the practice of less intensive

, agricultUre with substituttran of human and animal labor for
Machinery and chemicals dependent upon fossil fuels }low -
ever, the solution to the2roblem of an energy shortage in.

. pest management does hot lie in a return to hand picking
potato beetles and use of the hoe and mule drawn plow to
control weeds If adequate amounts of animal labor rapidly
could be made available to replace the energy from fossil
fuels that it currently required for agriculture in thebnited
States, about 90 million acres of cropland woul tr.Litieto be
diverted from' present use to the production of feed for"
horses and mules, Table 7 Societ9 could not afford to
sacrifice production from 4lich a huge area Also, with so
many additional horses and mules adding to the current,
problemt of 4vestock waste disposal, we 'would soon be
up to our elbow? in horse manure and the house flies that
breed in it The Environmental ProtectionoAgeniy would
undoubtedly view such a devel9pmentrWith disfavor

"I Table 7 **-
Farm Land Required to Produce Feed/

for Horses and 'Mules

Year
Hectares, millions

On FalIns In Cities

1910 72 161

1920 ' , `80,° 10

ind 63 ' 2

., 1940 42 . -1

' 1950 18 . 1.

957 '., 7 l'-- 1

qourc Ug DepartMent of Agrcultute, S ancal julletto 233
--"?..e /(7958)

Pimentel et jai 11974) pointed out sayings, in
energy inputs for weed control by use of mechanical cults
vation and hoe or other hand impleffients instead of herbs
cides would be aboutA2 anda9:16Vent, respectively q11 ore
conlni ring such theoretics lterpatives to use of herb' Nit
tidal chemical, their practicality 'should be examined
Mechanical cultivation is impassible ill small grain crops,
such as rice and, wheat rt is much less efficient than use Of
herbicides for contra of weeds in the drillicif row crops,
and It is)iMpossil .:\to use irylierlds Df excessive rainfall
Had herbicidal icals not been evade* in Louisiana
during 1976 lack of, weed control in mata`cropsyatIcl
have' been disastrous As for hand labot, it is not available,
anti-even if it Were,.the costs involved in controlling weeds k
by hand in U S agriculture would make profitable farming
Impossible under current c dawns 'Clearly, it does not
make sense to emp solve the energy problem in agri
eulture by reverting to systems of production from which
so many are striving so desperately to escape Rather, the
most appropriate step to be taken in pest management

8176
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appears to be development of systems that require n*
,mum amounts of energy derivbd from fossil fuels used as
efficiently as possible 'Pest management for both cotton
,obie;tives can be achieved ,

Current systems of Management Of cotton insect pests in
areas where the boll'weevil is a key pest, are still, based on
the profligate use of conventional chemical insecticides
The system developed when the synthetic organochlorine
insecticrdes became available Prior to this lime, very little
insecticide was used for control of cotton insects Growers,
lowthe first time, were,Oovided with ahighly:effective,
cheap means Of controlling the boll weevil when DDT, ben
zene, heitjachloride, an

n
toxaphene available The

palter of
k

use rapidly e olv:ed into a, system of scheduled
applications at weekly intervals fro m the time of seedling-

.,,..

mergence until crop maturity Applications were made on
a syst atic basis without regard for pest populaticut assess-
ment o economic irquiyithrestiolcIs. ,

Fo a relatively short time the systerrovided highly
effective, dependable, and relatively eco rom ical pest
control . Then, the 'beginning of a disaster syndrome oc
currerf with the appearance of organochlonne insecticide
resistant populations of boll weevil during 1955. This was
followed by the eleJtion of Minor pests,.o species of no
preVious pest ;fetus on cotfon, to the position of major pest
status, the tobacco budworril and bandedwing whitefly, for
example, developmenof resistance to insecticides in other
stteciek, destruction of predators, parasites, and pollinators,,
massiv ontamination of the environment generally and of
m iy non target *cies with persisting residues of toxic
chemicals, and finally to,the development of resistance in
populations of the-tobacco Isudwortn in some areas to the
extent that it is no longer'controlled effectively with any
pesticide currently registered for use on cotton Thus, evolu
terrof cotton insect control IQ the United States during the
last quarter,century provides a classic example of the Ms%
estrous consequences of overuse' of chemical Pesticides is
pest management systems...Not only does such an approach.
create poblems,often most serious than thee which it
aims to solve, .it is extremely wasteful 4 utilization of
energy The details of problems created laty unilateral ap-
poaches to pest mandiftgirent are to well known to merr
hers of this group to require further elaboratton

'i- Weed control in cotton proidAs 43 number of striking 't

'parallels to insect control There are marked diffefrnces in ,
th\zherhicals involved. In general, herbicides are less toxic
to _n n-tar,Set organisms). and they are uSu4y,less persistent

and environmentally hazardous Development of resrstarree
to herbicides has been considerably I ss rapuian vtieeds than
it has been to insecticides in popul bons of insects and re-
lated arthropods Several cases o resistance have been

'documented recently and th... phenomenon will probably
become more cpmmOn... The mo , striking parallel between ,

insect Mtrot and weedcorttrol is th change in do finance
of pest specis 16 both, several species'...of little or o pte
yious importance have been elevated to Positions major

. 1
,..1
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pest status as a result of the Ilse of chemical pesticrdes2iSur

prisingly, weed control specialists have failed to profit from
the mistakes that have been made by entomologists They,
continue to follow thq same path thlt fias been disastrous
in entomology, viz the unilateral apploach of reliance upon
herbicidal chemicals applied without regard to popdlation
assessment and economic thresholds

The situation with insect pest management in soybean
contrasts, sharply to that iryivon Soybean doesoot yet
have a ket- insect pest If a ratTCflRI approach to pest man
agement' is followed, none should develop The secondary
and occasional pests of soybean ate not of sufficient im-
pottance to justify an average ofi one application of insect
tide per hectare per year Their status should remain un
changed if a reasonable approach to pest rftanagement is
followed

The'weed problem in soybean is equ'bIly or even mbre
.00,Pdrtant than that in cotton The approach to management

of weed pest; is'the same as that for cotton The potential/
problems are equally braye.

The challenge to the pest control disciplines is to &Vela,
pest management systems that will allow growers to extro
cate themselves from the "treadmill" of excessive use of in
secticides with the attendant waste of energy, for control of
cotton Pests and to prevent si/bh a situation from ever de.

Cotton

J
... .

The tobacco budworm is an induced pest The species
was virtually unknown as a pest-of cotton prior to Y950 be-
care it vas completely controlled by a loi:ge comply of
predators and parasites Procedures for successful manage.
ment of the tobacco budworm in areas where the boll Weevil
isia key pest have been described (Newsom 1972) For the,
short term, a pest management systeri basedoon the so-
called "diapause method" 003°11 weevil control waarecom-
mended,This method is based on application of insecticides .

, during late season and,afteLmaturity of the cotton crop
The objective is to prevent the development otholl_Weeqs
that can overwinter successfully as diapausing adults The - -

Sirs system reduc,espopyfVortrof oveTwintering-baliweevds by
..-",---

......-;,. 80, to 95 percent_- This usually-delays the de opment of
damaging. populations dirring the following seaso ntrldate - _^ .:

..July or August it allow- he -maxi "reds --.,
tots and parasites, helps t nor, rye th ir po.4 ti ns, d

Arelaxes the selective pressur of sectic :s on t,.1 .c o bu
worm populations Adoption o this system o pe"INt.i. ehe
Ment would result is redaction of jnsectiodely,one hard

otAine half thereby raulting in substantial savin-grirrenergy
Implementation of tAilyslem would "buy the time" neces.

.

veloping in soybean Neither will be easy but the former is
by far the more difficult The situation in management of
cotton 'insect pests and use, of energy from fossil, tpel in
agriculturajs similar to that described by the late President
Truman fix a man riding a tiger He said, When you are
riding a tiger, you can't get off, you have to keep riding "
An example Of the point reached in "riding the tiger" of
cotton insect control has been provided recently by a

grower...in Louisiana In an attempt to control an infestation
of highly' resistant tobacco budworms in 42 hectares of
cotton he made an application on September27 of a mix
ture consisting of toxaphene, methyl pars on, and mono
crOtophos at the rate of'6 91, 3 46, and 1 respec
tiOely Energy .utilized in this-single application amounted'
to 292, 408 Kcal, ha, or the equivalent of about 31 lite-rs'of
gasoline.

This exampI the ultimate In overuse of pesticides and
squandering`of energy The enlonmental costs of:excessive
'pollution and adverse effects n nontarget organims are,
intolerable, and the tobacco budworm was not controlled.
Theresults of %such an approach, if continued to be prat
ticed will lead to loss of the cotton industry in an area
This has''ilrejldy happened in large areas of Mexico It is a
major factor In decline of cotton acreage to about 2a000
ha in the Rio 9rande Valley of Texas and to 1.16,000 ha in
Lo lane Z.lutTng 1975

Development of Energy-Saving Pest
Managemtnt Systems

sary for the development of long-term pest management
systems possessing a high degree of permanelfile and sta-
bility-. Ultimately, it would akow growers to "get off the
tiger " Such systems yvoWd b developed ap.atind the fol

lowing tactics 1) restoration of the effectIMss of pred-
ators and parasites for control of tobacco budworm to that
Of 25 years ago by avoiding early-seasbn applidations of in-
secticides, '21 making-maximum use of varietal resistance to
insect pests, 3) use of trap crops of early planted, early
fruiting, prolific varieties to attract overwintered boll weevils
to a very small percentage of the total acreage where they,
can tie cgetrolled with a minimum of pesticides, 4) deltruc-
titin of_c_rop residues as early5-ae-postlible,, maximum use
"olInicibtlial i:iath Ole rt1,4attrtg:14.91...narr selective
sectcides whenever pdssibfe. .,

Soybean _ .,- ..--

114.9 nail nibatfotseybe a niRtip:shouldhave as Its4
objective She_ 4eyeloqvrt of Festrefpat fttl ve;f
-e4ohdrrilcal, energy conserving, -and stable. S ch systems
must not be developed along lines of approachlhatwill re
suit in the disasters that have emerged frk the sistems ern-)
ployed for control of cotton insectsFO tunately, a well.
Coordinated, highly cooperative research program has been

* .. .
1
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,e was reported by Newsom et at (1975) The system dey.eloped

m-Loursiana is based on the establishment of economic in-
jury thresholds for the pests, regular monitoring of pest
-Populations- and application.of pesticides bated on pest
population assessment It makes maximum use of 1.),eksio
logical control agents, 2) the selectivitti principle in use of
,nsecticides, 3) trap plots, end 4) nethods for holding costs'

, of monitoring pest orifiulations'to a minimum
'

The major pests-Of soyoean in Louisiana are heavily
attae/ced by a complex of predators, parasites and micro
bias pathogens The impact...of these natural enemies is
usually sufficiei{C -tor late populations of most pests at
suo:economic (eve Applications of pesticides are made

ecoroanc Iliiijuroy thresholds arc reached Pesti

odes are used in their ost iyfective;manner possible Pecom-, _

/mem:lotions" for i)ee of the broad snectturis orgareochlorine

041,
insecticides were discontiniled more than a decade ago m
favot pf the lets environmentally ....bazardous organophol-

phates and Carbamstes Additional selectivity of pesticide
action has been, obtained by reducing to the minimum the

-Tate of applICations formerly used for Control Of most pest's
and by raising economic threihoto more accurate levels.
Acrie requiring treatment for the southern green 'stink
bug and bean leaf beetle hss been substantially ref uced sty

,.using trap crops of small areai.otanted t-17 eorty !rouging
vareves as a means of concentratng overwintered orSpula-4.-

organi4ed as ksutr project of theNSF 'EPA Integrated Pest
Manbgement Protect that has as its Major abjectly develop-
ment of a pest management system that will avoid the prob-
lems that have characterized systems for cotton insect con-
trol Some of the prOgress that has been made in Louisiana

seed

r

development, thesoydein looper:never reaches eco-
ripmic.injurY levels before August 1 and then only in areas
where cotton and soybean are grown in rotation, the velvet
bean caterpillat is of no economic ithpbrtance prior to
August 15, and the corWearyvorm does not damage tha crop

. before it blossoms and then. only in fields in which the
...foliage canopy has not closed

This system provides effective and economical control of
'soybean pests with minimum utilization of energy It well
be improved as additional information becomes availat*
but,itrimplementation hasalrea8y brought about reductions
of one third to one hall theamount of pesticides previously
used - 1

There is no reason why insTct pest management systems
for soybean should ever fre plagued by the problems that
have been characteristic of cotton insect control It would
be a tragedy if they were ever to evolve to the point that
application'pplication Would be-required of as much insecticide as has
been used for control of cotton insects The increase in
energy utilization, costs, and environmental pollution
would tie intolerable on the huge acreage now planted to
soybean There is ample cause for major concern that the
amoi.mt of pesticide now used orf soybean could increase

_.t'ultantlally The pzsticide- industry is viewing the
21,600,060 ha planted to soybean as a potentially huge
new market GroWers are being subjected to heavy preisure
by PeSticide salesman to induce them to use more pesticide
on soybean An intensive' well-cooritinated. cooperative
educational program on the pert of extension and research-
personnel of the Land Grant Colleges and the U S Depart-
ment-of Agriculture be required to nullify the effects

sons so that 'hey can oe controlled with minimul use of of these misguided efforts of the pesticide industry Savings
,nsecticides and least, environmental pollution Ctlists in energy alone wilt mote than pSy the costs of initiating
moniroring populations of major pests have been substan

reduced by taking -aq4antage of dew information on
the phenology of the soybean and its.pesti This,informa
r on sreyersifhat there ,s no neecto start a pest monitoring
program before mid July in Louisiana except in areas
planted tp trap Crops The southern green Stink bug,44 of no

economic in'eSortance on soybean until-the beginning of

and implementing such aprogram I should like to urge-that
those of -you who have' administrative r&pOnsibdity for
suc'h programs give top priority to this critical need Agri-
culture cannot .affOrd to allow pest mana nt systems
for soybean to take the, same route th s teen so
astrous for cetton
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WASTE ENERGY UTILIZATION -AND RESIDUE MANAGEMENT

Dr. John F. Gerber
Director, Center for Environmental Programs
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences

University of Florida

In 1898 William CroOks awakened the world by claiming
lat the world faced ultirnafe starvation because of the de-

pendence on the nitre beds of Chile The world listened and
believed, and research and development, lead to the proc-
esses for fixing atmospheriepnitrogen Recently we have ob-
tained energy for industrialized society from three fossil
fuels coil, gas and oil Today we are examining alterna-
tive energy sources with the conviction that alternatives
will be found juntas they were found for nitrogen

The present problems created by the geographic locatidn
of oil are similar to fuel problems created by the past two
World Wars. When availability of essential comnfrodities is
threatened or limited, we look for new sources'and te,the
utilization of unused resources

AgricUltuit, forestry, 'industry and c ities ge-tierate wastes
in the 'form of refuse and heal Some wastes ate potential
sources for fuel and energy for'use by agricultdre, cities and
industry Accordiog to' the best estimates, 200 million tons
of animal waste areprodutad in the Uniteti States annually,
'390 million tons of, plant-debris, and 55 911111011 tons of

- '
Hydrogenation

sulphur (less thin .04%) with an energy valuv of 35,000,
Btu's per pound fantpared,with 18,000 Btit4 per pound for
comparable fossini (81 A full-scale plant could be operat
mg by 1198.0 for'enher animal or wood wastes. This is the
most costly conversion technique and could probably be
justified if product oil value is greater than S5.00 per barrel. r
Problems include ways of introducing the solids into the
reactor under pressure. the.control of sulphur emissions,
purification of water, used- in the process and the sgeara-
tion of the from solids,, 't

0

.tr

forest slash, bark and sawdust. Urban dwellers discard 129
Million tons of solid wastes and produce 12 million tons of
sewage sludge. Industry prodiftes an additiodal 44 million
tons of organic wastes (2). The total )04, dry organic wastes
producled in the United States in 1971 were AO million
tons of which 136 tons,are readily collectible. This is the
equivalent o'f170 million barrels of oil, 2-3% of our annual
use, or 1.3 tri on cubit feet of methane, 2-3% of present
use (8) , '

From 7 to 8 x 1016 Btu's of energy are used annually in
the U g, (13) If we assume an average energy efficiency of
50% of all fuel used in the U.S., there is 3.5 to 4 x 1016
Btu of waste heat produced yearly Clearly, therC are large,
quantities of wastes-and Waste heat w ch could be used or
converl'ed to fuels These waste uld either be burned.
directly (7, 14) or Convert ynthetic fuels. There areLs,
three major ways to conve wastes to sy hetic fuel. They
are. hydrogenation "(actu reduction), pyrolysis, aid bio-
conversion*(5, g 7)

Hydrogenation is really a reduction process in which
, oxygen is removed from cellulose in the presence of an
alkaline catalyst such as sodium carbonate. This material is
placed in a reactor vessel with carbon irronoxide, steamed-

'at 100-250 4atrnosoheresifirpressure, and then heated to
240-180t for one hour Under best conditions. 99% of the
tarbc4) es converted to oil. This yields -about two barrels per
dry ton; 4161...ever, bec-ause of less ihan optimum conditions

and the heat required for steam, there is a net yield of only
4.25 barrels per ton 'Die oil is a heavy paraffinic oil, low in

\

t

Pyrolysis .
a

Pyrolysis is the burning or heating f wettes in the ab- are produced. This process is usually carried out at atmosiik , . -
?nce of oxygen or with reduced oxygen Gas, oil,and char pheric prtssure so that construction and operating costs of

84
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plants should be lower than for hydrogenation
Pyrolysis systems have been built by nearly a citizen.

groups (8, 14) Most units are designed for disposal of
mumaa garbage with resource recovery Each ton of
refuse produces one barrel of oily 150 pounds of char,and a ,

varying amount of low energy gas (8) The oil contains 33%
_ oxygen and has one-energy value of only 10,590 Btu's per '

pound dbout 60% of fossil oil. Seveial cities,with EPA
0 amstance, are constructing such plants Thelpyrolysis Ars

tem can be modified to a controlled combustion system
which produces a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen gas
that is variously called "producer" or "syothesis" gas that
can be used in industrial processes to supply hydrogen now
conf011y obiairled _from tisethane (3, 5) Pyrolysis plants

'

0

will be in operation in cities by 1980. The problems in-
volved with pyrolysis are the expense of plant construction,
the.disposal of the char, the necessity to separate a portior's
of the materials present in the waste such as ferrous metals,
glass, plastics, etc the requirement to shred the material .
and sulphuraand other gaseous production, but water pollu-
tion is not a major problem. The low Btu gas (500-600 Btu's
per pound) could bupgraded to methane, but this is usual
ly too expensing as is transporting the gas by regular as

transrhission lines. In some plants the low Btu gas will
ate steam to be sold to power companies, howe0er,.solid
we incinerators which generate steam have not been
highly successful in marketing steam.

Bloconversiop

8ioconvepion is the production by anaerobic digestion
of methane, methanol or ethanbl It is one of she simplest
and oldest methods of converting. wastes to fuel, but little ,
investigation has Seen done during the past three de-.
cades (2, 5, 7, 8) Methane production g,from animal
manures was common in Europe during World War II bui
vs4s abandoned because of economic reasons and the super
vision required In recent years them has been increased
interest in India and in Pakistan' in methane generation
with the' titiliiation of simpler, less expensive and probably
less efficient equpnent The main deterrents to the conver
sion'di animal wastes to methane are the cost of the gener

-r ating equipment, the cost of tollectionof the manure and
distribution of the gas Methane digestorsrahtl other bto
conVersion techniques produce art'undiges4d residue sludge
that is a disposal problem: Superficial examination of this
residue reveals a high protein conterft sp it could be yised as
a- raw?materfal for feed production, but een though it
appeals to haveja high protemcontent, it may not be di
,gestible ihqconversion can pro die more than 10,000

0

cubic:feet of methane with an ,energy content of 1,000 .

Btu's per cubic foot fbr ceach ton of solid waste (10,000
cows could produce, enough gas for a ,3131,000(city). Qther
gasaiaproduced mainly ammonta, carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide The methane is sufficiently toncentraled
so that it is practical to upgrade the gas This process has ." '*
been used for years to reduce and stabiloze rountwal sewage, t.

Although bioconversion is theoretically a s'imiper process
"than either hydtogenation or pyrolysis, there are unsolved
moblems. A good way needs to be developed for feeding,

lids into the cligestor,and inexpensive way's of collecting
and pu'rifying the methane and recycling the effluents.'
About 40% of the orral material remains as sludge that
could be converted to -oil or gas with either pyrolysis or
hydrogenation, but it would seem more logical to utilize
this sludge either as a raw materral fttir animal feed or as a
soil acnendment. The best estimates are that a full-scale
comm4tcial plant for bioconversion of organic waste to
methane could be in operatioh in about 15 years (8)

energy` from Wastes

A§nculturel wastes obviously have caloric value and can
be burned Corn stover, wheat straw and other plant rest
dues have a heat of combustion of apptOximately 7,500-
8,000 Btu's per pound (7) This is approximately tw6 thirds
the heating value,df a pourid of coal or one third the heat
Mg value of a pound of oil Dry apmemanures probably.
have a similar heating value:(5). 143 is estimated that well
over half and perhaps as much a; 70% of thd, total annual
plant yield of agriculture is left 'in the'field as residue This
total residue from corn, wheat', soybean% oats, grain sor
ghtnns, sugarcane, cotton, rice, grass, etc amounts to 427
million tons per year with a 8tti equivalent to270 million
,tons of coal.

, 80
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Animal wastes can cause environmbntal pollution that
has forced us to change animal waste management and re-
examine the possibility of using the wastes In the Orient,
dried cow dung is burned as fuel, and throughout other
parts of Asia controlled burning of adry manure in a suc
tIzIon gas producer in the presen of water has been used toe

yield a combustible mixture f carbon monoxide and hy-
drogen with a heat value o 8085% that of methane (8).
This.orocess has been suggested to relieve the manure build-
up pro rem in the dairy areas of southern California (8).

An4robic Koons are a common method of handling*
animal waste in tilt U.S (5) These lagoons produce methane
in the proCess of reducing .the biological oxygen demand.

Nos
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Other gases such as ammonia, carbon dioxide and hydrogen I
sulfide are produced If the methane is sufficiently conceh
trail, a burnable fuel is available, and it would seem that
und6, some circumsiancel it rhight be prktical to capture
this methane for on farm uSe One of the critical problems
associated with mett:ane production, is the difficulty of
storage and the low heaillg vali/e4, Recent interest in

methane production from organic wastes May result in
simple, ineepensivie_ plants such as those used in India and
Pakistan The main deterrent to biocon'version of animal
wastes 'to methane has, been thj cost of collection
mahure, its necessary preparation for introduction into
equipment, and the, distribution of the gas The use .o
431anure as animal feed Or 'fertilizer competes with energy
6roduction and .envronmental vinsideratrOns may
preclude methane production because of the waste sludge

Controlled partsal combUstion of manure can yield "sync
thesis" gas corhposed of two parts hydrogeh, one part cat
bon monoxide, and orreia(cnitrogen on a,volume basis'(3)
Further reaction with steam produces three par s hydroge%
and one part nitrogen which can be catalyti ly converjed
to ammonia Each ton of dry manure IS re rted as capable
of yielding 700 poupds ci! ammonia gas (5 The "synthesis'
gas replaces methane as the source of hydrogen, and if it
could be adapted to small -scale production it would serve as
a'reafly source of ammonia fer ztr In non, large

"17:cale procktion of h
have great importance
dustry Most hydrogen is cu
Anidat manures are visualiz

gas by this manner, would
synthesis of plastics by Ili

ently produced from methane
as a source, of energy for

some of the large scale hydrogenation plants.

In FIrda most- dairy and swine waste are tteied in
anaerobic lagoons Becaiite of warm temperatures thestela

.goons continuously 'evolve methane and other gases It
seems reasonable tlf inmestigalte low cost methods for-trap-
ping the methane gas and using it as a source of far4n sower
for water heating, grain drying, space heating, air condition-

s^ ing and possibly powering stationary engines for feed mills
Or milking equipment In most.caseike beatscontenf of the
gas is rather low, and tV equipfnerjruse4 would have to be
derated, but there should not be any rearengineeringiirOb
lems As a visualization of low cost collection unit envision
the possibility of using a floatilg, clear plastic envelope
weighled to rise and fall as the volume of gas contained
changed but maintaining a constant pressure Such a device

= would represent an inexpensive and simple method for cap
turing methane being produced from animal waste in anae
robic lagoons

In Asia, poultry and swine wastes have been usd exten
sively for methane production. Because of ,their high value
as a feed,,for cattle 14,51, it is unlikely that they will be
usefor methane production in the U'S if there are no
puba health problems from recycling as animal feed.

Energy from pant wastes and residu# has been used by
General Motors Corporation' as a fuel supplement, in fossil
fuel fired lztilers,l71 Most of the work done by theerieral

.

I

Motors Corporation has utilized corm stover The sugar re
fining industry utilizes baggasse as a source of fuel for
power boilers Baggasse for cattle ift.eed competes with this
usage

During mychildhood and many of yours, home'heating
depended up6n wood from farm woodlots The utilization
of plant wastes directly for heating and power generation is
not new, and various schemes are currently being proposed
which 'would produce agricultural drops for utilization
either directly or indirectly as fuel Several innovative tech
Agues aye been siAgested for utilizkon of plant wastes
Plant was s cpmprise about twice the total volume of ant
mal manures and could in many cases be haryested as cur
rent harvesting machinery passei through the fields The
removal bf plant residues will obviously deplete the fertility
more rapid)} simpty harvesting the grain, so any pro

' gram to utilize these as energy sources must consider both
the loss of nutrients as well as any loss of desirable physical
properties of the soil that may result Both hydrogenation
and pyrolysis could be used on a commercraf Scale for the
cog,verSion of plant wastes Into fuels However, a strong in-
terest has developed in the bioconversion of cellulitic plant
materials into fuels The U,S Army's laboratory at Natick,
Massachusetts Pollution Abatement. Division (13) has
veloped an enzymatic hydrolysis system fdt Convertt
cellulitic Wastes to glucose by utilization of an enzyme p
lied by a mutant fungi l'hris method has been used to
ellikert wqpd wastes, gardage and waste paper to glucose
The first step is the preparation of a sulfide pulp of milled
cellulose which is com6med iria reactor with the enzyme to
produce a glucose syrup This syrup could then be con,

..,

verted to either foal, single-*tell protein, fermentation
products or alcohol The alcohol would boa directreprace
'pent for gasoline in marsy cases either as an admixtiire ore

..
a pure material for internaktombustion engines he key to,
this process is the:prqduction of a NO puality cellulase
enzyme ccimplex4Wich'is capable of hydrolyzing insoluble

,:l''crystalli cellulose to glucose 4n order to make the p oc
. ess succeed it is neeeksary.io mill the

c
substrate and re uce

, its cryltalinity which I an energyintensive and costly proc
ess 1-1y.dropulpng4as,beerY examined as a substrate pre,- ft,,

treatment and, while this proceYs hold some promise, there
is a solid waste residue 'produced that requires disposal.

..
Waste heat froin 'power gengration plants, especially

nuclear and large` fossil fuel plants, has bee' used tx
perirrontally to_gottance the production of agricultural
crops (6, 9, 12) lilihtle-erliancement can be shown by
elevation in temperatures, the total amount of waste heat
that would be utilized in this method seems to be very '
limited Much of the interest in waste heat utilization by
the power generation companies is simply to find a better
method for 'disposal of their heat which I senvironmentally
acceptable (12) While utilization in high latitudes during
the) cool season would certainly beteneficial, it.is aubtful
that the long fcansmIssionbdisti"nces required could be

justified Probably the best use that can be made of waste
A , ., , ,....
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heat would be lot directspSce heating in areas adjacent to
power plant, sites (10) or Poisibly in mariculturevyhere ele
voted temperatures in raceways and pond; might stimulate
the growth and production of fish, shellfish and aquatic

.plants (1,121 Processing plant thermal Nastes represents an
energy source that can be utilized more efficiently but
usually:requires.plent redeSigq As an example, the'citrus
concentrate plants in FloridtinoW utilize a large quantity of
their waste heat to dry citrus pulp which is milled into live
stock feeds In the...process, water from evaporators and
wash water is used to scrub ttt, stack effluents and recover

afly that would have been ark air pollutant as well as con

, Utilization of Wastes
A

. k
According,tb a recent' study d rke'in Fttrida, agriculture

and fisherte3 use 106 7 million ns, of diesel, '65' 5 mil
'lien gallons of gasoline and 27 million gallons of LPG'
each /ear While this may not' constitute a large percentage
of the total energy use in the U S. it represents a purchased.
input, the cost of which can only increase with time Conse

.qbently, it might be well to examine potential rnlethqs/s for
increasing' ttie fuel,. efficiency ()perm ope6tiogi by the
utilization Of waste as energy sources AparffrgKthe pos
sabl production of metKane 'from animaf wastes °for on
farm use, there are several other ideas that could be ex
plored In Florida as in most of re U S grain istlried after
har'yesting or during harvest Estimate., at that for field'

, corn 4 6 gallons of LP fuel are, used for grain drying and 3 3
gallons of gasolme for hai.yesting 'Since lessAhan half the
fuel burned by the combine is used bireetly t3 drive it and
the test is waste heat. why can't this heat be utili2ed to dry
the grain as its being harvested' Currently this heat is sim

Qtr ply lost %hrough thcradiatoklialexhauSt Obviously - there,
would Kaye to be some redesign of equipment, but with
current cost of grain combines, this additional cost might.'
represent a small pereehtage increase and could reprelny

. reducticln in producer costs
'Being even more tmaginatuat,one could visualize drain

. saw or corn stover as a source of energy to drive' ex

ternal .combustion engi7e to power the harvesting -equip
ment anefuel the grain drying mechanism On a' therm°-. 4
dynamic basis, 36 gallon, of gasolene and the 4 5 gallons
of propane could be replaced by abOut 115 pounds of corn
stoiers,or straw This is an extremely small percentage of
total, residue Mofeokier, the equipme.nt for handling or
harndting the stover or straw is already present Probably
only that which itejected as chaff and debris by the orri-

,,,, u '

dense soluble materials. The water isevapoPated, the mate
nal recovered and dried with a sate saving in 'energy and
a reduction in both thermal water pollution and air pollu-

. tion This'system has been adopted by most citrus concen-
trate plants that produce citrus pulp for animal feed. A
more advanced phototype citnIs concentrate plant elimi
Dates the boiler, uses the vapor from thp evaporated juice
directly in the process of heating as well as recovering tp,e
waste heat from the cirtus feed mill to further opncentrate
the juice The plant now in operation offers Ihg possibility
of reducing the energy requirements 30% and the produc
tion of thermal effluents and air pollution

for Energy on the farm
-

bin,e would be adequate 'to fuel 'an external combustion
engine External combustion engines such as steam,engines
or the engine (1) might be used I en not quali-
fied to co ment on the engineering feasibility of such an
idea I simply; offer it for consideration. The old problem of
fuel supply such as coal for external combustion engines or

'water could be alleviated with the Sterling engine since the
fuel is drawn in as the hart sting equipment moves througp,
the field Since therb is ho external fluid in a cohtained sys-
tem, no water and boiler would be present In this way we
might completely eliminate dependetce on fossil fuels for
most harvesting and grain drying equipment. While this
does not represent complete fuel sufficiency-it does
represent a significant decrease ependence on fossil
fuels by agriculture and opens a ch Ilerrge to the re arch
.community In a simitar manner., it"isoconceivable that it
might-be possible tp generate small scalMrrniolled coin
bustipn equipment to produce 'syrithesis gas and ammonia
directly on the farm. Wouldn't it be an exciting prosped to
harvest grains by power from plani ,residue, convert a poi
Lion of, the residu into ammonia so that would-be;trn-
mediately injected into the soil for a double cropping sys-
tem so that lb addition toliaryesting one would be fettabz-
'riga follovyintjzcLop at the same time')

The indepetufent, waste energy farm offers an exciting
challenge. The possibility for agricultural science ainetech
nology to devise a system of i;asteene(gy utilization that
makes farms Jess dependent on fossil fuel will penefiethe
country and the prodticer biTlowering prodittion costs,
reducing adverse environmental pollutants ant) increasing *1/4
orof its -a benefit to the farmer.and to the rest of society
as well

- -
, s

. , ry'
,,,,, Obseations

Actor that rat idlijorlic scenario, I would like to make a
Jew "philtsophicarobsere.aans ,Agriculturalfaculty pride

ill;
' . . . . . . f
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themselves in being useful, but they may have become too
utilitarian and not subfkiently egalitarian Following Willed.
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.1.,\% War tl the growth v.% both industrial and agnculturalitech-

,

gnology was-truly amazing The economics of both victor and
vanquished flourished fdr three decades. IA science grew
up in the 60s,'ana agricultural science grew as well: Ento-
mologists contrs11...51ensects with insecticides, agronomists

a'grew continuous monocultures with chebp sources o
nitrogen.and other fertilizers, and animal scienti
hOrmonec drugs and antibiotics to rochice more at less

4- expensive meat', all of which promised to solve many of
mankind's problems The scierierft became a teChnolOgist
"fine tuning" the' agricultural machine with ,linear pro-
grams, complex statistical designs using high-speed, digital
computers Which could de,tect smaller and smaller.sigpifi-

. cant differences, many of which became increasingly less im-

portant while-mahy major scientific problems receded or
passed by. Agricultural administrators became bureau-

,crats caught up in the maze of rules and regulations.

When Silent' Spring was published,published,,' ttiere was what I

would 4 shocked resentment among agricultural faculty.
When EPA was created and started withdrawing chemicals
and enacting rules which dealt evith agrictiltural pollution,'
even the, Secretary of Agneufttlre saire have to
cide which 20 milliorepeople in the U,S. would starve'

- "Hard Tomattes, Hard Time,s" really zeroed in on us in
Florida, aocl..we refuted much of the obvious misiqorma
tion, The Pound rejig or,agticultural research is skill dLS

bated and much of it probably misunderstood.
Agriculture tias its detractors, tisit perhaps we became

too defensive . If ouedetractors are wrong, that will pa4; if
they are right, we have real problems and we4iatf betier
deal with the real prtiotenis. It-took Silent Spring- to awe4tp,
us from decades-of pesticide user anct discover th# we
were growirig-tdo dependentonchemical pesticides ang in
some cases were making pest prodleits worse-. .t
--We need jokiefuturfstic bec.4.1se scientists working ol? to-.

day,:s problem will produce,solutiops to yesterdayq At).
lerh, tomorrow We need to loqjc over he horizon and wok

.on problems that dbn't even exist It- problers'OehiChs the
_ 1. lay !Sedan may not understand. N

Since this meetih is about energy, what is the ptuloso-
phicar point I dori'f kr itry theprecise r4to int'of n".Pime
tars wo(k (11) It -may not even be very accurat6 because'
'all the iriefficrenciet..in' manufacturing ?re aggtegated into,
agricultural production. If onekansiders the total biomass
produ-ced by agriculture which natural ecologiss
often do, thenq0 efficiellcir may be 5 or e n 10A- The

point may be that agriculture anikwias scientists halie9 gro;Ntoo)dependeiit upon thinking about purchased in. a
.

,
puts and resources as the plain ingreptertts for viable agri-

L.\t, culture' It has required' someone wittiscouloge, perception .
' . and foresight to challenge us aritha poinicif enefgy crunch, '

to awaken us to'a renal energy dilimma. Hopefully, this willa
1 .101 , .

. .
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,
serve to sharpen our scienti is senses and direct our aften
lion to basic problems where we Can'serve mankind through
our professions

- -
Table I

Heat Value of Agricultural Wastes and Fossil Fuels

Manure/.
Chicken
Cfairy

- Beef
Turkey
Horse

.Swine
Sheep

Plant

Corn Stover?
Straw
Wood (oak)

Urban Garisage

Fossil Fuel ai
.ttcoal3

Oil4

t--

o

Btu dry pound

ti
5822
7100
6425

6984
7304
7666

7500-8500
7500-8500

6320

,.5000

8J 00-15000
38,20b0

Source. iikzevedo and Stout, Umvetsity of Califorme;2Green,
GMC.,3Surrfield (EPA). 414ammond, Metz,and Maugh,
AAAS.

Table II'
Million of Tons of Dry Organic Wastes
Produced in the Ugited States in 1971

e
rltjurce

Wastes

Generated
Readily

Coefitak
.

,Agricultural Wastes' 11 .

4niAnimal Wastes -

Agricultural Crops: Pod
- Fctilging and Wood Refuse

Total Agricultqral Wastes

. 200
394
'55

..

26.26,a
22.6
5.0

53.6..
Noraigricultural 1*stes . .

'Urbin Refuse ,
Milnicip%I Sewage (sludge) '.
hx1Ustiial Wastes '.,-*

MisceffeneoLv .

,
Total NoTAgriculterarWastes

189

'12.
44

, 50

71.0
1,5

6.2

1 50'
r

)235
7

2,7

,Grand Total. , 880'

Source Andersyn,13ureau of Mines
\ a

-. .

b
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USING SOLAR ENERGY IN AGRICULTURE

James L. liutler

Research Leader and Technical Advisor: Harvesting and Processing,

AP

USDA, ARS, Southern Region and Principal Investigator for Applications
df Solar Energy for theDrying of Peanuts, Forage and Tobacco.

Coastal Plain Experiment Station, Tifton, Georgia.
.

'Pap.--

All it is and inimals are-iMpendent-either directly.6j
indirect upon solai energy as the ole- soutde of their

' 'energy. rough the process of photosynthesis, water and
carbon di ide are converted into sugar. The radiant energy
of sunlight is thus corniprtedo chemically bound energy in
the -most basic form. Both the,most modern and most
primitive forms of agriculture are degendent upon the ,
process of photosynthesis to captire an ,!tore solar energy.

This, however, is about the only thing which primitive
4 and modem forms of agriculture have in commie. Modern

agriculture is' yery energy intensive. With the development
of the internal combustion engine, it became possible to re-

place animal -poker with mechanical power. This gave the
farmer greater capacity to do work, allowing him to corn-

, plete all operations in the production sequence in shorter
tirpe, plant breeders quickly took advantage of this, and --
developed varieties and hybrids which would utilize the full
length of the growing seasbn. With many crop, this required
that the-agriculture be diren More energy intensive. For ex-
ample, corn utilizing the full growing season in the cornt
bet does not have favorable weather for drying in the field:

, As a result, from 2 to a timeras much- fossil fuel energy is
requirtd tp dry the crop.is is required for all operationi for
producing?..
' Inexpensive patural garwas used to make ammonia to

supply nitrogen' to crops again to increase productivity.
Very high Productivity is obtained in some arid areas
through irrigation. This practice is very epergy , intensive.
TWenty Limes as much fossil filel energy may b required to
provide irrigation water as is required for all other opera-
tions for producing that crop.' ,

Cheap energy, and the developplents which it foster
has allowed one U.S. farm worker to supply food a
natural fiber for himself and 50 ottfer people. Although this
miracle Of U.S. agriculture is ve energy kritenstve, the
energy input into producing andrefelivering our agricultural
abundance amounts to only about 2 1/2 percer(iof .our
fetal energy dinsumption.

As we look to alternate eneniy, sources, it is natural that
we, especially in agriculture, look to solar energy. This 'flex-

>
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haustible sauce pf energy supplie;the U.S. witlrabours00
-,..- -..

times. much energy as- we use annually from' all.otheri
sources.2 Not only is this'supply inexhaustible, it is also
non-polluting, However,,,there are negative aspects. It is not

I continuously available, and the relatively low intensity re-
qbires large collectors to deliver significSnt amounts ofitenergy. applications other 'than direct thermal, a con
versiSn be made. .1

It is estimated that about 1.87 Quads IQ = 1015 Btu/
year) are currently being used to dry crops such as grain,
tobacco, peanuts and forage crops, tck heat livestock she!.
ters and facilities, and to -heat greenhouses and rural resi- ..
dences,3:4,5,6,7.8 The major portion of this energy is re-* .

quired for residence heating. Aljothesecoulduse the thermal '
.energyofthe sun without any energjtconversion. ,

G

I

.

... '
The energy potentially available is wn for different .

latitudes )1,Figure 'i . This assumes a honz ntaj surface and
no atmospherlCifiterference, The energy ly Wend
will vaFy widely, depencling upon the masa nd local -

weather- condition.t Generally speaking, the .hiOest in: N

tensity and hugest quantigy of solar energraVailable arqually 1 ,
in he U.S., occurs in the Southwest rrith...the Southeast fq1"-
lowing. For example, for Tifton, Georgia the minimarri,_ 1
energy recorded duridg the past year was 83 Btulsq. ft. /d4
and the maximum was 2881 Btulsq. ft./day (Table 1). Each '.
year, more than 500,000 Btu are received per square foot:
This is -equalent to more than5 gallons of LP gel. it
40' x 100' storage shed with a flat roof would thus receive
the 'energy equivalent a 20,000 gallons of LP gaS annually.

y making the roof 'slope deo the south, the energy received
' would be increased. . a

. For the energy to be useful,.however, it must be
lected. Solai collectors may be classified broadly as eith
flat-plate or foopsing, with the flat-plate dOsignation in-
cluding solarponds, tubes and the like. Thtflat-plate dol.
Ici tors are generally limit-to maximum practical tempera- .
turks of less than 250F, whereas theifoculing collectors can

uce temperatures 9f several thousand degree. Diffuse t

tion can be collected hy the flat:plate type of col-, .; .

or, but direct radiation is necessary for the fpcysortg
4, ,

-. ' ,
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Figure 1

Isolation on a Horizontal Surface at Different Latitudes
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Table 1

lation at Tifton, Georgia Since February 1974
(Recorded on hod I surface)

..
t

Minimum Daily ,
II Maximum (Ai ly '

Average Minimum
/ Aver M 'mum

Total Per Year.

lector. Most of the aghculturapplications require
maximum temperatures ranlon§ from ler than 100°F up-
wards, making the fiatplate collector ideallysuited.

Although the maximum tempgatures may be low, the
total eneigY requirement foi a specrfic application may be
great. This coupled with the uncertainty ofoupply dictates
storage for most applications. When .air is used as the
Mediu,' to, transfer heat from thecollector, rocks are often,
used as the storage mediunt This is a telative(y simple pro-

.. cedure and, fot some applications, the a' it may be drawn
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directly ).eaV the collector thr gfl the storage media and
thin to:tbeicrop being dried or the facility being he ed.

During periods of solar radiation, the storage medi will
absorb heat. When the sun isn't shining, air passing rough

the Media'will pick up heat stored previously. W r offerts

more versatility'as a storage media. It does, ho ver,.re-
from aquire some sortof heat exchanger. This may ra

simple pipe layout, if the stored energy is used fortgatiog
a building or greenhouse, to a more efficient 'radiatortype- .

heat exchanger. when the stored energy is to be used for
crop drying.

Even though the solar energy is free and the cost for
operating the pump or fan to move it froth the collector
is very small, the initial cost for the collector ,c1 stbrage

system is substantial: Since the. collector and orage sys-

tem cost is fixed, the systerh MoUld be designed for Maxi-
mum' annual use. Ju'st as it would be unprofitable-for an
eleculcjpower company to itrovide,generattpg capacity for
an irrigation system.which would be used twice a year, it
would probably be unprofitable for a farmer to put, in a
solar collector and storage systern Which would be used for
only one or two weeks of the year. Thus, solar energy will

411W-
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probably not be used much unless its cost can be reduced
-(by using it throughout the year) or unless other sources

.of energy are no longer available. a I
The ,EnergrFtesearch,and Development Agency (E RDA)

helm-yes that solar energy technology offers the potential
for supplying as much as 25% of our energy needs by the
year 2020 (Table 2) if cost of collecting and.utilizing can-
be reduced tubstantially,2

Table 2

stsmates of the Amount of Energy to be
Supplied by Solar Energy

Conversion Technology "'
Year

1985 2000 2020

Direct Thermal Applications .2Q* 3Q 200
golar Electric Applications .07Q 5Q 15Q
Fuels from Biomass .5Q 3Q 10Q

Total Projected U.S. Demand 1000 1500 1800
Estimated % of the a

National Demand 0.8 7 25

`CI - Quads 0015 Btu/Year

E RDA has defined eight national e ergy goals to guide our
country's progress toward energy in epende.:ma- These are

1 Expand the domestic suppl Of ecarfnically re-
coverable raw materials used f producing energy.

2. Increase the utilization of tssen Ily inexhauslible
domestic energy resources._

3 Efficiently transform fuel resources into more disir-

A\I'able forms
4 Increase the efficiency and-reliability ojYthe prOcesses

used in the energy, ,conversion and delivery systems.
5 TransfOrm consumption patterns to improve energy

utilization.
6. Increase enduse efficie'ncy

7 Protect and engnce the general health, safety, wel-
1 fareand environment related to energy.

Pefiform basic and supporting research and technical
services related to energy

Of these eight goals, solar energy can contribute signifi-
cantly to four_of them 2, 3, 5, and 7 Solar energy din be
converted into useful forms by 5 basic technologies. These

1 Bond, T E , "An 'Assessment of the Potential of Solar Heating to 1974' pp. 37.39
the Greenflouse Industry," Solar Energy Applications Workshop, 5 Congressional Record, U.S Congfess,, Senate, Re S, 187,
University of Maryland June 5.6, 1975

1 63596 March'11, y75.
2 Bond; T E , "An Assessment of the Potential of Solar Energy to 6. Definition Report, Energy Research and Development Agency,

Rural House Heating Systems; Solar Energy AppbcationWork ERDA.49 June 1975, .
shop, University ol Mandind Jurr 5-6, 1975 , , 7 Foster, G. H., "An Assessmerk of the Potential of Solar 6.rier9Y

3 J L Butler, "An Assessment ol the Potential Application of for Grain 'Drying," Solar EnergPApplications Workshop, Ulm
Solar Energy to the Curing ol,peanuts, Tobacco and Ecirage," yersIti of Maryland. June 5.6, 1916. s .
Solar Energy Applications Hairksh4. University of Maryland 8 Reece, F N , "An Assessment of the Potential of Solar Energy in
June 5-6, 197.5 Broiler Housing," Solar Energy Applications Workshop, Um.
CAST Reptrt, Agricoltural Engineering, .Vol 55, NO 4jApril - yersity of Maryland, June 5 6, 1975.

are. thermal, electrical, chemical, biological and mechani-
cal. These may be grouped into three-principal categories.
direct thermal applications, solar electric applications and ,

'Weis from biomass_

The direct thermyl app)ications technology fOrms one of
the four major programs units within the National Solar
Energy Program. This unit comprises two major sufipro
grams. (1) the solar heating end cooling of buildings and
the supply of service hot water, and (2) the use of solar
energy toisubnly heat fOr agricultural applications and for
industria/process heat applications. (Table 3).

Table 3
Estimates of Solar Energy for Direct Thermal Applications

Year

1985 2000 2020

Heating and Cooling 0.15Q 2.0Q 150
Agricultural Applications 0.03 0.6 3
Industrial Applicatior 0.02 0.4 2

Total .0.2Q 3.0Q 209

Q Quads 1015 Btu/Year

ERDA has made funds available through ARS for research
related to the latter subprogram. This is divided into four
categories:

Grain Drying
- Greenhouses antEural ftes4denceis

Liy,estock Prod Min Systems
Peanuts, Tobacco and Forages

Through a principal investigator for each of the four
At rtes, research is contracted with both educational and
non4ducational research centers. Grain drying research is
now into its second year, the greenhouse'and rural resi-
dence group has almost completed its fit4t year and re-
search related to livestock production systems and drying .
and curing of peanuts, tobacco and forages was initiated
July 1975.

From research programs such as these, it is expected
that solar enemy applications by the year 2020 will supply
a stlbstantial portion of the energy required for the pro-
duction of our food and comfort.
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ENERGY USi'AND CONSERVATION IN THE
CANNING INDUSTRY

E., R. Elkins
Manager; Chemistry Division
National Canners Association

Washington Research Laboratory

First let me say that I am not an engineer,v1 am an
analytiCal fo c.henfist 'that somehow got into the energy,
field in a very all way in late 1974 and-early 1975 as a.
result of the energy crisis that hit this country in the
winter of 1 3:74. That winter, energy was the topic of

fi

conversation by nearly everyone frtirn the homeowner to
tiresidents of the nation's largest companies, soon be-,
came apparent that energy conservation was going to be
a necessity in order to survive.

Cahningperations that Require Energy.

The variety of unit operations that-require energy and
that are necessary to propt?ce the thousandsof thermally
processed, products each year is atmqst endless. Also one
must remember the seasonality' of the canning industry
whickisprqbably-one of its most outstanding characteristics.
Many camed food producers achieve year round operations
by veryi.pg their produce line and taking advadtage of "off
season" productiost;opportunitfes. However, gig basic sea-
somility imposed upon the industry by the harvesting sch(d. .

ule of the products to be canned is a fact. Reny plants lit'
the industry are not in significant prqduction during qf f-
season periods but still must maintain heating or cooling of
offices and warehouses, etc. which require :my and power.
Waste disposal requires continuing ene 'put even Stier
actual prod n has ended.

For acid foods the most significant' energy require-,
hunt is the commercial steriliiation or thermal procets-
ing operation. Processing temperatures for canned productss
are carefully designed to make certain that all organism; of
public health significance are destroy-e. These processes

must be established by competent authorities qualified y
proper-training and explrienteiffirtht1Thighty IpeCialtzett'
field. Absolutely nfattempt at energy conservation should
be made by making adjustments in these.critical operations,

For example, retorts or cookers must be properly.venied
to make certain that all air pockets are removed before the ,
vent is closed and timing of process' is- actually started.
Air, pock trapped in the loaded retort,will impede heat
tfansfer to the canned prodUcts and can result in seri-
ous understeriliption Proper venting may_reqdire that re-
torts be exhausted through viiide open, vents for periodsup
to five. minutes or longer; it is concaiirable that,an'uniniti-
ated conservation enthusiast might preceive venting sched-
ules as an obvious oppor(unint io4ave stream by reducing
venting times. Although there may be opportunities to re-.
cover fiat from exhausted ,steam, venting schedules must
be established by competent people and must be religiously
adhjeii to. Obviously, the same considerations apply 'to
-the heat procesng step itself.

Conservation Measures

The orgaWiegn of a conservation program must first
have the commitment of top management to see that the
job gets, done. The necessity to focus managerial efforts
on intensive campaigns to conserve energy resources is rela-
tively new to most companies. Until recently, energy costs

W

in this.covritry were ni sufficiently high to' repay intensive
conservation kifforts.

Priorities utilized to deal with, the current fuel emergen-
cy, may be summarrzed in the following manner but may
not be the same in alt companies.



emergency Fuel' Alto-cations.
;

Make whatever fuel allocation decisions th
scary to stay in production.

Good Housekeeping' Utility Consirvation
Measures Must Be Enforced

We will talk abbut these a little laser.

re "neces-
Engineering Corisiderations

, Money to recover utilitiesutilizsair of waste heat and
reuse of water.

Evaluate Opportunities for Alternate Fuel Systefis
in the Event That This Should Become Necessary

Utifity)ktidits

In order to measure the ,effectiveness of the utility con-
servation progrtm k necessary to have. '

(1) An accurate.inetering of th utility input. This in.
cludes electric power, fuel, water all energy should
rte converted to common units sueh as Btu's..
Evaluation of production in termsof energy used
per unit output. This could befor example. Btu's/
standard case of food or f'or that matter Btuqs/1000
lbs. of finished product. ,

The audit should cover all energy sources utilized by the
company such as power plant fuels of all types, vehicle

I

\es

----Conservation in Hou

' The following is a. greatly abbr#iated Version of house-
keeping hinis,that may be l plpftil in eliminating wash: 1'61
energy,uses.

. . ..)
fuels (cars, trucks, forklifts, etc.) electric powerand natural
gas. Electric power andgas would probably be from metered
records and, in addition, accurate records of bottle gas,
gasoline, coal and certain other fuel of woad have to be
kept separately. , ,

sThe-best place' to start a con ation program to elim-
inate the wastef I use of energy Would be.housekeeping
operations. Man ,of these housekeeping details are routine
and are operati s that many people ignored while energy,
cost was negligible. Thereforeohe benefits from such a pro-
gram will depend on ,the degree of. wastefulness that had
been allowed to develop prior so high energyicosts

---) - , ,,, ,

sekeepipg Operation'

conditions. Keep windoWs free of obstruction for
maximum sunlight and keep windows \Ind doors
closed. Time controlled thermostats fort lower tem-

. perttureuifter working hems-can save 4taiiNamount
of energy. r

M Maintain clean filters in heating and ventilating sys
tems.

(3)* Control the make-up air temperatures and quantities
in ventilation systems to ainimum.

(4) Waretrouses which are not used of terrshOuld be
heated to no more than .40°, while 50° dry bulb

,temperature may be sufficient for finished prodUct
warehousing. Employees working in these areas can

-IY
(1) All lighting except for security eggi safety should be

itches for interiorturned off when not in use. Ti

lighting and photocell switches f r exterior lighting
should be considered. Lighting in areas other than
work areas can be reduced: r.

(2) Use fluorescent, merc.ury; or sodium fixOlresThere
feasible rather than incandescent since they delivtr
more'light perkilowatthour.

(3) Install separate independent lighting circuits and
,swit4es whet it Is practical to provide for localiiL

lightlFg of work areas.

(4) Replace ageyellowed Prismatic Panels and louvers.
U p,to 15% imprOvement in lighting efficiency may be

7 realized.' Consider group instead of singul;/ bulb
r replacement. . .

d(5). Keep lamps, fixtures andtreflecting surfaces clean.
Post instructions for operating, cleaning and mainte-
nance nf light fixtures... , ..

Heating
,

(1) Office temptiTtuies'should beheld to nopote lhan
68°., The use of personal electric heaters fo wasteful
but could be permitted. under extreme,of unusOal

) "..
89

I wear jackets or ,sweaters at no
efficiency.

(5) Particuta attention should be p
house d rs closed to tfie ma
ble. Con
into plant

. reduce fl
(6) Consider, nigh

boilers used fear heating only.

uctiop ih wdrk

d to keibing ware
imum extent possi

ruct entrance ports.f or large doors leading
or offices. Consider the use of carpet to
r heat loss. °

time and weekend shutdown, of

Water

(1). The supply of,water reqUires energy for productiak
transportation, purification, and waste treatment.
Consequently, saving water will save energy and
dollars:

r



.(CStop leaks and use automatic-off faucets or shuto off
water lines left running for no reason

(3) Consider reducing the temperature of hot water for
personnel use and turning water helting down or off
on weekends.

(4) Make a through study of_the use of prcicessing
`'water with the objective of accomplishingpeceary

washing and cooling without waste and with the
maximum reuse of water:

(5) Consider dean -in -place systems fdr specific applica-
_ tions.

a

Etectnc Power ate"' t
(1) A systematic review df the entire electric power syS-

tem should be made. Adequate instruments volt-
meters, RPM. indicators etc. should ite used in
this review

121 Overloaded motors waste power in the form of heat
and are obviously undesirable because unnecessary .
stress will shorten the service life of the motor.

,Underloaded motors also waste power.
13) Loose drive belts waste power check,these

tinely and.also check lubrication of drive equipment.
14) Do not operate standby equipment when the pri-

mary equipment can carry the loA Turn off electric 4
motors during noproduction periods.

Steam

(.1)

4.-
Check steam iiisfribution,Systems from boilerto end:
of line for losses and remove unused and unrieees-
sary steam piping.

(2) Repair valve seats to prevent --_,steam tzli,age into
empty_retorts,"steam kettlF'S, etc.

(3)..Instakcsan ama maintain steam traps at the end of steam
.47 manifolds at retort instaIntibiss. It may be worth-

woile to pipe the steam exit of the traps to a return
line to be Used to warm makeup wai&-for boiler
operatipns4 ti

(4) Keep hat tratisfer surfaces clean end keep insula-
1 tion in good condition.

(5) Check condensate return system for malfifttion-
.--

ing traps and leaks in the line.
(6) Check for excessive steam vented to atmosphere.
17) Periodically check ifeam-usinCequiprfient even in.

1/agc-hers heat excparters, exhaust boxei, cookers,

Raw Product

Just a\few energy saving tips on raw product handling
° may be wortewhile,,

(1) Reyiew produ8t receiving, Cold storage, handling
and cleaning methods to determine whether engi-
neering changes are feasible for energy or water con -
servation. '

S'

retorts and kettles for operation ater tempera-.
ture and the absence of leaks.

Boiler & Power Plant Operations. '

(1) Continued training of boiterioperators is essential
%

particularly in Nil load operation, with .alternate
fuelS

(2)` Each boiler installation should include anon-stealin
gas analyzer to measure directly the volume by.per-
cent of oxygen and combustibles in the flue gases. If
there Is excessive air in the flue gases, the boiler fuel
settings shOulgbe corrected immediately.

(3) Each installation should have and use a stack gas:
emperature monitoring device. -

(4) Instrumentation and auxin} v equipment must be
kept in fast -class condition.

(5) Boilers should be f.equent6t che'Cked for cleanliness -

cogigitiOn, induce* \
dirty.burners inefficient burners should be re
placea'

- cracked or loose refractory especially around
drumheads

_
loose linkages or stack dampers
leg iiiboiler control leadmt to imtriper oxygen'
content in flue,gas.
aU surfaces of 'drums and tubes

,(6) Reduce boilers to low pressure on weekends or dur-
mg low or no4roductron shifts, use minimum pres-

' vire and number of boilerspossible.
(7) Regoverheat from waste steam.

-
If cans are cooled in the retort, suifible piping

a,
can be made to utilize the initial hot

water iler iiiake-up water.
in water processing of glass:pontainers the steam-
water mixture froln the pressure- regulatirAvalve
overflow ,c,oiskt-be-,used for boiler make-up water ,

or for heating boiler make -up water.
If a vent blOWdown manifold is used at retort in-
statlations% a water ling installed in the manifq1d,
could Utilize heat from the steam for prebeiting
boiler make-dp water. ReMernber than the vent
manifold' has to be large enough to meet GMP
regulatiOns 21 CFR 128b, subtracting the'-',erea
occupied by the water Fuse.

(8) Maktriffectwe use of competeht consultants.

A

-P

ndling and Cleaning

Use gfaVitc flow wherever possible. .
Schedule full and continuous prbdUAion loads
whenever ossib I e.

Minimize water use consistent with proper cleaning
and inyestigate dry cleaning possibilities. Re-use
water by counterfiow where possiblg. '



(5) Determine whether reduction of wash water tem-
perature is practicable... x -

(6) Do not, preheat blanching equipment befoie its
necessary t '

0 r" #

(7) Investigat alternative blanching procedures and

LL
avoid unnec ry cooling of blanched product.

(81,, Use insulatiOn where needed telleminimite heat loss.

Process Equipment,

1. Adequate venting of r from retorting equipment and
contindous''free steam' ow from the bleeders is essen-
tial for-safe processing. Never attempt steam conser- .

vauon by decreasing retort venting or,closing &tort
ti bleeders.
2 Avoid preheating and venting continuous retorts

before the time indicated as necessary by the" pro-,/

to

doction schedide. ,
3. Consider insulation of retorts to prevent loss of radi-

ant heat and minimize employee heat exposure.,
4. Check air equipment for leaks to reduce comptessien -

time. Com essed air is a cotly utility. Inspect and '
review all lant opbrations to locate and eliminate
unnetessar or wasteful Uses. 't. q k

Eqiiipment Maintenance

no,doubt already a.
must be,dottply empii

0*.

,

Preventive maintenance of all equipment in a canning
plapt is essential in achieving peak efficiency. While this is

Conservation Progress in

In the winter f 1973-74 it became apparent that energy
conservation was ing to be a serious NCA Re-
search Laboratory rsonnel organized anit,,hoc committee
of canning in try engineers to coordinate conservation
efforts and poo ideas on specific measures that were under
taken in their espective spm,panies to cut energy use to an
absoktie minimum. This committee helped produce several
mailings to NCA members Sharing energy saving ideas.-The

ex. first format publication to result fro of and Com-
, mittee efforts was o'h Bi Ilion 36L Energ rvatigh

in the Canning Industry issued in April 1974 Much of the
inform'ation giveA earlier in this papdr actually came from

Later in .1974 thenacjecretary of Interior ROgers B.'( Mortoh, chairman of., the President's Energy Resources'

aior,featurd of operation it
sized at this ti

the Canninndustr

We were requested to obtain and compel
energy usage and total product output,
monthly data at quarterly intervals to the D
_tate inter- industry ',comp
port our data in terms
(label weights) of firiish
the packing feeble

Our mailingoNry
near the end of 5
tepbrted to the po
Tfti update inclu

daron total
d to repo
C. T6 fa

sons, we were requested to.
million! of Btu's P411800 lbs.

product. This, of course, includes -.41

forms reached the' cannindindustry
uary of this year, initial results were

n May and were updated in June 1975.
results for the first quarter of 1915..,

We have since report d .to. Qi0C results for the second
quarter. --1

Table 1 shows the updated result's r4ported to DOC.
Energy usa is reported tn. terms of Btu's/lb. of finished cut

.Council 'and Commerce Secretary Frederick Dbnt, launched .° of product.
the administration's program to encourage voluntary energy 2

conservation 'efforts:in inclostly. At a meeting pf tradeasso4c
ciation executives in Npvembei, each trader group was chal-

'N -lenged to-obtain agreement of its members td-- implement,
conservation progrgaS with ..specefeboterng and :term

/...-...-- In January of,./his year our) ad hbc\comotittee,met With

.--,

ith a re ar procedure for reporting re 16.

DOC officials to. discuss organized of a procedure to
siirrvey the canning industry and,inonit ' results Of their
conservation ref fora. Two ,goefs were established ry ?he'
administration.' '

(1) reduction of oil imports by limillion barrels a day by '
the end of 1975 and (2) ait edergy conservation of,159leby
1980, using 1972 as the ba's'e year for comparison purposes..... .

,-,

91itt

, b .

Table 1
Measure okEnergy.Consettaticn

Ceiling Industry'

- , '1972
.

1973 , 18.7t

et odupigin i.

(Latel4,Wt. 10f(bs.)

Btu (109) '
. .

:Ratio

IBtexiCabel Wt. lb.)

Percent l'AiProvetnent

. 7..,
20,74(

47,434

2,287

Base Year

21,762

48,096

. 2,210

3.37'

2283.8

48,-157 ..,

2009

7..78



4 In 1972 production was 20 bil6on,741 milljon pounds foods in 1973. Estimations were not,made for 1972 and
using 47 trillion, 434 billion Btu's or .2,287 Btu's per 1974.
Pound of finished product using 1972 as a base, an energy Figure 1 illustrates energy use per 11000 lbs. of finished
savings of 7.78% was realized in 1974. These data represent product, as reported to DOC. Data-were presented on a
an estimated 68% of the tote} annual production of canned monthly -basis.

BTU'S! 000 LBS

- Figure 1

Energy Utilization per 1,000 Pounds
Finished Canned Product

,
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The predominating seasonality of the canning industry is
immediately apparent. TI e curves have the expected shape
with energy usage on a unit output basis reaching a minis
mum during the most productive month of AugusiSeptem-
ter, 6clober and June August is the month o highest
produCtion followed by September. These months account
for substantially more than 50% of the total production of
the reporting companies. Durrng the period covered by the

TRILLION BTU S

report to DOC the month of highest energyrput occurred
in February 1972 at 3.55 million Btu's per 1000 lbs. finished
product.

Figure 2' gmphasizes the point that maximum energy
usage in the canning industry occurs in the summer months
during periods of reduced domptic derund.
The -total eenergy used by all compapt responding to the
survey is shown on a monthly basis. The number of com-

Figure 2
Seas'onality of Energy Use N

Total Energy Used by Survey Respondents

1672 -
1973

1974

c
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93
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parties lespondin4 in the three years recorded is approxi
mately, but not exactly. equal. Maximum energy usage
occurred in September

Let's now take a-look at factors that may complicate
conservation efforts The highly seasonal character of the
Lansing industry is well illuStrated by the date presented
in, Figure 2. A substantial majority of the total energy
required for the annual production of canned.products is
used in oy about 4 months of the year-the summer
months The seasonal character then presents a sever chal
lelige to the industry s energy conservation program Fruit
and vegetable canners,in particular are at the mercy of the
weather and can exercise only limited control over the timing
and rates.of raw product ari.val The nature of the harvest
season can dramatically affect the results of-the best planned
conservation effort For example, in the early part and near
the end of each reason, it is frequently necessary to fire up
the power plant and hold the production line in readiness
for receipt of raw product, only to find that unexpected
weather conditions have totally interrupted the expected
harvest schedule and little or no raw product arrives at the
plant These false start ups are difficult to avoid and obvi
*ovsly are costly in wasted energy Intermittent production
days in seasons Of irregular harvest -re eadting from unfavor-

--abie-weathef-eondttiorts- are-also-eostly-m-terms-of-energY-
use per wilt of finished production ,

It should be evident that production volume exercisese
drenatic influence on energy utilization efficiency Okher
factors not entirely within the control of the canner include
product muc, ur the thermal processing requirements of the
canned product in production. Compliance with OSHA,
EPA, FDA, USDA and state and local regulatory require
ments can totally offset conservation efforts.

In order to illustrate how this can come about I will try
and relate to you the expense of one meat canning plant
In 1971 the plant had an energye efficiency of 3.2 ntilhon
Btu's per 1000 lbs. of productiph, This plant had installed
a hydrostatic cooker which eliminated a number of still
retorts and would have expected to bring about a substan
tial reduction in steam requirements. Further,othe plant
installed an automated smoking unit which should have

"resulted in more efficient control of this operation.
Wor'Iong against these energy conserving steps was the

installation of several heated 'make up air ventilation units
and exhausfers, added to 5he plant to satisfy Health Depart.
tient and USDA requirerfientssateam and power required!.
to operate these units amounted to 0 97 million Btu's per
1900 lbs "CM finished prodUcterA second and extremely
important factor operating IgAinst conservation efforts was
a substantially reduced total volume of finished product
output, the 1973 production totaling only 85% of the total
label weight of the product produced In 1971. All of these
factors added up to an energy use in 1973 of 5.4 billion
Btu's per '1000 lbs. That is, it took 2 2'billion Btu's-more
to producie 1000 lbS. of product it 1973 than In 1971 An
1,nteresting observatjon, however, is that 44% of the increased

.93

energy input was accounted for by compliance with govern
ment requirements

Let's now look at, the future of energy sources to the
canning industry The most convenient anti certainly the
cleanest of our energy sources is "natural gas "

An article in the weekly, energy report put the concern
for, natural gas in perspective by saying "There is a mass of
evidence pointing to the fact that United States gas reserves
are now being push0....tieraraird exhaustion As proof of this
statement, interstate pipelines curtailed over 650 billion cu
ft of gas in the first quarter of 1975, some two and one half
times the_curtailments iti the first quarter of 1974

What does this mean to the foodindustry? Iffisituation
is quite serious. in California, all interrupttibfe gai users have
been told by their supplierk that tffey:.tan expect 100%
curtailment by 1978. Thwnians that canners, like all others,
.must be prepared to switch their boilers to an alternate fuel
when the curtailment comes. Problems Absolutely no stor
age .apacity for alternate fuels and, in addition, not enough
tank trucks to haul the fuel We at NCA and the canning
Industry are strong advocates of well-head price deregula-
tion which would add large new gas reserves. This would at
least give canners lime to make the necessary adjustments in
switching from gals to an alternate fuel

-Fuel -otis- preselt-another-comPlex sduabon-in,wh.th-
almost anything can happen. There ere optimistic predic-
tions that plenty of oil will be made available, but what of

ever present threat of new Arab-Israeli conflict and
altrather oil embargo which this time would really cripple the
wo'rld's economy. For the forseeable future the food indus-
try will continue to obtain all its oil need(i7nder the present
allocation priorities However, as more and more gas users VI

convert to oil, there is a good chance of a supply crunch.
Every canner should have a reliable oil_suPplier, and at least
10 days storageucapacity.

Some actions that the Federal Government should take
. to help alleviate the energy problem.are

Postpone strict air uality laws This would allow
Utilities and -ot er eye, y users to convert to
coal -fired boilers and take press re off oil and gas.
Gradually de- control well It rice of new natural
gas and old oil which wo rant operations of '

fields now closed in or curtai,ed due to econornics.
Push development of natural gas lines from Alaska
and Canada
Force regulatory agencies to adopt reform proce-
dures.

16 Give natural gas priorates to agriculture, food proc
essols, can making plants, transporters, etc This is
urgently needed, in order to ensure constant food
suppliers.
Suspend air quality laWs to eliminate gas after
burners

Exempt fOod processing frqm proposed summer
peak load pricing of electricity becaose of its puni-
tive effect on a seasonal industry.
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ENERGY AND THE U.S. FOOD SYSTEM

W. L. Harris

Professor and Chairman,,

Department of Agricultural Engineering
University of Maryland

, .

. For the past two decades, the _U S had abundant'supply
of relatively low cost energy With the availability of this
energy, our economic and social activities became energy
intensive as indicated by a doubling of energy consumption
between 1950 and 1970. The energy was used to obtain a
high level of diets and to obtain more and more material
comforts for less and less human effort
5 The U.S. system for producing, proceesizig, marketing
and utilization of food and fiber is typical of our energy
intensive society. Clements of the system fely heavily on
substitution of energy for humari. effort. In conjunction
with other contributing factors such, as new crop varieties
and animal breeds and improyed.cultural and management
practices, the overwhelming success of the system has been
attained principally through the tncreased :utilization of
energy. The increased use of energy has resulted in increases

° in unit productivity on ' our farms_ and ranches, a wide
' spectrum of holesome and nutritious consumer products,

and the relea
)

of a major portion of our population frbm
menial, tedious and economically unrewarding tasks.

.A review tif our energy consumption patterns and' the
apilability of energy resources inthe U.S. will help to put

-:e
,ir the energy consumed in the food system in better perspec-
.:, tive, In 1972 the annual energy consumption was approxi-
.- manly 77. x 1015 Btu or the equivalent of 36.5 million

- barrels of crude oil per day'(/) The major categories of
energy consumption are transportation 25 %; industry 29%,
eleCtric utilities-- 25%; and residential/commercial 21%

"..* About 95% af the U.S. annual energy budget'comes from
G, fossil fuels with 46% being obtained from pettoleum, 32%
' ftom natural gas and 17% from coal. Hydroelectric genera-

tion accounts for about 4% and nuclear energy 1%. Approxi-
mately 841(pakfdtbe annual budget is produced domestically
with the remaining imported as crude oil br gas.

--.. Until 1974, domestic energy.demand bed been increasing
between 4-5% annually. The U.S. was self - sufficient in
energy through 1950when dependence Pri- foreign oil began.

1 The situation deteriorated very rapidly and by 1973 im
:. ports of,foreign oirincreased to 35% of dcimestic petroleum
demand Estimates of our .depletable energy resources are
indicated in 'Table 1 did the renerbIkresources are shown
in Table 2. 4

e

Table 1 -/
Estimates of U.S. Depletable Energy Resources Expressed

in Units of Annual Energy Consumption (2)

Resource Recoverable Total.

Cr;al 125 1300
Petroleum 5 280
Natural Gas 5 110
Oil Shale 2500
Nuclear Fission 117 765
Nuclear 'Fusion 1016

Geothermal Heat 0.2 >660

Table 2,
Estimates of U.S. Renewable Energy Resources Expressed

in Units of Alinual Energy Consumption (2)

Resource. Continuously Available

Solar Radiation 740
Wind Power 5

Sea Thermal Gradients ;6
Hydropower 0.14
Photosyresis 0 23
Organic Ales 0.1
Tidal Energy 0.1

, ,

Although the ernbrYonic National Energy Policy is
rected ;cward self sufficiency in energy by the mid eighties,

ktfiere are strong inci4ations that the U.S. will continue to
depend' upon oil imEoftNo help meet energy needs for all
of the eighties The problem in increasing domestic oil
production il foirnicNble. (Efforts must be devoted to bring-
ing nevv.wellt into j!ifocitictign 4nd to decreasing the declin-
ing QIUtput from examg wells. Crude oil production has
been declining since 197b and the most optimistic outlook

cr-
is to arrest cyrrent decpe Until after the oil from Afaska's
Worth Slope starts fIck'rrrg aciund 1978.

e Increases in natural gas, c nsumption have exceeded new

discoveripssince 168 end t e potential for Mpanded pro-
ouction ts limited to price aitcrenvirontnental constraints.

.
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Current research and devklopment oo gasification should
'produce a limited quantity of high-grade ,fuel

After years of production at the-1940 levels output of..
coal is now increasing. If the problems associated with
environmental concerns, availability of skilled labor and

*equipment can be solved successfully, production should
(each one billionttons a year by 1980. Potentially, coal
could yield as much as 45% of the U.S. energy needs.

' Generation of electricity with hydropower is not antici-
pated to increase much abot the current level of 67 million
kilowatts unless tidal energy can be harnessed. The few, re-
maining sustahle. hydropower sites ,would conflict with
.environmental interests.

Nuclear energy, once believed to be the best chance for a
rapid increase in U.S.energy production, has been plagued
by technical and regulatory difficulties. Today less than 50
plants are producing about 6% of the nation's electricity,,
Another 50 are under construction ancrover100 plants are
in various phases of planning. At least 100 should be in
operation in the early eighties with thejcity to provid
up to130% of electrical Omer requiremEnts.

Cdrrent research and development activities should pro-
vide practical means'of increased uthiation of solar energy
wind e ergy and bio-mass conversion. However, it is not
antics ted that these sources will have a rmaior impact on
the o erall energy demands. --

At hough our present systenv of production, processing
distribution and con sumptipn of food and fiber has become

. highly deperldent on'abundant, low-cost sources of energy
the utiliiitton patterns wilnin each segment are not well-

..defined. Even the overall magnitude has not been clearly
eitablishedjest estimates are that only 12-15% of our an-
nual energy budget is sing used by the food and fiber
system. A recent Toon of the U.S. Senate's Subcommittee
on AgriculturitCredit and Rural Electrification (3) indicates
the hillowing energy was utilized in the U.S. food and
fiber system in 1970.

The data to Table 3 do not include energy requirements
of the 'commercial food fishing industry, commercial
forestry, and processing, marketing and retailing of fiber
products The total of 4,700 trillion Btu's compares With
other studies which have indicated the total food and fiber
system uses from 8,100 to 8,600 trillion Btu's.

Table 3
Energy Utilized in U.S. Food System in 1970

Functon BTU
(Trillion)

Barrels of Crude Oil,
(303)

Farm Prbduction 17051 181

Farm FaMily Living'%Product .555 96 ,

Food and Kindred Product
Processing 1,302 178

Marketing and Distribution 833 144

$elected Input Industries 925 160

Probably the Most comprehensive analysis of the total
energy utilized in the U.S. food system was made by Hirst
(4) -uging 1963 input/output economic data. Another analy-
sis, was made by Steinhart and Steinhart (5). Both sets of
data for the various segments of the food system are pre-
sented in Table 4

Table 4
Energy Utilized in the U.S. Food and Fiber System

Function
Percent o f Total

, Hutt Steinhart

On-Farm Prciduction 18 24

Processing ' 33 24

Transportation r 3 15

Marketing (Wholesale & Retail) 16 14

Household Preparation 30 23

The current energy consumption for on-farm production
is approximately 3% of the total US. energy budget. About
half of the energy is used directly on-farms to operate trac-
tors, trucks, combines, irrigation systems, milking machines,
feed-handling devices, brooders, crop dryit and condition-
ing equipment. The remainder is consumed the direct in-
put and service industries to produce and supply fertilizers,
pesticides, petroleum products; Machinery, construction
material, wise and the many other items required by on-
farm production units.

Over 75% of the food and fiber grown on farms is
processed before 'shipment to point of final demand. The
degree to which food is processed is related to the distance
frOm the farms to population centers; income sufficient
to permit the purchase of processed foods and the value of
convenience.

The tempor9l and spatial characteristics of energy (newts
into the production-phase of the system have beerra factor

..% in the development of a strong and reliable
system which is highly dependent upon availabil of
energy. Many fair( products are in a highly perishable ton-

,

dawn and, therefore, both the quality and quantity avail-
able to consumers today are dependent upon the same
transportation system. -

Food trading consumes almost as 'much energy as agri-
culture does In producing the food. 'Approximately 75%
of the energy is used in the retail trade sedtor 'with the
remainder used by the wholesale sector. Indirect require-
ments such as construction of'retail food stores and the
manufacture of faed.storage -equipment are included in

..the food trading function.
The household preparation function utilizes approxi-

- /lately 26% of the food and fiber energy budget. About
115% of the energy is used in the operation of stoves, refrig-
erators and freezers for preparingrand storing food. The
remainder is used in transporting food from stores to homes
and in the manufacturing and marketing of household
then equipment.

.
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It is essential that'more accurate data about the energy
utilized in our food production system be determined to
provide a basis for measuring improvements in the system:
assessing the impact of national policies on the sAtem. de
termining the effects' of conservation and or 'alternative
practiies on energy utilization, and establishing research
priorities with greatest potential for developing new energy
technologies in areas such as under utilied energy sources
and the energy potential in food and fiber by Ooducts

Agriculture through the ages has been involved in he

conversion of the sun's electromagnetic energy into chemical
energrz.bro,ugh the important biochemical process known
as p6tosynthesis The manipulalion of plants and their
environment to maximize the conversion process has been
and will remain an extremely vital factor in helping agri
culture meet the food requirements of th4vorld's popu
lation An indication, of the degree of thesuccess (6) is

shown in Table 5

Table 5
Food. Production by Photosynthesis

,0 %lar E ne.r.,gy
Organic Matter

Crop Efficiency
( (KCAL/m2) (day)

(%)
oO,

Not Subsidized by.Fossil Fuels

Farmsin U S , 1880 1 28 0 03
Grain, Africa, 1936 0.72 0 02 .

Siibsidized by Fossil-Fuels

Ffice, U.S , 1964 10 0 25
Grain, NorthAmerica, 1960 5 0 12

The manipulation of animal production practices has also
involved extensive use of energy with a resulting Inc/ease in
productivity. Some of the eiraior r.eturns 171 received from
the manipulation of our plant and animal production sys-
tems through the increased application of energy during the
period 1950-1973 are presented in Table 5,

Table 6

nger Associate8 with
ilization 1950-1973

Agricultural Chi
Increased Eneity

Farm production increased 52%
Hours used to). farm work drciniped 59%

i Production per unit of input increased 53%
Production per hour( laboryumped 274%
Produoon per acre increased 65% ,
Landr6se for crops decreased 6%
Farm pOpfilatton deg tned 59% while nonfarm population

increased 56%
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is these data indicate, the application of energy has
increased our capaiity tei produce food and fiber with less
drudgery and more 'efficient use of human and land re
sources Imprcked water control, better soil preparatidn,
and more aft ictent weed and insect control have been key
factors in increased productivity Properly applied mechaii
ical techniques of Warvesting, handing, drying, storing and
processing of products is.saving more of the yield and main
taming it at higher quLty Timelintss and precision of
production functions have enhanced the maximi,zation of
production of each unit of and area and animal production
units While these'factors can be quantitatively measured,
the reduction of the laborious and tedious aspects of farm
tasks, improvements in the health and safety of the )ndi
vidual, and the fulfillment of human desires and enhance-.
ment of
energy are e

in quantitative
In 1973 the

ignity achieved through the increased uv of
remely important but are difficult to measure

rms

strmated amount of petroleum fuels used
by farmers was 8 billion gallons, 4 billion of gasoline, 2 5
billion bfdiesel-and 1 5 billion of LP gas (3) The consump-
tion of diesel-and gasoline fuels was eqUivalent to 10% of
the total U.S consumption and the LP-gas use was about
17% of the total' In addition over 40 billion kilowatt hours
of electricity-were used

The utililation of this energy and the, eturns obtained
have received a great deal of attention Detailed analyses
have been made to determine the average energy inputs into
a few of oor -production systerris but the relationships
among the functional aspects of an operation and. the
4nerily inguts are masked To put the so called energy wilt
zation indices in better perspective, -it is necessary to ex
amine the tasks performed with the energy If the end ob
jective is to produce food evaluation only on the basis of
calories or Btu's, output can be mtsleadirt Not only are
components other than calories important, in determining
food value,- the availability of energy for human use must
be considered

Energy inputs may be classified as those expanding the
area cultivated per worker or material handfed per worker
and those used chiefly to increase output p6er unit of ,rsea
or to prevent loss of production or product A lot of the
energy input datcprasented was taken from the compre-
hensive study (8) made by the University of California and
the California DepartMent of Food and Agriculture in 1973

Energy utilized in various production operations for
selected field crops is presented in Table 2 Data for selected
fruit and vegetable crop are shoWn in Table 8 Energy
utilized in livestock activities rs indicated in table 9

A summary of the mayor energy inpilts for the selected
field crop is presented in Table 10 Information for the
selected fruit. and vegetables is shown in Table 11 and the
livestock summary is presented 1n 'Table 12.

When the ratios of the end product calonc.content are
compared with the fuel and eleCtrical energy used to obtain
that product, a given ratio decreases as the degree of pro-

-,



Table 7 sf

.
S.

,Energy Utilized.in Field CropOperations

.4
4IN

Operation

(Kcal x 1Q4 /ton)

Alfarfal*
Hay Barley2 Corn2 " ice Wheat3

Crop Establishment
Cultural Practices
Harvest

Transport
Process

2 43

0.51

3 87

2 10

12 61
0.03
6.56
3.14
2 96

11130

2 84
4 03
4 02
2 96

14%35

11 57

3 04
50.88

12 85
0.03
6 63
9 60.

4 82

Total (Kcal/ton)
.(Kcal/gtre)

Bales 2Feed .3Food

8'.91

50 79
24.85
66 65::

. 79..84

219 48
33.93
42 92 .

Table 8
Energy Utilized in Fruit and Vegetable Production

. \ Operation
(Kcal x 104/ton)

Green Beans Lettuce Potatoes Apples

Crop Establishment
Cultural Practices
Harvest

Transport
Prodess

16

6.35
32 98
261
3 42

5.00
2.33

e 341
2 75

, 3.42

3.03
1 43

02\
2.68
3.42

0 62
9.17

1.84

1.38

.3 28

Total (Kcal /tong"
(Kcal/acre)

72.52
116 oar

16.91

191.42
12.58

203.54
16 29

188.64

Oranges

0:61

2127.
2.43
1.38

-3-37

10.06
57.24,

Table 9
Energy Utilized in Livestock Operations

Operation
(Kcal x 1047ton)

Dairy Beef Hogs Broilers Eggs

Feed Transport
Husbandry
Market Transport
Process

12.78.
17.99

0.67
30.81

26.97
109 65

7.76,
28.24

1.27

72.78
0-39'

24 47.

6.21
139.65

1.84

48.4i -

2.05
71 66

`11.61
4\'11.97

Total (Kcal/ton)
(Kcal /animal)

62.25
388.78

172.d2
91.83

98.91
1V.47

196.11

411.831
97.29

6.082

13,000 evds 21,000 Eggs

Table 10
Major Energy Inputs for Field Crop Production

' Crop

I

,Energy Input -'1.000 Keal ton
Mechanized

Operations
Fertilizer',Fertilizer', Irrigation Total

Alfalfa Hay 89 28 183 323
Barley 253 168 - 479
Corn 249 331 . 388 1,027

' I
Rice 363 ' 323 379 , 1,185

Wheat 339 170 565'
. .
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Table 11

Maibr Energy Inputs for Fruit and Vegetable Produition

Crop

Energy Input - 1,000 Kcal ton

Mechanized

Operations
Fertilizer 'Irrigation Total

Green Beans 725 443 651 2,048
Lettuce 60'169 125* 92 484
Potatoes ° 126 79 64 325
Apples' 163 60 90 401 '
Oranges 101 123 183 1,089

1
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Table 12
Major Enehy Inputs for Liiestock Production'

Energy Input 1,000 Kcal/ton
Crop' Mechanized

Operations Feed

()airy , ' .623 2,516
Beef 1,726 ' 41,696
Hogs 99 14,616
Broilers 196 7.522

cessing increases For example the California data indicate
.545 for raw green bean's and 288 for canned green btIns.,
1 267 for,raw apples and 266 for canned apples, and .246
for raw broccoli and .133 for frozen broccoli'

Statements have been made that primitive agriculture
systems produce as many as 0 units of energy for each
unit of energy input Other sta ments have indicated that
the modern U S. agriculture ;ys em is much less,efficient
than primitive agriculture.syStems. A comparisob of data
obtained ira recent study of Korean agriculture with data
from the California study will help to put These statemtnts

to-better perspective.

A total of 4,040 man hours and 10 hours of animal
.power ark used to produce an average of 11,245 kilograms
of apples from a cheongbo (2.4506 acres) of land, On bar
ley farms in the middle region 1,315 map hours and 75 4
animal hours are used per cheorigbb, with an average-yield
df 2, 476 kilograms of unhulled barley In the same region

.. 1,623 man hours and 95 animal hours are used to obtain an
average of 4, 662 kilograms of urhulled rice.

The average Korean receives a minimally adequate diet
of 2,486 calorie's per day The human energy input is based
upon the equoialent number of 10-hour days required for
each crop. Oxen are the only significant source of animal
power and the energy input is based upon the work output
of an oxen being one horsepower with a feed conversion
efficiency of 50% Only the time involved with a specific
crop is Charged to that crop with the other time assumed to
be chaNed against another activity Therefore, the total ma
and animal input energy per acre for the three crops is
apples 5 6 x 103 kcalories, barley 39 4 x 103 kcalories,
and rice 49 9 x 103 klilories The caloric equivalents of
energy required for prOliction are 716 x 103 kcalonps for
the 450 pounds per acre for rice, 712 x 103 kcalories for
the 405 pounds for barley, and 1,432 x 103 kcalories for
the 900 pounds used for apple 'production

Based upon average yields of 5.059 tons of apples per
acie,17114 taps of barley and 2.097 tons of rice, the re-
spective caloric contents are 2.57 x 106, 3.527 x 106and
6.91)5 x 106 kcalories. Therefore the ratios of caloric con-
'Ant to energy 'input are- 1.79 for apples; 4.69 for barley,
and 9.01 for rice. Comparisontrihese ratios with the Cali-
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fornia data incidates. 139 vs 1.27 for apples; 4.69 vs. 6.61
for barley, and 9.01 vs 2.55 for rice.

White'many factors are currently acting to produce addi-
tional supplies of fossil fuels, to develop new energy tech-
nologies and to reduce total demand especially for fossil
fuels, the outcome will in all probability have costs not
only in terms of money,, manpower, materials, equipment,
natural resources and environmental effects, but will in-
fluence the socialand cultural aspectf'of the United States.
Of utmost importance is that Americans must develop a real
understanding and concern about the food and fiber sys-
tem. This concern ust go beyond the desire to maintain an
adequlte food su ply at reasonable costs. There is a need
to understand th t whatever happens in our system in
fluences the world marketplace 'as well as the availability
of a basic food diet for the people of the world,

Our food and fiber system substituted low cost enerfji,
primarily in the forms of fuel and fertilizer, for land and
labor If energy 311Ortages and price increases continue
there will be an effort to reverse the above process sub-
stitution of land and labor for fuel and fertilizer. A reduc-
tion in fertilizer application rates will require bringing
greater acreage under cultivation to make up for the de-
crease in yields This expanded acreage will place greater
demands onjland labor that will be used to reduce fuel
consumption. Since much of the labor would be used in
rural areas, there would be a movement of the people
from population centers back to the areas of expanded
agricultural apivity.

With the increase in petroleum prices, renewed interest
is emerging in the production of wool, cotton and silk to
replace synthetic fibers. The shift back to these renewable
resources would mean a change in life style as well as in3
creased pressure on population shifts temeet the demands
associated with increasing the production of these products.

The utilization of low-cost energy to manufacture com
mercial fertilittr resulted in.a decline in the use of animal
manures as fertilizers As'fertilizer costs go up more.animal
manures.will be returned to the land. Heir/ever, going back
to the use of horses and mitres instead of tractors is neither
logical nor possible in the immediate future. It would re-
uire eight years lust to produce two million head of live-

stock. The United States had more than 25 million head
prior to 1920 when we began to mechanize agriculture on
a large scale. We would need even more work animals today
to produce food for a much larger population. Mork im
portantly over 10t million acres of cropland would be
needed tb feed the work animals. That would be approxi
mat* one-third of the cropland that is Eurrently being
used to grow crops. As we look at history, in no area of the
world has agriculture, dependent upon muscle power be it
animal or human, been able to provide its farm people
with much more than a subsistence level of living.

'Agriculture in the western United States is heavily de-
pendent upon irrigation for adequate moisture for crop
production. The pumping of water from deep wells 're-
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quires-large Aunts of energy High cost Of energy for
irrigation would probably force a shift in production activi-
ties to areas of adequate rainfall.

High cost energy will mean more expensive transporta
Lion upon which our current system is so highly dependent
In general, as transportation costs decreased, agricultural
produt4ion moved farther and farther away from our popu-
lation centers. Increasing transportation costs will favor
expanded production nearer population centers and the rail
mode of transportation which is less energy intensive than
the truck mode The shift in production would be especially
true of highly perishable products which require ref rigera
Lion during transport to maintain quality

The implications that the production ctivities will be
cqme located closer to population ce ers will probably
result in marginal cropland being brou t back into produc-
tion Again lower yields per unit and the potential for in-
creased soil erosion could result

A demand for high protein diets i ttie form of milk,
eggs and meat was generated with ou increasing level of
affluence during the past two decades lets including these
items are more energy expensive in to s of food calories
than a basic diet of cereals It requires s veral times as much
gram to produce animal products as uld be required if
the grain was eaten directly. In addition he higher quality
d Jete-mvolve -the--foods-wh4ch-have-the hi est fuel energy-- 7.--
requirement when all production, processing, marketing
and preparation phases are considered. Therefore, scarce
and expensive energy could result in an impact on the
kind as well as the cost of our diet.

Highly processed convenience foods have been another
result of our low-cost energy and increasing affluence For
example, frozen dinners require large amounts of energy to
make,and continuing energy inputs to store them in their
frozen state Plastic film and aluminum, which are desirable
packaging materials, require large amounts of energy to
manufacture. Consumers will probably decide that the time

saved with high priced convenience foods is no longer as
important as g once was The degree to which many food
products other than convenience items are packaged today
may also be questioned by the consumer

United States agriculture has enjoyed a competitive edge
in world markets, in the production of major grains Farm
exports are vit5I to our efforts to purchase petroleum from
foreign nations Heavy world demanchfrir our_farm products
coupled wrth the basic need to meet consumer demand at
home will add pressures to increase food prices Rising

energy and world inflation factors could drive the cost of
food out of reach of our eort market. The resulting
effect would be to increase the problems of starvation and
malnutrition Under these conditions, efficient as well as
efiective utilization of energy becomes a major concern

In the long run, major changes will probably occut in the
United States food and fiber system Shifts in-production
practites toward energy conservation, the development of
new technologies to permit utilization of more abundant
forms of energy (generation of electribity with coal and
nuclear material, harnessing of solar and wind energy, and
the utilization of agricultural products and by products as
sources of energies), and less demand, for highly processed
and packaged food forms will require different types of
machinery equipment, buildings, and management skill

- --Wlitie-entineere-ancl-4s6+entists-wall continue to-make
significant and vital technical contributions to our food
and fiber system in the era of energy constrarnts, participa-
.tion in the political and social arena is 'essential.. As an

example of the challenges in ON latter area, we should work
to obtain a national policy w'hich encourages the use of
fertile land in areasof sufficient water supply for crop
production and the use of less productive land for extensive
rather than intensive agriculture, or ,urban and industrial
purposes to improVe the overall energy efficiency of our
food and fiber system.
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IntrodUction

The participants in this working conference have had the
opportunity to examine the energy dimension of selected
segments of the U S. 'food and fiber system. The energy re-
quired in increasing the form utility of a product has been

reviewed in terms of Input manufacturing, farm production,
and processing. These sectors too often are treated as
though they exit in a nonspatial economy with.few diffi-
,culties ,m transporting goods frbm one stage to the next.

Eriergy.in Distribution Scope

- I
Based on the generally accepted major subdivisions of

the food and fiber systems, one would anticipate that this
current session would dwell upon distribi4ion from the pro-
cessing stage to the wholesaler in the city where the product
ultimately is consumed.

Such a narrow definition deali with from three to four
percent of the energy consumed in the tOod and fiber sys-
tem. This greatly understates the realities of the total distil.
button requirements. Placed in a broader context, trans-

: portation of gocids accounts for about eight percent of total
U S energy consumption.'

Energy expended in moving goods from one location to
another indeed is a critical compotwt of tBis nation's eco-
nomic fabric. Transportation needs are diffused throughout
the system from the mine to thee point of consumption. The
place iltilay of a good is of equal importance relative-to the

form utility. .For example, pnless transportation of farm
produtts from California and Iowa can be facilitated with
felatwe ease, the economic value of thee goods to the con
sumer in New York City approaches Zero. Densely popu
lated manufacturing and service centers, often situated far
from specialized agricultural regions, would bcome in-
feasible.

With these factors in mind, this discussion on energy use
and conservation in the foots and fiber system is based up
on an expanded definition of distribution.

Distribution is any activity which has the goal of over-
coming the friction of *distance in moving economic
goods from One geographic location to another in
order to faCilitate the production-consumption pro-
cesses.

Food and Fiber System Flows

The teem "system" has been used frequently in studies
of food and fiber economics. When applying the systems
concept, one is attempting to proceed beyond analysis.of*

'Hirst (Reference N. 17) estimated that ontA urth of U.S. en-
ergy consumption is required in theeransportation of goods and
people, The freight compottent accounts for approximately one-
third of this itntracity tricking is included. It is amazing that two-
thirds of all t ansportation imergy,0...used in the movement of
people. Ho uch, is involved .in consumer purChayt trips is yet to
be determin . If evaluated on aper ton-mile beta, the human trip
is not very efficient.

it

,

each individual component and to expand the level of com-
, prehension about the linkages between the cells. Chart I

illushates the major components df thp food and fiber sys-
tem and Portrays the Major flows.2 Observe the transport
function (T) associated with each linkage, Transportation
enables the system to perform in a spatial envirorn%ent in
which linked activities do not occur at the same location.

2-Thisbhart and much of the remaining discussion are based upon
the contents of The U.S.,Pood and Fiber Sector Energy Use and
Outlook (Reference No. 13)
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ENERGY FLOWS IN THE FOOD AND FIBER SECTOR

FERTIUZER

LABOR
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ANG
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NNE

I III IIIII

OFF FARM

LIVESTOCK

PROOUCTION

ELECTRIQTY

INPUT SUPPLY

TRANSPORTATION

CROP, ANO LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

E1PRdC'ESSIND

U.S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

`A wide .variance exists both across and within the dis
fributive flows in terms of: ,

1. Distice and volume moved
2. Transkrt m-odal mix
3. Seasonality (time) of movement

. 4, Ease of transport

FOOD PROCESSING

AND STORAGE

DISTRIBUTION AND

MARKETING

CONSUMPTION

NEG ERS 6784ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE

5. Cost of transport
6. Origindestination patterns

' 7. Flexibility of alternative
Each flow possesses a transport mechanism whose basic
characteristics are dictated by the varying locational pat-

. tans evidenced Th each stage.

Example -Flow-----Cotton-

An example which aids in highlighting she importance of vidual's level of awareness about the spatial dimension tends

transportation is the cotton textile prcrauction stream. The to be limited, S reverse.approach is adapted in beginning
standard procedure is to start at the mine and follow wjth the most familiar..

4-- through to the consumer. 1-16weveris.ince the average
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Map I
Concentrations of Final Demand

Map 1 portrays the man; concentrations of final demand,
as measured by state aggregate personal income. Assume
that these states represent the maio(ultirnate desiinations
of appardl manufactured from cotton 'textiles. The retail

, -outlets (department stores) d're located relativelydose-to
the consumer.3 However, the clothing manufacturers evi-,
dence a highly concentrated locational pattern in the New
York-New Jersey complex as shown in Map II. The relative
transportation requiremehts to service the national market

'are cOnsiderable.4 The teSade industry is focused in the
Piedmont area (Map III) Aost cotton production occurs in
the Stluthwest (Map IV) 'The resulting long-distance ship-
ments of cotton bales -to the textile mills translates into
about eight million ton miles-Flap V shows the location of
farm 'machinery manufactprers. 4Again, this involves signi-

ficant transportation component Finally, Map VI Illu ajes

the spatial concentration of the three basic fertilizer in uts.
In the case of mixed fertilizers the three components must
be assembled at one fertilizer plant prior to rivement to

, thefarm sqa the farm supplier. .t.47

Map I I
Coni:pntratipns of Appardl Manufacture;swri

apalowity
owl**

3The consumer generals 4he transportation necessary to make
the purchase. This eriergy-e5mponent has not been incorporated la-
the distribution estimates '

4Ttie locatunial pattIgn orthe wholesale sector would be inter--
mediate, Occiirring in major metropolitan areas.

Map IV
Concentrations of 6otton-Farm Production

V

a."

.! rt,
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Map V
'Concentrations of Farm ly1achineiy Marfacturersraati"

rex
MaP-4/1

Concentration's ofiFertilizer Inputs
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1

-Obviously, the locational patterns and flows in this ex-
ample are simplified 'greatly in order to highlight the spa-
ttal displacements existing within the system. One example

' of how complex the origin-destination matrix can be even
for a basic flow is found in an analysis orcattle and calf
movement in the South 6' Marketings of nop-slaughter
calves and yea's are flepicted,as occurring not only among
states within the Southern Region but also as a myriad of
external flows to almost every other state, in the nation.

-

Hopefully, ty complexity and importance of the dis-
tribution iegmRt of the U.S. food and fiber system have
been communicated adequately. Although fragmentary data
bases and sludies'do exist, far too little is understood about
the distribution phase and its energy requirements. With
that in mind, the next section attempts to portray an over-
view of the tfansportation energy needs associated with
each stage.

Distribution Energy Needs
14,

,10i Best estimates indicate that transportation elierg use

I accounts for about one -fifth of all energy used in the .S.

food and fiber system.6 This represents only a little more
than two percent of all energy consumed in the U.S. There
are &rime who would argue that such a small number war-
rants only minimal attention in energy conservation efforts.
However, the absolute necessity of maintaining a viable
food distrital loz system makes this rlamber far more im-
portant than it, ould first appear 7 Approximately 90 per-
cent of all n'ansport. fuel rrkiWtin this system-are met by
diesel, with the remainder met by gasoline. Such a com-
plete 'dependence upon an,energy forin of which one-third
originates from unstable foreign sources further magnifies
the importance of making food and fiber transportation as
energy efficient as is Practica.1.8

Transportation - Farni'Gate to the City

Table I depicts the modal characteristics' of agricultural
transportation, from*.the farm gate to the city of final con-
sumption.9 Observe that farm trucks hauled more tonnage
than any other carriers. However, the meaningful value of
ton-mileage is dominated heavily by the commercial truck
(60 percent). Note also that rail and water transport are five
times as energy' efficient on the average as are trucks; yet
combined they carry only one-fourth of the ton mileage.
The extensive utilization of trucks has evolved for two rea-
sons'

1. Trucks are available to service the widely dispersed
agricultural community, much of which is acces-
sible only by toad.

2. Timeliness is essential in moving perishable com-
modities to the consumer or to the processor.

.Table 11 compares transportation data for selected com-
modities. Observe that poultry and vegetables undergdav

Table I
Agricultural Product Transportation: Estimated Fuel Needs by Mode of Transportation, 1970

Mode of
Transportation

Tons
(Millions lb

..,

''k', Milesc
Tori Miles
(Millions)

- Ton
(Percent),

Miles Ton Miles
Per Gdllond

Rail 118.1
,

497 58,725 23,3 250
All Trucks

Commercial . '
559.4 '

266.8
291

tl 568.

162,710

151,426

.` 64.7
60.2

48

50
;,, Farm 292.6 ' . 39 11,284 !, 4,5 30e

Water 34.6 870 30,090 12.0 220

All Modes 712.1 353 251,525 100.0 67 ,
*Sodom:, The 1.1Wobd and Fiber Sector- Energy Use and Outlook (Reference Nb. 13) excludes Alaska and Hawaii:
b`irom IJSDA 4tieff,Paper, October 2. 1970. . .

c Estimated largely from Ed Heitz, Traffic Manager, Agricultural Marketing Service. '
dFrom Lincoln, G.A,"Enargy Conservatidn," Science, Vol. 180, April 13, 1973.
eEstimated in Economic Research Service, USDA,

5L, D. Malphrus, et al (Reference No..21).
kalculations based on data frin The U.S. Food and Fiber

Ser;_issergy Use anthgutlook (Reference No. 13). Excludes en
orgy used in intracity transport and for consumer purchase trips.

On a world scale. this energy use actually exceeds the total
consumption of same LOC's.

5Sinider efforts shodid 'be made in all economic sectors whether
large or small. Only in this manner can successful overall conserva-
tion measures be achieved.
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erage shipments exceeding 1,900 miles. This reflects the re-
moteness of specialized farm production regions from major
population centers. Vegetables, milk, and grains evidence
the largest tine' transportation. requirements.

9Raw agricultural products to the processor or directly to the
consumer, plus processed food to the consumer. The data do not in-
dude the movement of cotton textiles, etc.
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C fable II
Agricultural Products Transportqd by Mode-of Transgirtation, 19708 I

'

CommodlP,

'

.. . All-MO'des Share of TonMiles (Percent)

Tons

`... (Millions)
Miles

-

Ton Miles
-011dlions)

Rail All Trucksb Water

Livestock 46.1 , 520. 23,950 7.5 92.5 - - -
Poultry and eggs 14 6 1200 17,520 - - - 100 0 - - -
Milk 733 ,5000 36,650 - -- 100 0 - -
Feed grains 194 5 159 30,961 / 28 5 46 5 25 0
Food grams. 102.2 312 31,932 /k 46.0 11 0 43.0
Soybeant 97 5 197 19,183 240 31.0 45.0
Peanuts 4 5 683 3,075 8 Cr 92.0
Tobacco 4.9 787 3,854 39.5 60.5
Fruits 19 2 706 13,552 18 0 81.0 . 1 0
Vegetables 37 8 1152 43,545 26.5 73.5 - - -
Hay 24.1 115 2,766 /.0 93.0 ` - - -

N

Sugar . 75.3 '228 17,154 46.5 53.5
Cotton 18.1 408 7,383 66.0 ,, 34.0 7

Total 712.1 353 251,525 23.0 '65 0 12.0

aSource The U S Food and Fiber Sector Energy Use and Outlook (Reference No 13) Based on USDA Staff Paper, Projected Agricultural
Transportation Requirements, Oct 2, 1970, and USDA staff paper, Projected Agricultural Transportation Requirements-Modal Distribu-
tion, Oct 30,1970, and estimates on mileage by mode of travel by Ed Heitz, Traffic Manager Agriculuyal Marketing Service, June 8, 1973,
Excludes Alaska and,Rawan

bIncludes farmer-owned trucking and commercial trucking from Table 53
cIncludes mileagefor trucks returning empty.

Farm trucks are used mainly to carry small'grains, hay,
and sew crops to the elevator or processor. Co'mmercial

-tyucks haul a wide varieiy of goods, including most of the
perishables. Trains primarily transport nonperishable items,
such as ,grain crops, sugar, and cotton. In addition, large
volume shipments of fruits and vegetables move long dis-
tances by rail. Barge traffic is comprised almost ekclusively
of grain and soybeans.

Regional and commodity patterns quite often chierge
from the general trends just described. For example, Casa-
-vent and Whittlesey studied potential impacts of rising ener
gy prices upon transportation costs and the resulting in-

aluence upon,the regional location of agricultural produc-
tion.10 'By doubling energy costs, the following changes
woulceresult in each} mode:

-
Percent Increase Absolute Cost Increase
in Total Costs Per TonMile

Barge 15% .0684.
Rail 8% .0564
Truck - 13% _1704

The barge is most sensitive in terms of the impact on total
costs. However, on arilsolute cost per tonmile basis, the
truck is three times as sensitive as is rail. These cost in-

, creases were 'applied to several commodities and regions, in-
cluding apples in the Northwest. Twenty years ago 80 per-

loCasevent and Whittlesey (Reference No. 7).

cent of the apples moved from Washington eastward by rail.
Recently this share has been transferred to trucking, making
Washington apple growerillincreasingly vulnerable to energy
price increases. They are, apt to lose a significant portion of
the eastern market to more favorably located producing
areas. The overall conclusion from this analysis is that agri-
cultur;1 producers in the Pacific Northwest are likely to suf-
fer most from energy cost increases, given a heavy reliance
on trucking and remoteness from major markets.

Transportation - Farm Inputs

Deficiencies in the data base concerning energy use in 6
the distribution of farm inputs at common. However, par-
tial data can be employed, using ton-mileage as an energy
surrogate in assessing the features of input transportation.
Although the farm machinery industry was described earlier
as concentMed; the location (see Map V) is close to the .
major farm production regions: AboOt 70 percent of the
market is less than 600 miles from the machinery menu-
tacturers. Yet over half of the ton-miles' re involved in
shipping the remaining 30 percent to more distant markets.

Rail accounted for ittnost half of the ton-mileage (longer
ha'uls).

6 IW
The agricbltural fertilizer industry ,is more dispersed, re-

Stiffing in'much shorter average hauls. However, the raw ma-
terials for fertilizer are highly localized, and the associated .

transport requirements undoubtedly offset this. initial ad-
vantage.

'
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Ingredients for the manufacture of feed move an average
of 330 miles to the plrit, compared to a 60-mile average
movement of the product from plant to the farm gate.
About 56 percent of the ingredients and almost all of the
manufactured feeds move by truck, with most of the re
mainder traveling by' rail Available data indicate a consider
able regional variation in modal requirements For example,
two-thirds of the feed ingredients in therf,Appalachian,
Southeastern, and Delta states move by rail.

Almost half of the Ipnnage and two-thirds of the 'ton-
mileage of pesticides travel by rail. This group of comModi-
ttei-rs one of the few examples in the food and fiber sys-
tem Mere the rail net more energy efficient) has increased
rather than decreased its share of the transport load.

Petroleum products represent a critical input to the farm
production mechanism. Use is highly seasonal and is diffi-
cult to determine accurately on a monthly basis. On-farm
storage facilities usually are limited, often to a two week
suppls7. The wide-flung distribution system necessary in sup-
plying the farmer with 6.5 billioh gallons of fuel involves

an additional 80 millioh gallons for transportation lone gal
Ion used to deliver 80 gallons)."

In summary, the distribution needs in the U S food and
fiber system have been shown to involve the movement of
large tonnages over a wide range of distances, requiring one-
fifth of all energy used in the system. The least efficient
energy user (truck) accounts for about 60 percent of the
total ton-mileage

TransportatiOn = Dollar Cost

However, even though energy is important in agriculture,
its contribution to the total dollar cost of a product nor
mally is about lour to eight percent The transport energy
component then represents only about one cent.'? This
number and its variability mean far more to the entrepre
neiA than energy measures expressed in gallons or Btu's.
If energy conserving practic4s result in increased costs, they
are not likely to be adapted This is a critical factor to be
kept in mind when discussing potential conservation prac-
tices in the ensuing section

. 4

'Conservation

Even though energy use in food and fiber distribution is
such a small part of the total, many possibilitieS,for energy
conservation exist How many of the alternatives are econo-
mically feasible is yet to be determined.

Trucicdapacities

One alternative which represents ,both energy and eco-
nomic 'savings is the expansion of truck Capacities." In
1973, freight with a density of 18 to 20 pounds per cubic
foot could fill a standard 40 fdot semi without exceeding,
the maximum legal- limits (73,280 pounds).15 The "break
even" point for 65-foot, twin trailer combinations is 12 to
13 pounds average density. By employing the larger capacity
trailer rigs, over 20 percent fuel savings can be attained for
a load averaging 12 pounds per cubic foot due to fewer
vehicle trips. Combined with greater weight limits.(80,000
pounds), the fuel savings for light'ipads could exceed 30 per-
cent For the high density freight, the increased weight,

limits could result in fuel savings of about 10 percent.16
The cumulative effect would not achieve these percentage
estimates, since many Iciads would not be increased. One
recent prorlosal has been to permit doubled 40-foot trailers

11 Does not include fuel needed to transport petroleum products
from the refinery to -bulk plants and distributors

12Less than a century ago, .the importance of land transport
costs dominated.product costs. For example, a load of lumber could
be cut in Sweden and moved 2,000 mites by water to England at a
reasonable vim. However, to move that lumber lust five miles inland
resulted in a ell6ubl on g of total costs!

13An example of the small impact of transport energy costs on
product prices is found'in a study by Anderson and Budt (Reference
No. 21. They calculate that each increase of five cents per gallcin of
diesel (trucking) adds about onetenth of one cent per pound to the
delivered cost of meat.

with a 125,000 pound maximum Many questions must be
resolved, such as increased costs of road maintenance, be-
fore this would become reality.

Backhauls

An unfortunate circumstance exists in which many trucks
throughout the food and fiber system are empty on the re-
turn trip Much of this is dictated by traffic imbalances be-
tween two shipping points. A much greater volume may be
moving in one direction, necessitating some carriers making
the return trip without a load.

However, other causes are responsible for an additional
number of trucks being "deadheaded" on the return trip.
In the regulated trucking industry, backhauls often are pro-
hibited." In a recent loadometer study, it was shown that
private tractor-trailer rigs returned empty 62.4 percent of
the time.18 The Interstate Commerce Commission ICC pro-
hibits private carriers from enteringother contract or com-
mon carrier service on a return trip ICC regulated carriers
return empty 38 percent of the time. Part of this is gen-,
erated by the fact that a contract carrier cannot become a
common carrier on the return trip If private carriers could
reach even the inefficient ratio achieved by the regulated

106

14This issue has been the focus of considerable controversy with
respect to the safety element.

15Amencan Trucking Associations (Reference No. 1)
16Many states permit twin trailers. These rigs have been forced

to route around the other states, resulting in inefficiencies of fuel
use The 80,000 pound maximum has not been adopted by about
20 states. As a result, many shippers still load to the 73,280 pound
limit. -

12For example, private trucks moving meat from Coloradb to
New York cannot carry a return load.

18Miller (Reference No. 22). .t
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carriers, significant savings would result. Indications are that
fuel consumption rates of about five miles per gallon are
maintained regardless of whethec.the truck is full or empty,
emphasizing the energy inefficiencies of those backhauls
which do not occur solely due to regulatory restriction.

With energy land labor, costs increasing, firms are ex-
ploring backhaut potentials in intracity movement from the
wholesaler to the retailer Few possibilities exist at the farm
level, since approximately four times as much leaves the
farm as is hauled to the farm.

Wasted Space

Many trucks carry less than full loads, and for light den-
sity routes this often is unavoidable However, some inef-
ficiencies do exist. 5or example, a meat truck loaded to
legal weight capacity carries two thirds more of the final
product than does a livestock truck -19 Hung carcasses
shipped from Iowa to New York' represent considerable ,-
wasted, space over boxed meat 2°

Railail

The rail system obviously is more energy efficient than
=la . trucking. However this mode is not accessible to many

firms and is inefficient for short,hauls Although rail^serv-
ice and dependability have improved somewhat, truck serv-
ice has adjusted much more rapidly in reacting to changing
needs. Perhaps reduced regulation of railroads would gen-
erate an improved response to the requirements of the food
and fiber system, with a,resultant shift of some commodi-

, ties to trite more energy efficient rail mode.

Market Realignments

Market realignments could reduce the necessity for dis-
persed, small volume shipments. The anhydrous 4arn,Tonia
industry contains many instances in which each plant terves
several regional markets, on a national scale. More often
than nat firms are competing in the same markets. Since
anhydrous'ammonia is a uniform product, it is Possible for
firms to trade supplies. In tfiis way it is possible for one
plant to supply all bulk.outlets in Illinois, regardless of
company affiliation, 'while another plant may service all
outlets in Georgia. The duplication of rouses is minimized.

An analysts of the disthbution of bulk dairy feed in the
Northeast provides an example of the energy saving poten-

19Assumes
.

a 60 percent slaughter yield of beef. Anderson (Ref. t
erence No. 21'

20Under existing weight limitations, little is gained by moving
boxed meat instead of carcasses After deducting 30-35,000 pounds

qo'r the empty trailer and tractor from the gross allowable 73,000
pounds, 38. 43,000 pounds remain for the load. The average full
load for hanging beet is 36.5130 pounds. Boxed meat is lived by
weight rather than space to about 40,000 pounds. By allowing a
greater weight maximum, the potential difference would be greater
(assuming packaging problems would be solved). kiowever, even
under existing conditions mote of the product is shipped at a given

_ weight as boxed meat since the byproducts have been removed.
(Source: Conversation with James Lauth, Director of Transporta-
tion and Warehouse Division, AMS, USDA, Washington).

0 i

teals of market realignment on a more local scale.21 Pres-
ently the delivery of bulk feed involves a heavy duplication
of routes, with relatively small storage capacities on the
farm (less than two weeks). If storage capacities could be
expanded, thereby increasing the minimum size of ship-
ment, the frequency .of delivery would be reduced. This
'action alone might result in decreases of from 7 to 23 per-
cent in fuel btilizatuanfor delivery. If exclusive delivery
territories also were adopted, the diesel fuel needs would,
drop by over one-halfI22 Twenty-five millicin torts of mixed

.i
feed are sold per year and most is bulk delit,iered. This in-
volves over 100 million miles of route tratzl'and 16 mil-
lion gallons of diesel fuel If the frequency of delivery
could be reduced, from 1.1 to 3 7 million igallopelpf dieSel
would be saved annually. If in addition, exclusive terri-
tories evolved, 10.5 million gallbns total might'te saved.
When compared to total diesel use in the United Seates,
this represents less than one day of consumption. However,
many conservation alternatives are just as insignificant when
considered individually. Wen measured iii the, aggregate,
the same alternatives assume a much stronger position.

Other
-,

The potentiar for energy conservation exists in many
other elements of food and fiber transportation. Regulated
rate structures often lead to indirect routing or perpetuate
inefficient locational patterns. By shifting processing stages
in which weight loss, is significant toward the location of
the raw material, unnecessary mpvement of excess weight
is Minimized. Multimodal transit (piggyback) combines, the
advantages each rhode has to offer. Waste disposal often in-
volves a duplication of routes. Marketing firms can alter
their logistics system for existing market structures in terms
of improved routing and storage. The movement of people
associated with the agricultural sector has received minimal
attention.23 Little is known about the comparative energy
efficiencies of high density versus low density routes.

In conclusion, many other examples could be cited as
possible areas of energy conservation. However, it should be
evident that one overriding theme can be stated as being re-
sponsible for many Of the avoidable inefficiencies today
the artificialities created and perpetuated by regulation.
Change is inhibited by. the inflexibilities of existing poli-
tical and social institutions. Unless regulation can be mini-
mized and that which remains then be made responsive in a
timely fashion to economic realities, the aggregate op-
portunity fcir energy conservation in transportation is re-
duced.

21Qavulis, et al (Reference No. 91.
22This institutional change would -be difficult to implement

without stifling competition. One mechanism which could result in
spatially contiguous markets Mould be to require payment -of a
posted feed price plus the true transport costs by the purchaser,
based on his distance from the supplier.

23Rupprecht (Reference No 28).
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The Big Picture

The focus throughout this workshop has been on energy
efficiency However, It is imperative that energy be placed
In Perspective relative to other inputs. For example, energy
historically* has been a substitute for labor. As a propor-
tion ,of the total cost-of a product, energy costs are respon-
sible for 6 to 8 percent, and labor char'ges are almost 50
perkrent An 8 pdrcent increese in Wage rates impacts the
total cost of a product as much as,a doubling of energy

prices. The entrepreneur may continue to optor energy if
the substitute he faces is labor.

Die short run, assignment of the food and fiber sector is
to eliminate energy ineffiCiencies which have evolved due to
the historic low prices -of Energy. In the longer run, ways
must be found to substitute more plentiful energy sources
(such as solar) for the increasingly scarce and costly fossil
fuels. The current practice of crisis ?nanagement must be
discarded so that resources may be devoted now to the de-
velopment of models, logistics systems, and applicable tech-

nology in anticipation of future, needs.

Research, Teaching, and Extension Needs

Professionals dedicated to research, teaching, and exten-
sion as,related to the food and fiber system face a diffi-
cult, yet challenging task in the area of energy conservation.
At present ;he 'policrinaker is forced to make transporta-
tion-related decisions based upon minimal data. Too little
is understood about the complexities of the distribution
system. The researcher can work to-alleviate this deficiency
by quantifying energy use and efficiencies in assemblying,
transporting, and distributing agricultural products. There Is
a great need to examine these problems at the regional level,
since each region is unique in its transportation require- -
ments Each problem must be analyzed from a total econo-

mrc as well as an energy standpoint. The teacher is respon-
sible for equipping the student with an idcreased level of
awareness about the spatial dimension of economic activity
and fbr providing-the student with the basic tools of back-
ground information concerning energy, quantitative. tech-
niques, and logic. The extension specialist faces an equally
difficult task, since it is his duty to stay abreast of new
conservation potentials and make the information available
to the agricultural community. Above all, each professional
must work at the art of effectively communicating develop-
ments in-energy use in food and fiber distribution.
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REPORT OF EXTENSION GROUP

Frank J. Humenik, Chairman
Ted R. Holmes, Recorder

After preliminary discussion, approximately 15 partici
pants in the Extension group agreed that extension: programs

should be directed toward two major audiences. (1) the
general public and (2)' agricultural producers. The group
then undertook to define messages and to propose delivery
systems. The recommendations agreed upon are outlined
below:

A. The deneral Public

-I. The Message

A. Energy Consciousness Stress the reality of the
problem and the need for the public to become in-
voided in deasionmaking as to priorities.

B. Cooperative Conservation Conservation by agiicul-
ture alone will have some, but not Much, effect bn
the total picture. The pubMc must help With conserva-
tion and. thus- the major goal is total pooperation.

C. Policy Provide reliable facts and urge the public to
apply its influence toward the making of national pol-
icy favorable to a continued supply of adequate food.

D. Adequ te Production Promote public awareness of
Amerid n agriculture's role in supplying adequate high
quality ood and of the im rtance of assuring agri-

:culture. nough energy to proguce this .food, while
at the same time -Supporting research anddevelop-
ment for new sources and more efficient uses of
energy. 4

II. Delivery Systems Develop a nation -wide information pro-
\___,....- gram supported 'by individual state programs. ,

A. Provide television and radio spots for nationwide dis-
-tfibution and seek sponsored or public affairs time on
networks, including PBS, to disseminate attention-
getting factual infprmation. 0

B. Public Press, Pr&vide information in easily tm-der-
stood foim for magazines and other periodicals of
general, consumer and'homemaker interest.,

C. Wire Service Establish accessible and reliable source
of information.

D. Extension Information Channels Each state should
. uge normal inlaratktion channels.

E. Person-to-Person - Each state should consider use of
energy town II meetings, homemaker groups, etc.

B. Producers

I. The Message (Must be unique to the audience but stress
systems approach.)
A.Energy Consciousness Increase producer awareness

regarding current- and future energy resources and
requirements.

B. Cooperative Conservation Give the producer the
facts and allow him to make decisions as to alterna-
tive e terprises, productiOn practices, use of equip.'
ment, tc. Point out that it may become necessary
to establish an on-the-farm conservation program in
order to obtain fuel.,

C. Audience Uniqueness Recognize differing needs of
various segments of agriculture with allowance for I
such inputs by qualified individtials, bul stress the
total systems approach in all energy considerations.

D. Total Energy view Emphasize the adoption of pro-
duction practices based on overall energy require-

. ments rather than just limited sayings for an individual
°ratios'. Such total energy data and recommehda-

, tions should include support system inputs as well as
on-farm production requirements. .

E. Goal Emphasize that the farmer is producing food,
not energy.

II. Delivery Systems It will be a challenge for extension
groups at national and state levels to develop effective
delivery systems for these programs.

C. Recommendations

The group voted unanimously to ask the Southern Ex-
tension Directors Association to request Extension Service
USDA to establish a national committee to prepare a public
information program for the national delivery system (as
suggested under "The General Public" of this report) and
that this committee (also as outlined under,"Producers" in
this report) develop a producer information program that
would apply to agriculture in general. It was further recom-
mended that individual states develop inputs for these na-
tional effocts and inforrnation.prggrams geared to the unique



e

aspects,and situationt of their producers.
The Extension,group unanimoysly agreed to categorically

emphasize the inportanco of visible administrative support
and budgeting tor Research, Teaching, and Extension pro-
grams to secure sufficient energy for at least continuance
,qf conternPorary. productivity.

a

w

Finally: the group recommends. that the entire SREB
Energy Conference send a resolution to the, National Asso-

-ciation of State Departments of Agriculture meeting in West
Virginia, October 5. 1975, requesting national support for
all programs proposed by the Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board Conference'on Energy in Agriculture.
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-REPORT OF 'TEACHING GROUP

Cecil E. -Hawes, Chairman
" Gerald Zechariah, &Order

Credibility of information sources appeits to be a critical
..

facto( in disseminating information on energy. Colleges of
agriculture have- been developed to have credibility with
the public, whibb,increases the faculties' responsibilities in
roviding accurate information on energy subjects. Link
etsitY students de certainly a key group fo be provided

with current and tactile' information on energy.
Agriculture should take a lead in disseminating energy

information. Too often in the past, when critital situatipns
arose,Nagrieulture let other groups take 'the lead and we

_,
were then place in a defensive position. One- of the pro".
lemenow confronting us is the lack of adequate ihformation.

Irwas felt that too much of the information. comjng out
at this time is not founded on facts. If we are -to `teach
energy adequately in our courses and retain our credibility
as an information source, we must present,accurate jnfot-
mation. Additional.research should be encouraged.to gen-
erate accurate, information on energy used in agriculturez
which can be.used in our teaching programs. Professional
societies should take an active role in collecting information'
on energy and amoting the dissemination of this inform

There was no one recom in ended course siructukwhicie.
could universally be used in p&senting informatibri on
energy. The organization-of the academic structure within
the university, course philbsophy and perso el would be
important factors in determining howpe ma I was to be
incorporated into the educational program. The following
are recommendations which evolved from the disCussiorry
the teaching group:

441. Special energy incorporation of energy
lottootopics lotto existing courses4seminars, crimpuswide

0

C-

fourses.and combinations of these were all considered
as viable approaches. The most appropriate would de-
pend on the local situation and as is.frequentl the4 case, new courses on energy would likely evolvefr
some of the less-structured approaches, espepially as
more accurate information becomes- available on
energy uses in agriculture.

In appropriate existing courses the course philosophy
should include concerns for energy. Examplerof a few
specific points in this regard are listed below. These
pdints reflect a close relationship to specific disciplines.
a. Develown understanding about energy require-

ments ilTd the Onsumer demands and their inter-
relationships

b. Introduce energy as a major design parameter
c. Continue' to teach improvement of production

efficiency, With higher energy' cost requiring a$
change in one of the productioh input iterrh.

p. A better appreciation of thp role of energy in agricul-
ture among all faculty an administrators of colleges
of agriculture should developed. This might be ac-
complished by seminars or other training sessions.

A concern was raised regarding thit development of an
iirer-emphasis on energy education. This would suggest that
we might try to make an energy expert of everyone which
would detract from training in our major disciplines. Enkgy
educatio p. should be kept intperspective rememberg
that it ire cost factor in producing, processing and market-
ing food and fiber. -

112 ,.
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REPORT Ot' RESEARCH GROUP
4t.

A. W. Snell, Chairman e
F. J. Hassler, RecGder

The 34 participants in this group limited their discussion
4 consideration of two aspects: (1) How to accomplish
the needed research or delivery, and i,2).kesearchable topics
for Agriculture, Aquaculture and try.

The following recommendations esubmittedto the
general session and adopted for dance in the region-

1. Compile and pblish. a CA) etfensi've bibliography.

2. Emphasize fuel substitution; e.g.' utilize solar energy
and renewable sources of as methane from
biomass for 1--11)nrhfid farms ead operations lirder
to conserve' liquid fuels for. rime movers fro 'field
and road locomotions and opdrations.

3. Employ systems engineering methodology to .study
intet a d. intrasystems- relationships (not rftady td
opti ize production systemswith least energy require-

s as a constraint):

Fused energy implications with &trent
6

ongping
research and imitate some high priority targeted energy
research.

5. Recognize that energy cost foS fond and fiber produc-
tion is still a small part of the consumer's budget, yetyi
we can increase its efficiency.

6. Research is needed to assure theovailability of energy
as an essential part of a modern.agricultural system.

7. fiesearchable topics
A. Production

1., conservation
2. utilization .
3. new sources
4. biomass conversion

5. solar energy
6. wind
7. storage
8. genetic manipulation (nitrogen fixation)
9. _crop efficiency °

4 ,

+I

,

I.

10. 4produc;mnthesis

qijo;t Adjustments 0 111o4,
(energy) fuel substitution
livestock efficiency-

Fertilizer Efficiency (manufacture and use)
pesticide scheduling
energy independence
water utilization and scheduling

4/5 lowjnergY production sYstps
Policy Concepts Offarm Production

new produCts

machinery.

use of nonagricultural waste
fuel efficiency
thermodynamic analysis

0 altptiotengive
)3. Processirt9

. yvaste utilization
Q. solar energy

,fuel substitutgn.
Mstitutionel grades and standards

5. cooking,
6. drying

'7. location
8. storage

clOistribution '

1. 'institutional (regulatiOn)
2. cost analysis

. 3. netwbrtc theory
4. ° marketing - grades and sta ndards

- . 5. mode o0 transffortati2n substitution
6." multimOdal transport systems
7. preservation

, 8. storage terming
0.'COnstimer

acceptance',
-°"v2, demand analYsil °. te
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